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Forty years ago Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, and Hoyle combined what we would now call
fragmentary evidence from nuclear physics, stellar evolution and the abundances of elements and
isotopes in the solar system as well as a few stars into a synthesis of remarkable ingenuity. Their
review provided a foundation for forty years of research in all of the aspects of low energy nuclear
experiments and theory, stellar modeling over a wide range of mass and composition, and abundance
studies of many hundreds of stars, many of which have shown distinct evidence of the processes
suggested by B2FH. In this review we summarize progress in each of these fields with emphasis on the
most recent developments. [S0034-6861(97)00204-3]
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I. PREFACE

It is curious that both the primordial and stellar theo-
ries of the origin of the elements should have been pub-
lished in the same year, 1946. Little notice was at first
taken of the stellar theory, attention being directed at
first overwhelmingly to Gamow’s suggestion of associat-
ing nucleosynthesis with the origin of the Universe.

While it is true that the one theory had to do with
cosmology, the other did not. The suggestion that stellar
nucleosynthesis had a connection to cosmology was an
invention of Robert Oppenheimer and it never had any
reality to it, since the first paper on stellar nucleosynthe-
sis appeared in 1946, two years before the steady-state
cosmological model was published. Nor were the objec-
tions to primordial synthesis by neutron addition by any
means confined to the well-known gaps at A55 and
A58, as is sometimes stated. There was always the
pragmatic objection that the elements were distributed
with too much spatial irregularity to be attributed to a
universal origin. And the well-known iron peak was an
obvious feature of solar system abundances, implying
that at least in some places matter had been able to
approach its most stable form.

For matter to approach its most stable form, tempera-
tures in stellar interiors would be needed of the order of
a hundred times those in main-sequence stars, a require-
ment that it would have been difficult to accept if the
beginnings of an understanding of supernovae had not
emerged in the early 1940s. In a rough kind of way it was
possible to compare supernovae with ordinary stars in
the same way that, in the mid 1940s, people were com-
paring nuclear weapons with chemical ones, this suggest-
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
ing that temperatures vastly higher than those that
seemed plausible in Eddington’s day might be possible.

The fact that primordial nucleosynthesis ran far ahead
of stellar nucleosynthesis in the years up to the early
1950s turned out to be advantageous to the eventual
emergence of the B 2FH paper in 1957, because it per-
mitted facts to accumulate quietly without any frenzied
circus developing. In 1952, Salpeter discussed the stellar
formation of carbon from alpha particles, and a few
months later the relation of carbon synthesis to oxygen
synthesis was shown to require a state in the carbon
nucleus of about 7.65 MeV above ground level. When
this state was actually found, the laboratory discovery
carried a strong measure of conviction for all those who
were involved in it.

At the same time surveys of nearby stars by several
groups, including some of us, were showing variations of
metal abundances to hydrogen, the beginning of the
concept of metallicity, that seemed impossible to associ-
ate with some form of universal synthesis. We were also
puzzled by our 1953–54 analysis of high-dispersion spec-
tra obtained at McDonald Observatory, which showed
strange overabundances of some heavy elements and
seemed to indicate that neutrons were involved. And in
1953–54, carbon-burning and oxygen-burning were
found.

It was in the autumn of 1954 that the team of B 2FH
came together in the quiet ambience of Cambridge, En-
gland, without, as mentioned above, any frenzied circus
developing.

During 1954–55 calculations involving neutron pro-
duction in the interiors of evolved stars with helium-
burning cores surrounded by a hydrogen-burning shell
were followed by calculations on neutron addition to
elements from neon to scandium. The process of neu-
tron addition was slow enough for each neutron capture
to be followed by beta decay (the origin of what we later
named the s process). In the same period, we became
aware that A.G.W. Cameron was working along similar
lines in Canada. These calculations showed the possibil-
ity of explaining the characteristic odd-even effect in
abundance ratios.

In the autumn of 1955 we all moved, or returned, to
Pasadena, where there was still a relatively peaceful set-
ting at both the Kellogg Radiation Laboratory at
Caltech and the Mount Wilson and Palomar offices at
813 Santa Barbara Street. We now also had the great
advantage of being at the home of the large telescopes.
In 1952 the process of neutron liberation and capture
had been clinched by Paul Merrill’s discovery of the un-
stable element technetium in S stars (evolved red gi-
ants), and we were able to obtain spectra with the
Mount Wilson 100-inch telescope of an evolved star of
the class known as ‘‘Barium II stars,’’ in which we deter-
mined the overabundances of just those heavy elements
that had at least one isotope with a magic neutron num-
ber.

One could not be in the same town as Walter Baade
without hearing a lot about his famous light curve of the
supernova in the galaxy IC 4182. With the interest of all
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four of us in supernovae as the spectacular death throes
of stars at the end of their active evolution and thermo-
nuclear energy production, we latched onto this. The
exponential decay of the energy output of this super-
nova immediately suggested radioactive decay, follow-
ing collapse, the release of a great burst of energy, neu-
trons, and neutrinos, and the formation of heavy
unstable nuclei.

Also in 1956, an improved solar-system abundance
curve became available from Suess and Urey. Values in
the upper half of the chart of the nuclides showed two
things: the association of magic neutron numbers with
abundance peaks, and a separation of peaks correspond-
ing to both slow and rapid neutron addition, the latter
being fast enough not to allow time for the beta-decay
involved in slow neutron addition. And released at that
time were hitherto classified data on (n ,g) cross sections
for individual isotopes of elements, without which a
meaningful analysis of what in B 2FH was called the s
process would not have been possible.

B 2FH can be seen in retrospect to have been a highly
creative review article, putting together what the four
authors had done previously, together with the facts on
which the theory would now be based with considerable
confidence. We each brought ideas and data from very
different parts of physics to the table, and occasionally
we stopped arguing long enough to work things out and
write them down. There were a number of original con-
tributions, notably the calculations for the s and r pro-
cesses. The rest consisted of an extensive updating of
previous work. But one should not forget the introduc-
tion of a lettering notation for the various nuclear pro-
cesses: a , e , s , r , p , and x , which may have done
more for the development of the subject than almost
anything else!

II. INTRODUCTION

As of 1957 enough evidence had been assembled for a
review of what was known about nucleosynthesis in
stars. The data (which would now be called fragmentary,
though it then appeared to be spectacular) allowed Bur-
bridge, Burbridge, Fowler, and Hoyle, B 2FH,1 to com-
bine progress in stellar and solar system abundances
with laboratory nuclear physics data and stellar evolu-
tion calculations to show how stars can produce ele-
ments and their isotopes from helium to uranium. Their
paper provided a basis for nuclear astrophysics for the
decades that followed. How well did they do? In this
review we will first outline the basic processes that they
suggested to be the sources of elements heavier than
hydrogen and evaluate progress in confirming and ex-
tending their suggestion.

1This was probably the first astronomical paper to be referred
to by the initials of its authors.
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
A. The cosmological foundations of B 2FH

In 1957 there were two basic cosmological models,
though neither was sufficiently developed to deserve the
term ‘‘theory.’’ These were, of course, Big Bang and
steady state. The Big Bang obviously explained the ex-
pansion of the Universe but failed to predict the origin
of the elements beyond the lightest species. Steady state
provided for an understanding of the discrepancy be-
tween the expansion age and the apparent ages of the
globular clusters—a problem that is still with us—but
provided no physical basis for the continuous creation of
matter, the expansion, or the collection of diffusely cre-
ated matter into galaxies.

One of the strengths of the B 2FH paper was its inde-
pendence of the cosmological models then under discus-
sion. The paper explained just how much stars could
contribute to the synthesis of nuclei heavier than hydro-
gen. Since they did not have the answers for D, Li, Be,
and B they relegated them to the ‘‘x process.’’ Almost
all other elements and isotopes could be produced in the
stellar environment by one of their eight processes (with
their ‘‘x process’’ included as number eight).

B. The astronomical background in 1957

Starting in the late 1940s and early 1950s astronomers
were assembling data to show that all stars did not have
the same chemical composition. For 80 years it had been
known that some red giants, referred to as carbon stars,
showed molecular bands of carbon molecules in their
spectra while the vast majority of cool stars showed ox-
ide bands. Due to blending of absorption lines and mo-
lecular bands a quantiative comparison of carbon and
oxygen red giants was not possible. More recently the
subdwarfs had been found to be metal-poor by factors
more than 10 (Chamberlain and Aller, 1951), and the
heavy element stars such as the Ba II stars and S stars
were known to show abundance excesses of certain spe-
cies by factors near 10 (Burbidge and Burbidge 1957).
Of great importance was the discovery of Tc in S stars
(Merrill, 1952) since the longest lived isotope of Tc has a
half-life of 43106 years and Cameron (1955) had shown
that 99Tc, with a half-life of only 33105 years was the
most easily produced isotope. This proved beyond any
doubt that nucleosynthesis took place within stars and
that the products could reach the stellar surface, with
the help of mass loss and mixing.

C. The eight processes

In order to produce (almost) all known nuclear spe-
cies in stars B 2FH suggested eight separate processes.

1. Hydrogen burning

Following the fundamental papers by Bethe and
Critchfield (1938) and Bethe (1939), B 2FH described
the laboratory experiments and the derived reaction
rates of the various proton captures of the pp chain and
the CNO cycle. The details of the rates of the individual
reactions in the pp chain determine the energy spectrum
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of the resulting neutrinos, which is crucial in attempts to
understand the solar neutrino problem. In addition they
discussed the p capture by the neon isotopes to produce
23Na (also mentioned in Bethe’s 1939 paper). In Secs.
IV and VII, Parker and Champagne bring us up to date
on the laboratory rates of hydrogen burning reactions
from the pp reaction through the CNO cycle, the NeNa
cycle and the MgAl cycle. In addition the hot CNO cycle
plays an important role in nova explosions, while the rp
process discussed by Boyd in Sec. XIII may be respon-
sible for the production of certain p-rich isotopes.

2. Helium burning

By the time of B 2FH helium burning to produce 12C
had been suggested by Öpik (1951) and its rate esti-
mated by Salpeter (1952). In Sec. VI. G. Hale describes
the present state of the experiments that located and
measured the width of the vital 7.65 MeV level in 12C
(predicted by Hoyle) and the complicated combination
of experiment and theory that is necessary to estimate
the rate of the 12C(a,g)16O reaction. The rate of the
12C(a,g)16O reaction relative to the 3-a process deter-
mines the carbon/oxygen ratio in massive stars, and this
is crucial for the later evolution of such a star and its
resulting nucleosynthesis. Unfortunately, 40 years after
B 2FH, the rate of the 12C(a,g)16O reaction is still not
well determined. Fortunately the material that is re-
turned to the interstellar medium by stars that are less
massive than 11M( and evolve into white drawfs has
been enriched by matter that has experienced only par-
tial helium burning, so the uncertainty in the ratio of
reaction rates plays a minor role.

3. The a process

B 2FH suggested that further a captures could extend
nucleosynthesis beyond 16O to 20Ne, 24Mg, etc., up to
the very stable, doubly magic nucleus, 40Ca. However,
after experiments showed that the 16O(a,g)20Ne rate is
very slow in stellar interiors, it became evident that car-
bon and oxygen burning are responsible for the origin of
species from Ne to S, with the nuclei consisting of inte-
gral numbers of a particles dominating the abundance
curve in this region.

4. The e process

At very high temperatures, about 4 or 53109 K, so
many reactions take place that the nuclei settle down to
statistical equilibrium dominated by the most tightly
bound nuclei around 56Fe. Such conditions are reached
only in supernovae. The observation of g rays from
SN1987A due to the deexcitation of 56Fe, resulting from
the b decay of 56Ni, has demonstrated the importance of
the production of iron-peak species in supernova explo-
sions. Modern calculations of the iron-peak abundances
are discussed by Meyer in Sec. XV.
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
5. The s process

Beyond the iron-peak, utilizing neutrons produced by
reactions such as 13C(a,n)16O and 22Ne(a ,n) 25Mg, nu-
clei can be produced along or adjacent to the valley of
stability via a process in which sequential neutron cap-
tures take place on a time scale that is slow compared to
the beta-decay lifetime of these nuclei. This process can
continue all the way up to lead and bismuth; beyond
bismuth the resulting nuclei alpha decay back to Pb and
Tl isotopes. In Secs. X and XI Käppeler and Smith bring
us up to date on laboratory measurements, stellar mod-
els (also discussed in Sec. III by Iben), and abundance
studies of the s-process elements.

6. The r process

B 2FH showed that, in addition to the s process, there
must be another neutron capture process in which the
sequential neutron captures take place on a time scale
which is much more rapid than the beta decay of the
resulting nuclei. This process produces the much more
neutron-rich progenitors that are required to account for
the second set of abundance peaks that are observed
about 10 mass units above the s-process abundance
peaks corresponding to the neutron magic numbers,
N550 and 82. Historically, the r process has been asso-
ciated with SN explosions, and in the past decade inter-
est has focused more specifically on the neutrino-heated
atmosphere surrounding the newly formed neutron star
as the r-process site. In Sec. XII Hoffman and Timmes
review both the physics and astrophysical scenario of
rapid neutron capture during the explosion of massive
supernovae.

7. The p process

There are some relatively rare proton-rich nuclei such
as 92Mo that are impossible to produce by n capture
alone. They may be produced by p capture at high
enough temperatures to overcome the huge coulomb
barrier or by (g,n) reactions during supernova explo-
sions. Recent work on (p ,g) and (g,n) reactions includ-
ing the rp process are reviewed by Boyd in Sec. XIV.

8. The x process

None of the above processes can produce D, Li, Be,
or B, all of which are burned by p capture at low tem-
peratures in stars but hardly ever (except for 7Li) pro-
duced in stars. B 2FH did not know how they were pro-
duced so they ascribed their synthesis to the x process.
Modern cosmological models of big bang nucleosynthe-
sis are tuned to produce D, 3He, 4He, and some 7Li to
fit observations of these species in very metal-poor stars
and other astrophysical sources. The observations and
theories of production of 7Li, Be, and B in stars are
reviewed by Boesgaard in Sec. V. For a brief review of
the production of D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li in the early
universe with further references see Olive and Schramm
(1996).
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D. Neutrino astrophysics

1. The solar neutrino problem

In assembling this review we have decided to omit the
solar neutrino problem because it has been developing
so rapidly and hence is reviewed so frequently that,
within the limited space available, we could not add sub-
stantially to the material already available. For the fun-
damentals of neutrino astrophysics see Bahcall (1989)
and for a recent and thorough review see Haxton (1995).
Some historical and summarizing remarks regarding the
solar neutrino problem follow. For a much more de-
tailed and very interesting history of the solar neutrino
problem see the Appendix of Bahcall (1989).

The important place of neutrinos in present day astro-
physics could hardly have been anticipated by B 2FH,
which predated neutrino physics as an experimental sci-
ence and the modern understanding of neutrino interac-
tions. The possibility of detecting solar neutrinos had
been suggested at the time of B 2FH, but not in the usual
literature. Pontecorvo (1946) and Alvarez (1949) inde-
pendently called attention to the possibility of the detec-
tion of neutrinos. The basic papers calling attention to
the possibility of detecting solar neutrinos with a 37Cl
detector were published in 1964 (Davis, 1964; Bahcall,
1964). In 1968 Davis, Harmer, and Hoffman reported
the first results of their Cl experiment in the Homestake
Mine in South Dakota. Over the next 20 years or so
continued observations by Davis and his colleagues and
improved solar models by Bahcall and his colleagues (as
well as others) demonstrated a discrepancy of a factor of
3 between the predicted number of 8B neutrinos and the
detection rate for neutrinos with energy above 0.814
MeV. No likely solar models have been able to explain
the discrepancy. However, the suggestion by Mikheyev
and Smirnov (1985) of matter-enhanced neutrino oscil-
lations, following Wolfenstein’s (1978) discussion of
neutrino effective masses in matter, provides a very
natural explanation for the observations, assuming mas-
sive neutrinos and flavor mixing. This possibility is com-
monly known as the MSW mechanism.

Neutrino astrophysics was given a great boost in the
last decade by the results from three new solar neutrino
experiments, one using a water Čerenkov detector to
measure 8B neutrinos (Kamiokanda II/III) and two oth-
ers using radiochemical 71Ga detectors (SAGE and
GALLEX). The threshold of the 71Ga (ne ,e) 71Ge re-
action is sufficiently low, 0.233 MeV, that it is sensitive
to the flux of pp neutrinos produced in the first step of
the pp chain. As a steady-state sun must burn enough
protons to account for the measured solar luminosity,
there is a minimum value for neutrino capture in this
detector of about 77 SNU (solar neutrino units), pro-
vided neutrinos behave as in the standard electroweak
model. The measured value appears to be just consistent
with this minimum value. However, the combined re-
sults of these three experiments are not fit very well by
any combination of pp , 7Be, and 8B neutrinos, and im-
ply an almost total absence of neutrinos from the 7Be
(e ,ne) 7Li reaction. This is very difficult to achieve in
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
solar models given that the Kamioka II/III detector sees
a substantial number of the associated 8B neutrinos
(about half the standard solar model value).

This discrepancy now constitutes a major problem
whose solution in terms of solar modeling, nuclear reac-
tion rates, or neutrino physics has not yet become evi-
dent. The most recent solar models by Bahcall, Pinson-
nealt, and Wasserburg (1995) which include diffusion of
both helium and heavy elements actually predict slightly
larger fluxes than do their models without diffusion. It
appears that either new particle physics, such as the
MSW mechanism (Haxton, 1995, Fig. 16), or rather des-
perate changes in the astrophysics, such as the mixing
mechanism suggested by Cummings and Haxton (1996),
will be needed.

2. Other aspects of neutrino astrophysics

Neutrinos play additional roles in stellar evolution
and nucleosynthesis. At temperatures above about 109

K the energy of the photons is sufficiently great to
achieve an equilibrium of electrons and photons de-
scribed by g1g↔e11e2. There remains a very small
probability (about once in 1019 interactions) that
e11e2→n1 n̄ which is irreversible, so the neutrinos es-
cape from the star. The consequent loss of energy can
exceed the photon loss from the stellar surface, and thus
greatly accelerate the evolution of massive stars as their
temperatures rise above 109 K. In addition, at the very
high densities achieved in stars that are evolving into
white dwarfs, the gas is both hot and degenerate. Elec-
tromagnetic waves, when quantized into what are called
plasmons, can decay into a n1 n̄ pair. These neutrinos
carry off energy and accelerate the cooling and evolu-
tion of the central regions of those stars. For a full dis-
cussion of these processes see Bahcall (1989).

As the core of a massive star collapses to form a neu-
tron star, the flux of neutrinos in the overlying shells of
heavy elements becomes so great that, despite the small
cross section, substantial nuclear transmutation is in-
duced. Neutrinos, especially the higher energy m- and
t-neutrinos, can excite heavy elements and even helium
to particle unbound levels. The evaporation of a single
neutron or proton, and the back reaction of these nucle-
ons on other species present, can significantly alter the
outcome of traditional nucleosynthesis calculations. For
example, the large abundance of 20Ne in the neon-
burning shell may be the source in nature of 19F, a rela-
tively rare element, which is bypassed by most proton
and a-particle induced reactions Woosley et al. (1990),
and Timmes, Woosley, and Weaver (1995). See also
Jorissen et al. (1993) and Forestini et al. (1992), who dis-
cuss 19F production by n capture). This is now called the
‘‘neutrino-’’, or n-process, and should be added to the
eight processes suggested by B2FH.
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E. Related reviews

There have been a number of reviews of nucleosyn-
thesis in stars during the past 40 years. Trimble (1975)
reviewed the situation very completely at about the half-
way point between the publication of B 2FH and the
present (see also Trimble, 1991, 1995). More recently
Wheeler, Sneden, and Truran (1989) reviewed stellar
abundances and their nucleosynthetic origins. The
monograph by Arnett (1996) includes a substantial
amount of material on stellar abundances and their ori-
gins. We have not covered galactic nucleosynthesis but
point to the excellent monograph by Pagel (1997). These
are only samples of a substantial number of reviews that
have been published within the past 20 years.

III. STELLAR EVOLUTION

A. Historical preliminary

Tremendous progress has been made in the field of
stellar evolution since publication of the B 2FH article in
1957. Much of what the authors anticipated in the way of
element and isotope synthesis in stars has been borne
out by model calculations, certainly in conceptual terms,
if not in precise detail. B 2FH noted, however, that ‘‘the
whole problem of stellar evolution beyond the red giant
stage is beset on the theoretical side by problems which
are very difficult to handle with the present computa-
tional techniques.’’ It is now apparent that much of the
progress in modeling that has occurred over the past
forty years is a consequence of the remarkable increase
in the speed and memory of computers and of the intro-
duction by Henyey, Forbes, and Gould (1964) of an im-
plicit relaxation method for solving the equations of stel-
lar structure.

On the other hand, all of the improvement in the
world in computational facilities and methods of solu-
tion would have done little to advance the subject had
the input physics remained inadequate. The absence of
models beyond the shell hydrogen-burning red giant
stage about which B 2FH express concern was partly a
consequence of an incomplete quantitative description
of the physical conditions encountered by stars evolving
beyond hydrogen-burning stages.

Although it was established by 1957 that the second
excited state in the 12C nucleus plays a crucial role in the
burning of 4He by the 3a process, the appropriate value
for the gamma width of this state was uncertain by at
least an order of magnitude. Strong neutrino losses in
the stellar interior during advanced stages of evolution
of intermediate mass stars play an absolutely crucial role
in determining the relationship between the initial mass
of the star and the mass of the white dwarf into which it
evolves, but the current-current theory of weak interac-
tions that predicts these losses was not invented until
1958 (Feynman and Gell-Mann, 1958) and the corre-
sponding energy loss rates were not fully worked out
until the late 60’s (Beaudet, Petrosian, and Salpeter,
1967; Festa and Ruderman, 1969). The possibility of
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neutral-current contributions to neutrino losses entered
physics a decade later with the unified electroweak
theory (Weinberg, 1967, Salam, 1968), but calculation of
the (15–30 %) contributions of these currents did not
begin until several years later (Dicus, 1972, Dicus et al.,
1976). Exploration of the full range of parameter space
relevant for stellar physics is just now being completed
(Itoh et al., 1996 and references therein).

Rosseland mean opacities in the continuum approxi-
mation for mixtures of hydrogen and helium were avail-
able (Keller and Meyerott, 1955), but the inclusion of
line transitions in a systematic way did not occur until a
decade later (Cox, 1965; Cox et al., 1965), and opacities
for mixtures appropriate for more advanced stages and
with line transitions included did not become available
until even later (e.g., Cox and Stewart, 1970a, 1970b). At
about the same time, accurate electron conductivities
became available in the nonrelativistic regime (Hubbard
and Lampe, 1969) and in the relativistic regime (Canuto,
1970). More recently, advances in computer capabilities,
the increasing volume of requisite atomic data, and the
sophistication of the atomic and statistical physics em-
ployed have led to major improvements in the determi-
nation of opacities in stellar envelopes (Iglesias, Rogers,
and Wilson, 1990; Seaton et al., 1994), and opacities for a
wide range of conditions in the interior have become
available (Rogers and Iglesias, 1992; Iglesias and Rog-
ers, 1996, and references therein). Improvements have,
of course, also been made in the equation of state.

Finally, the huge increase in the wavelength range ac-
cessible to observers that has been brought about by
technological advances in detectors and telescopes and
by the move of telescopes and detectors into space has
vastly increased the contact between theoretical model
predictions and the real world, permitting a test of those
phases of evolution in which most of the emitted light is
outside of the optical range.

In the following, Sec. III.B will focus on the evolution
of single stars of low and intermediate mass evolving
into white dwarfs (WDs) after passing through a plan-
etary nebula (PN) stage; Sec. III.C will focus on the evo-
lution of massive stars evolving into neutron stars (NSs)
or black holes (BHs) after a type II supernova (SNII)
explosion; and Sec. III.D will focus on the evolution of
close binary stars that can evolve into (a) cataclysmic
variables (CVs) that experience nova outbursts, (b) a
pair of WDs that can merge to produce a type Ia super-
nova (SNIa) or R Corona Borealis (R CrB) star, or (c)
an x-ray binary in which the accretor has experienced a
type Ib or type Ic supernova explosion (SNIb,c) to be-
come a NS or BH, and the mass donor is a low mass
main-sequence star or subgiant (LMXBs) or a high mass
star of spectral type OB (HMXBs).

B. Evolution of single stars that become white dwarfs

1. Overview

Some of what has been learned by modeling since the
time of B 2FH is summarized in the H-R diagram of Fig.
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FIG. 1. Theory and observation compared in the theoretical H-R diagram. For guidance, lines are shown along which stellar
radius is constant (dashed lines of negative slope). Solid curves in the right-hand portion of the figure are evolutionary tracks for
single stars of mass 25, 5, 1, and 0.2 M( . Heavy portions of the tracks denote phases of core nuclear burning. Dashed curves
labeled 0.6M( and 0.85M( are evolutionary tracks following the superwind state on the AGB during which model stars of initial
mass 1M( and 5M( , respectively, lose most of their hydrogen-rich envelopes and evolve into white dwarfs; ‘‘sunburst’’ symbols
along these tracks show where hard photons from the contracting central star are emitted sufficiently frequently to excite the
ejected matter into fluorescence as a planetary nebula. Solid circles are observed white dwarfs (smallest), core hydrogen-burning
main-sequence stars (next largest), core helium-burning stars (second to largest), and red giants or red supergiants (largest)
burning hydrogen and/or helium in a shell (most data from Allen, 1973). Shown also is the track of a model of mass 0.6M( which
experiences a final helium shell flash after having become a white dwarf and evolves into a ‘‘born again’’ AGB star. The
dash-dotted track describes the path of a model white dwarf of mass 1M( accreting matter from a hydrogen-rich companion (Iben,
1982); after accreting a critical mass, the model experiences a nova explosion and evolves to high luminosity before returning to
the white dwarf state. The solid star symbols describe ultra-soft x-ray binaries (USXRs, smallest), central stars of post classical
novae (Post Novae, next largest), and central stars of planetary nebulae (PNNi, largest) (see Iben and Tutukov, 1996a for
references). The maximum luminosity of low mass x-ray binaries for which distance estimates are available are shown in the
left-hand panel along a line of constant radius comparable to the radius of a 1.4M( neutron star or a 10M( black hole (data from
van Paradijs, 1995; van Paradijs and White, 1995; and Tanaka and Lewin, 1996, as used by Iben and Tutukov, 1977).
1. In the rightmost portion of this figure (logTeu4.7),
evolutionary tracks of model single stars (of initial com-
position close to that at the Sun’s surface and of initial
masses 0.2, 1, 5, and 25 M() are shown together with the
positions of a selection of bright and nearby optically
visible real stars. The tracks are defined by models that
are solutions of the equations of stellar structure, includ-
ing nuclear transformations at rates based either on
laboratory cross-section measurements or on well-
established weak interaction theory. Heavy portions
along the tracks indicate where evolution proceeds on a
core nuclear-burning time scale. The real stars are rep-
resented by filled circles of four different sizes (1
=smallest, 4=largest, etc.); most of them are from Allen
(1973). Figure 1 is very busy and the reader might find it
useful to examine simultaneously Figs. 1 and 5 in Iben
(1991a) and Fig. 1 in Chiosi et al. (1992).
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
One of the strongest arguments for the general notion
that heavy elements are made in stars is the existence of
three different sequences defined by real stars that can
be understood in terms of the nuclear burning evolu-
tionary models. Apparent discrepancies between the lo-
cation of real stars in a given sequence and the locus
defined by connecting the heavy portions of theoretical
tracks for the relevant nuclear burning stage can in most
cases be understood as consequences of uncertainties in
observational estimates or of inapproriate choices of the
parameters (such as initial composition and the effi-
ciency of convection) chosen for the theoretical models.

Size 2 filled circles in Fig. 1 define a ‘‘main sequence’’
that is clearly coincident with the band defined by model
stars that are burning hydrogen in their cores (the first
heavy portion of the tracks). The main-sequence life-
time is inversely proportional to roughly the 2.25 power
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of the stellar mass, decreasing from about a Hubble time
(;1010 years) for a star of mass ;1M( to ;73106

years for a star of mass ;25M( . A star less massive
than 0.8–1.0 M( (depending on the composition) does
not leave the main sequence in less than a Hubble time;
this accounts for the shortness of the track displayed in
Fig. 1 for the 0.2M( model.

Size 3 filled circles in Fig. 1 define a sequence that is
coincident with the band defined by model stars burning
helium in their cores and hydrogen in a shell (the second
heavy portion along the 1M( and 25M( tracks and the
third heavy portion of the 5M( track). Hydrogen burn-
ing provides most of the luminosity, but helium burning
sets the time scale, which varies from about 25% of the
main-sequence lifetime for intermediate mass stars to
about 10% for massive stars. Models less massive than
;2.3M( have roughly the same helium core mass dur-
ing this stage and therefore have nearly the same lumi-
nosity (;50L() and lifetime (;108 years).

Size 4 filled circles define a third, red giant, red super-
giant sequence that can be understood in terms of the
following: (a) models of initial mass u2.3M( with an
inert electron-degenerate helium core and a hydrogen-
burning shell (e.g., that portion of the 1M( evolutionary
track labeled RGB, the red giant branch); (b) models of
mass in the range 2.3 –20 M( during a first phase of
core helium burning and shell hydrogen burning (e.g.,
the second heavy portion of the 5M( evolutionary track
preceding the main core helium-burning phase); and (c)
models that have a neutrino-cooled electron-degenerate
core composed of carbon and oxygen (CO core) (if ini-
tial mass is in the range 1–9 M() or of oxygen and neon
(ONe core) (if initial mass is in the range 9–11 M() and
that are burning alternately hydrogen and then helium
in shells. The case (c) models are known as ‘‘asymptotic
giant branch (=AGB)’’ stars because the track of a
model of low mass in this phase (e.g., the portion of the
1M( track in Fig. 1 labeled AGB) is asymptotic to the
track during the RGB phase.

Another, clearly discernable sequence defined by op-
tically selected stars is that of white dwarfs (size 1 filled
circles at low luminosity in Fig. 1). The formation rate of
white dwarfs (;0.5–1 yr 21) that is estimated by compar-
ing the observed number-luminosity distribution of
nearby white dwarfs with models of cooling white
dwarfs is consistent with the formation rate of stars in
the mass range 1–11 M( determined by comparing the
number-luminosity distribution of main-sequence stars
with the model main-sequence lifetimes. This consis-
tency supports the view (based on more detailed com-
parisons between theory and observation) that all stars
that develop an electron-degenerate core along the giant
branch shed their hydrogen-rich envelope during the
AGB phase to become, first, the central star of a plan-
etary nebula (which is the envelope that has been shed
and which is excited into fluorescence by hard photons
from the central star) and then a white dwarf.

The observation by Deutsch (1956) that demonstrated
mass loss at a high rate from the M supergiant a Hercu-
lis and the speculation by Hoyle (1956) that, in the
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words of B 2FH, ‘‘mass loss may have a more important
effect on the evolution of giants and supergiants of very
low surface gravity than have nuclear processes’’ was
slow to be incorporated into theoretical models of giants
and supergiants. The first explicit calculation was that of
Paczyński (1971a) and the second was that of Härm and
Schwarzschild (1975). Both calculations consisted of re-
moving mass from the surface of a model AGB star at a
rate large compared to the rate at which matter is being
processed in the interior by nuclear reactions, and both
calculations showed that, once the mass of the
hydrogen-rich envelope is reduced below a very small
critical value, the model rapidly evolves to the blue in
the H-R diagram. The dashed tracks in Fig. 1 labled 0.6
M( and 0.85M( are the consequence of similar calcula-
tions. The ‘‘sunburst’’ (rayed open circles) along these
tracks indicate where photons emitted from the surface
of the contracting stellar remnant are hard enough to
ionize hydrogen atoms in the ejected material and to
excite this material into fluorescence. The resulting ob-
ject is known as a planetary nebula. The location of two
relatively massive planetary nebula nuclei (PNNi) are
shown by the star symbols of intermediate size. A typi-
cal PNN has a mass ;0.55–0.6 M( and burns hydrogen
in a thin shell near its surface for a few times 104 years
(Schönberner, 1981). This is consistent with the fact that
the number-mass distribution of white dwarfs in the so-
lar vicinity peaks somewhere in the ;0.55–0.65 M(

range (Liebert and Bergeron, 1995).
Observation-based estimates of mass-loss rates from

Mira variables and other acoustically pulsating AGB
stars have shown that, once the pulsation period exceeds
;400 days, the rate of mass loss becomes of the order of
1025–1024 M( yr 21, or typically 102–103 times larger
than the rate at which nuclear burning processes matter
in the interior. This circumstance shows that a theoreti-
cal mapping between initial mass and final white dwarf
mass is possible—the white dwarf mass is essentially the
mass of the electron-degenerate core of a model when it
first becomes a double-shell-burning AGB star aug-
mented by only several hundredths of a solar mass (pro-
cessed by nuclear burning before the hydrogen-rich en-
velope is removed by the stellar wind).

The AGB phase of mass loss at a high rate (some-
times called the ‘‘superwind’’ phase [Renzini, 1981] and
sometimes called a planetary nebula ejection event) is
due to a combination of effects (see, e.g., Bowen, 1988;
Bowen and Willson, 1991): (1) pulsation (hard to calcu-
late because the envelope is convective) leads to shocks;
(2) shock heating inflates the atmosphere; (3) dust grains
are formed and grow in low temperature regions of the
atmosphere during the pulsation cycle; and (4) radiation
pressure drives the grains to higher-than-escape velocity,
and the grains drag the gas along.

2. Nucleosynthesis and dredge-up prior to the AGB phase

One of the recurrent themes in B 2FH is that the ex-
otic abundances found at the surfaces of several groups
of evolved stars (e.g., R CrB stars, Wolf-Rayet stars,
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carbon stars) might be the consequences of nucleosyn-
thesis, mixing, and mass-loss processes taking place in
single stars and that the different abundance patterns
might be correlated with the evolutionary stage in which
a star finds itself. Subsequent theoretical calculations
have shown this to be true in several instances, but, as
recognized by B 2FH, some exotic surface abundances
can be more easily understood in terms of binary star
evolution during which mass is lost and transferred,
sometimes to the extent of a complete merger.

There are four major dredge-up episodes which single
stars can experience. During each episode, turbulent
convection carries to the surface products of nucleosyn-
thesis in the interior. The first episode occurs after hy-
drogen is exhausted over a substantial fraction of the
interior (about 10% of the mass of the star if the mass of
the star is less than ;2.3M( [Schönberg and Chan-
drasekhar, 1942] or about 0.1M( (M/M()1.4 for larger
masses M [Iben and Tutukov, 1984]), and the hydrogen-
rich envelope expands in response to the contraction
and heating of the helium core. The decreasing tempera-
tures and densities in the expanding envelope lead to
increasing opacities and a steepening of the temperature
profile until turbulent convection is forced to carry the
outward flux of energy emerging from the hydrogen-
burning shell (Hoyle and Schwarzschild, 1955). As the
base of the convective envelope moves inward in mass,
it sweeps first into regions where fragile elements such
as lithium have been destroyed by reactions with pro-
tons, next into a region where primordial 12C has been
converted into 13C by the reactions
12C(p ,g)13N(e1,n)13C, then into a region where most of
the primordial 12C has been converted into 14N, and, in
the most massive stars, into a region where 16O has been
converted into 14N. Thus, the surface abundance of
lithium drops first, followed by a decrease in the ratio
12C/ 13C, a drop in the surface abundance of 12C, and an
increase in the abundance of 14N, and finally, in some
stars, by a decrease in the surface abundance of 16O and
a second increase in the abundance of 14N.

The predictions regarding changes in the surface
abundances of CNO elements (Iben, 1964) are in rea-
sonable agreement with the observations for field giants
(Lambert and Ries, 1981). The predictions regarding
changes in the surface lithium abundance in metal-rich
stars (Iben, 1965, 1967b) are in reasonable agreement
with the observations for red giants more massive than
;1.3M( (Lambert, Dominy, and Sivertsen, 1980; Pila-
chowski, 1986), but they underestimate the depletion of
lithium by as much as two orders of magnitude for lower
mass giants (Luck and Lambert, 1982), suggesting that
other mixing mechanisms involving convective over-
shoot or differential rotation are much more important
than the standard first dredge-up mechanism. Excellent
modern discussions of expected versus observed isotopic
abundances of CNO elements are given by Dearborn
(1992), El Eid (1994), and Prantzos et al. (1996).

In stars less massive than ;2.3M( , the helium core
becomes electron-degenerate before helium is ignited.
The core is kept roughly isothermal by electron conduc-
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tion, but plasma neutrino losses ensure that the maxi-
mum temperature in the star is not at the center. As the
core grows in mass, gravitational potential energy is con-
verted into heat and eventually, when the mass of the
core reaches ;0.45–0.5 M( , helium is ignited and burns
in a series of flashes that work their way to the center,
lifting the degeneracy (Mengel and Sweigart, 1981). The
star becomes a ‘‘clump’’ star (the heavy line segment
along the 1M( track at L;50L( in Fig. 1) and converts
helium into carbon under non-electron-degenerate con-
ditions. In more massive stars, helium ignites in the he-
lium core before electron degeneracy sets in.

Once helium is exhausted in model stars less massive
than ;9M( (for solarlike initial composition), the CO
core becomes electron degenerate and, due to neutrino
losses, cools to the extent that carbon does not ignite.
Helium burning in a shell provides most of the energy
escaping from the surface. In models less massive than
;5M( , when the helium-burning shell comes close
enough in mass to the hydrogen-helium discontinuity,
hydrogen is reignited and the model enters a phase of
alternating hydrogen and helium burning. In models of
mass in the range 5–9 M( , once the mass of the CO
core exceeds ;0.56–0.61 M( , the hydrogen-exhausted
core behaves like a red giant with a helium core: the
electron-degenerate CO core contracts and heats, while
the helium rich layer above it expands and cools. The
base of the convective envelope, which is initially above
the hydrogen-helium discontinuity, moves inward in
mass, extending eventually into the helium layer above
the CO core. Fresh 4He and 14N (into which most of the
primordial CNO elements have been converted during
hydrogen burning) are dredged into the convective en-
velope and appear enhanced at the surface (e.g., Iben,
1972; Becker and Iben, 1980).

This ‘‘second dredge-up’’ episode occurs also in model
stars of mass in the range 9–11 M( , but the phenom-
enon is much more complex since the CO core is only
partially electron degenerate and both carbon-burning
and helium-burning shell flashes occur; the flux of en-
ergy that reaches the base of the convective envelope
and forces this base to move inward in mass can have its
origin in carbon burning, helium burning, the release of
gravothermal energy, or in some combination of these
sources. In a 9M( model of solar initial composition, the
dredge-up occurs in conjuntion with the first carbon-
shell flash and gravothermal energy is responsible for
dredge-up (Garcı́a-Berro et al., 1997). In a 10M( model,
dredge-up occurs near the end of the carbon-burning
phase, and both helium burning and carbon burning
contribute to the dredge-up (Ritossa et al., 1996). In a
10.5M( model, dredge-up occurs also near the end of
the carbon-burning phase, and all three energy sources
play a role in the dredge-up process (Iben, Ritossa, and
Garcı́a-Berro, 1997).

3. Nucleosynthesis and dredge-up during the AGB phase

Approximately 97% of all stars that can leave the
main sequence in less than a Hubble time become AGB
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stars and experience thermal pulses due to helium shell
flashes (Schwarzschild and Härm, 1965; Weigert, 1966)
which periodically interrupt the normal, quiescent
hydrogen-burning phase. Although their lifetime is only
;105–106 years (depending on the initial mass), ther-
mally pulsing AGB (TPAGB) stars produce much of the
12C and most of the s-process isotopes in the Universe.
They are also responsible for most of the nitrogen (the
14N entering the convective envelope during the first
and second dredge-up phases plus the 14N made by pro-
ton burning at the expense of the 12C that enters the
convective envelope following helium-shell flashes in the
‘‘third dredge-up’’ process described below).

The radius of the CO or ONe core of a TPAGB star is
similar to that of a white dwarf of the same mass into
which the core eventually evolves. Helium shell flashes
occur for the same reason that white dwarfs accreting
matter at a rate smaller than is necessary to support
quiescent helium burning experience nova explosions
when the mass of accreted helium reaches a critical
value which is larger, the smaller the accretion rate.
During the quiescent hydrogen-burning phase in AGB
stars, helium is deposited into a layer above the under-
lying CO or ONe core at a rate which is an order of
magnitude smaller than that necessary to maintain qui-
escent helium burning. As the helium layer grows in
mass, it becomes compressed and heated until eventu-
ally helium ignites. The helium-burning rate is propor-
tional to about the 40th power of the temperature and
nuclear energy is released at a rate faster than the heat
into which it is converted can diffuse out radiatively. A
brief thermonuclear runaway continues until it is
damped out by expansion and cooling.

The large fluxes generated during a flash create a con-
vective zone that extends from the base of the helium-
burning region almost to the hydrogen-helium disconti-
nuity. An entropy barrier, to which radiation pressure
contributes significantly, prevents the outer edge of the
zone from reaching hydrogen-rich material (Iben, 1976,
1977a). Prior to a flash, the helium layer that is built up
contains 14N at an abundance equal to that of primordial
CNO elements. During the first part of a flash, this 14N
is converted completely into 22Ne by the reactions 14N
(a ,g)18F(b1,n)18O(a ,g)22Ne. In models in which the
core mass is i0.9M( , temperatures at the base of the
convective zone can reach over 3503106 K and the re-
action 22Ne(a ,n)25Mg can be a potent source of neu-
trons (Iben, 1975a, 1976, 1977a; Ritossa et al., 1996) for
the production of s-process isotopes at abundances sev-
eral hundred times larger than solar (Iben 1975b; Truran
and Iben, 1977). It is interesting that B 2FH speculated
that the 21Ne(a ,n)24Mg reaction might be an important
neutron source in stars and did not consider the 22Ne
(a ,n)25Mg reaction (Cameron, 1961).

In AGB models with CO cores less massive than
;0.9M( , temperatures do not become large enough at
the base of the convective envelope for the conversion
of more than a percent or so of 22Ne into 25Mg (Becker,
1981; Iben, 1983). However, it has been known since the
discovery of Tc in stars by Merrill (1952) that s-process
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isotopes are made in abundance in such stars and the
likely neutron source is the 13C(a ,n)16O reaction (Cam-
eron, 1955). The manner in which the 13C source is ac-
tivated may not be unique and it is not completely un-
derstood.

Schwarzschild and Härm (1967) found that, in one of
thirteen pulses computed, the convective shell actually
reached the hydrogen-helium discontinuity and ingested
some hydrogen. Sanders (1967) pursued the conse-
quences of this, finding that the ingested protons react
with the 12C present at large abundance in the convec-
tive shell to produce mostly 13C which diffuses convec-
tively inward until reaching temperatures of the order of
;1503106 K, whereupon a-n reactions provide neu-
trons for s-process nucleosynthesis. The difficulty with
this scenario is that the Schwarzschild and Härm (1967)
models did not include radiation pressure, and the inges-
tion mechanism has not been found in subsequent cal-
culations which include radiation pressure. Another set
of calculations (Iben and Renzini, 1982a, 1982b; Hollow-
ell and Iben, 1989) shows that, after the convective shell
has died away in low mass AGB stars of low metallicity,
semiconvective mixing forces 12C and 1H to overlap at
comparable number abundances in a region centered at
the location of the outer edge of the convective shell at
its maximum extent during the flash. Ultimately, matter
in this region contracts and heats, and a small pocket of
13C is formed in consequence of proton capture on 12C
followed by a beta decay. When the next shell flash oc-
curs, the convective shell ingests the pocket of 13C and
matters proceed as outlined by Sanders (1967). This
mechanism does not appear to work in AGB stars of
solar metallicity (Iben, 1983).

It has recently been discovered that, even if a 13C
pocket is formed, it may act as a local neutron source
during the quiescent hydrogen-burning phase between
flashes (Straniero et al., 1995), rather than as a distrib-
uted source in a convective shell during flashes; surpris-
ingly, the s-process abundance distributions produced
are essentially the same in both cases (Straniero et al.,
1995). Still more recently, Blöcker et al. (1997) and
Herwig et al. (1997) have shown that convective over-
shoot beyond the base of the convective envelope dur-
ing the third dredge-up phase leads to the formation of a
13C pocket and this, in retrospect, could have been rec-
ognized from calculations already in the literature (e.g.,
Iben, 1976, Fig. 9).

The ‘‘third dredge-up’’ event occurs during the power
down phase of a shell flash, when energy produced by
helium burning leaks out of the carbon-rich region, in-
creasing the flux of energy passing through the base of
the convective envelope. This increase forces the base of
the convective envelope to move inward in mass into the
region which contains the products of partial helium
burning. This event was first encountered in an AGB
model of large CO core mass without invoking over-
shoot at the base of the convective envelope (Iben,
1975a), and later in AGB models of small core mass
with the help of convective overshoot (Iben and Ren-
zini, 1982a, 1982b; Iben, 1983). More on the history of
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this phenomenon may be found in reviews by Sackmann
and Boothroyd (1991) and Iben (1991b).

Helium shell flashes and the third dredge up are re-
sponsible for the formation of carbon stars (stars in
which carbon is more abundant than oxygen) and for
producing overabundances of s-process isotopes in such
stars. In addition to the enhancements which occur dur-
ing the first and second dredge-up phases, a further en-
hancement of 14N can occur as a consequence of the
burning of 12C into 14N at the base of the convective
envelope between flashes in massive AGB stars (e.g.,
Iben, 1975a; Renzini and Voli, 1981). The freshly syn-
thesized 14N, 12C, and s-process isotopes are returned to
the interstellar medium during the superwind phase that
converts the AGB star into a planetary nebula. Thus,
AGB stars are major contributors to the enrichment of
the interstellar medium in these elements and isotopes
(Iben and Truran, 1978), as well as in 4He (Renzini and
Voli, 1981), although the Big Bang is by far the major
contributor of this latter isotope. It is worth noting that
the material which is dredged up during the TPAGB
phase has experienced only partial helium burning, with
the abundance by mass of 12C in dredged-up matter be-
ing only ;0.15–0.25. This means that the uncertainty in
the cross section for the 12C(a ,g)16O reaction relative
to the cross section for the triple alpha reaction does not
produce a similarly serious uncertainty in the abundance
of carbon in dredged-up matter.

The light isotopes 3He and 7Li are made in interme-
diate mass stars in interesting quantities (relative to the
Big Bang contribution of these isotopes) and returned to
the interstellar medium during the superwind phase.
3He is made in the central regions of all main-sequence
stars (Iben, 1967b) at an abundance by mass which,
when averaged over the matter outside of active
hydrogen-burning regions, is ;4.631024M( /MMS
(Iben, 1977b). This 3He is preserved and returned to the
interstellar medium by AGB stars with initial masses at
the low end of the intermediate mass range (1–2 M(), as
is confirmed observationally by the high 3He/H ratio in
planetary nebulae (Balsar et al., 1997) which have pro-
genitor masses less than ;2M( . However, the low
12C/13C ratios in small-mass red giants of old galactic
clusters, red giants in globular clusters, and extremely
metal-poor giants in the field (see Sec. VII) suggest that
3He should be depleted in a substantial fraction of their
mass. Hogan (1995) has shown that this implies that the
observed 3He in the Galaxy may be less than the pri-
mordial 3He + D. In higher mass AGB stars, however,
3He burns with 4He at the base of the convective enve-
lope to form 7Be. Cameron (1955) and Cameron and
Fowler (1971) suggested that, if this 7Be could be mixed
outward to cooler regions where it would be destroyed
by the 7Be(e2,n)7Li reaction rather than by the
7Be(p ,g)8B* (2 4He) reactions, this might explain the
observed superabundances of Li in some Galactic giants
(Wallerstein and Conti, 1969; Boesgaard, 1970). Of
course, the mixing must also be on a long enough time
scale to prevent the rapid destruction of 7Li by the
7Li(p ,a)4He reaction. Scalo et al. (1975) demonstrated
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that this mechanism could work in the convective enve-
lope of intermediate mass AGB stars. Smith and Lam-
bert (1989, 1990) then showed that several of the most
luminous stars in the Large Magellanic cloud (LMC)
which could be identified as AGB stars by an overabun-
dance of ZrO in their spectra (Wood et al., 1983) are
super lithium rich. This finding has been reinforced by
further observations (Plez et al., 1993; Smith et al., 1995,
and references therein). Finally, Sackmann and Boo-
throyd (1992) have constructed evolutionary models of
stars in the 3–7 M( range and find that (with appropri-
ate choices of parameters in a time-dependent convec-
tive mixing algorithm) the observed lithium abundances
and luminosities of the LMC super lithium rich stars can
be reproduced by models of initial mass in the range
4–6 M( .

4. The born-again AGB phenomenon

There are a number of observed stars and stellar sys-
tems that can be understood in terms of a final helium
shell flash which a post-AGB star may experience after
it has ceased to burn hydrogen. The phenomenon was
predicted by Fujimoto (1977), encountered by Schön-
berner (1979), and exploited by Iben et al. (1983) and
Iben (1984) in an attempt to explain the presence of
knots of helium-rich, nitrogen-rich clumps near to, but
moving with speeds of 20 to 30 km s21 away from, the
central stars of the planetary nebulae Abell 30 (Hazard
et al., 1980) and Abell 78 (Jacoby and Ford, 1983).

When the flash occurs, the mass of the helium layer
below the hydrogen-helium discontinuity is slightly
smaller than that necessary for initiating a flash on the
AGB. This is because the matter in the helium layer is
partially degenerate and is heated by adiabatic contrac-
tion when the hydrogen-burning shell loses its power.
The final flash is a strong one, and because the entropy
barrier between hydrogen-rich matter and the helium
layer is much smaller than on the AGB, the outer edge
of the convective shell forced by helium burning extends
into the hydrogen-rich region of the star. Protons are
ingested and diffuse inward until reaching a point where
reactions with 12C inject so much entropy that the con-
vective shell breaks into two parts, the lower shell being
forced by fluxes from helium-burning reactions and the
outer one being forced by fluxes from hydrogen-burning
reactions (Iben and MacDonald, 1995).

The outer convective shell consists primarily of 4He
(76% by mass) and 12C (20% by mass), with only a few
percent by mass of 1H, and a trace of 16O. The hydro-
gen abundance is so low because, prior to the flash, the
mass of the hydrogen-rich layer is about 20 times smaller
than the mass of the helium-rich layer with which it is
mixed during the flash. As burning at the base of the
outer convective shell (which extends to the photo-
sphere) progresses, approximately 5% of the 12C is con-
verted into 14N by proton burning. Thus, this mode of
evolution produces surface abundances that are the con-
sequence of mixing products of partial helium burning
with a small amount of hydrogen-rich matter and sub-
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jecting the mix to another bout of hydrogen burning.
The track of the model that produces the quoted abun-
dances is shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 1. The fact
that the track extends to large luminosities and low sur-
face temperatures has led to the designation ‘‘born again
AGB’’ stars. Perhaps 10% of all post-AGB stars may
experience a final helium shell flash after hydrogen
burning is completed (Iben, 1984). Another 15% may
experience a final helium shell flash before hydrogen
burning is finished. These too become born again AGB
stars, but an entropy barrier prevents the ingestion of
hydrogen into the convective shell produced by fluxes
from the helium-burning region. Wind mass loss during
the born again phase and thereafter may remove most if
not all of the hydrogen rich surface layer, and the star
may evolve into a ‘‘non-DA’’ white dwarf (surface abun-
dance of hydrogen u1024 by mass). There are now
about a half dozen examples of stars that have been
identified as passing through the born-again phase, the
latest being Sakurai’s object (Duerbeck and Benetti,
1996).

5. Other mixing processes, and wind mass loss, which
affect surface composition

Mixing processes other than the standard dredge-up
processes — thermal and gravitational diffusion, convec-
tive overshoot at radiative-convective boundaries, and
rotation-induced mixing — can in several instances af-
fect the surface composition of single stars. Convective
overshoot has already been discussed as an important
factor in the third dredge-up episode.

A pronounced Li deficiency in Hyades main-sequence
stars with surface temperatures in the 6400–7000 K
range (Boesgaard and Trippico, 1986) demonstrates that
lithium is diffusing into the interior of the gap stars. It is
possible that a combination of gravitational and thermal
diffusion inward through the base of a shallow convec-
tive envelope combined with the effects of radiative levi-
tation (Michaud, 1986) may account for a reduction in
the surface Li abundance, but the fact that the surface
abundance of lithium in subgiants in the old cluster M67
decreases with distance from the main sequence indi-
cates that a fair fraction of the lithium diffusing inward
must also be destroyed and this may imply rotation-
induced mixing to temperatures large enough that
lithium is destroyed (Deliyannis, King, and Boesgaard,
1996).

Wind mass loss can also influence surface composi-
tion. For example, a radiative wind may remove the
hydrogen-rich surface layer of a massive enough post-
AGB star and possibly the remnant helium layer as well
(Iben and Tutukov, 1996), and particle diffusion acts in
white dwarfs of all masses to cause all but the lightest
isotopes remaining in the white dwarf to settle below the
photosphere. On passing through a molecular cloud, a
white dwarf accretes hydrogen-rich material and this
complicates the interpretation of the observed surface
abundance distribution. Several of these processes are
probably contributing to the observed variation in the
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ratio of DA white dwarfs (hydrogen-rich spectrum) to
non-DA white dwarfs (hydrogen-deficient spectra) as a
function of luminosity (MacDonald, 1992).

C. Evolution of massive single stars that produce neutron
stars or black holes

Massive stars which ultimately explode as supernovae,
leaving behind a relativistic remnant (NS or BH), are
responsible for most of the elements heavier than he-
lium produced in the Galaxy. Lighter stars contribute
primarily carbon, nitrogen, and s-process isotopes. One
of the major features of massive star evolution prior to
the supernova explosion is mass loss via a strong radia-
tive wind (Cassinelli, 1979). The mass-loss rate increases
with increasing initial mass and luminosity and continues
as the star evolves, with mass-loss rates becoming as
large as several times 1025 M( yr 21. For the initially
most massive stars, say i30M( , the mass-loss time
scale is comparable to or shorter than the nuclear-
burning lifetime and, in constructing models to compare
with the observations, it is absolutely essential to take
mass loss into account. Work along these lines prior to
1986 is reviewed by Chiosi and Maeder (1986). More
recently, extensive grids of theoretical models using Liv-
ermore opacities (Iglesias and Rogers, 1996) and incor-
porating mass loss according to various algorithms have
been constructed by several groups for a variety of ini-
tial compositions (e.g., Schaller et al., 1992; Schaerer
et al., 1992, 1993; Charbonnel et al., 1993; Bressan et al.,
1992; Stothers and Chin, 1992, 1993a, 1993b).

The most massive stars eventually lose their
hydrogen-rich envelopes and expose, first, matter which
has experienced complete hydrogen burning and, then,
matter that has experienced partial helium burning.
These ‘‘stripped’’ stars are known collectively as Wolf-
Rayet (WR) stars and are subdivided into the WN class
(He and N in the spectrum) and the WC class (He, C,
and O in the spectrum) (Abbott and Conti, 1987). In an
important study of the structure of WR stars, Langer
(1989a, 1989b) compares models with the observations
to determine that the core mass MWR of WR stars falls
in the range 5M(,MWR,20M( , independent of initial
mass, that the mass-loss rate can be approximated by
ṀWR5(0.621.0)31027(MWR /M()2.5 M( yr 21, and
that the luminosity LWR satisfies 4.8,logLWR /L(,5.5.
The photosphere of WR stars lies in the escaping wind,
and Langer finds the edge of the core to be typically at
optical depth ;10. Finally, he finds that WN stars evolve
from main-sequence progenitors of initial mass much
smaller than the initial mass of WC progenitors.

The absence of all but a handful of stars in the Galaxy
with luminosities greater than ;106 L( and with surface
temperatures less than Te;(1–3)3104 (Humphreys,
1978, Humphreys and Davidson, 1979, 1994) has been
argued by De Jager (1984) to be the consequence of an
instability in the photosphere, which sets in for stars
brighter than the observed luminosity limit. The instabil-
ity leads to dissipation of mechanical energy and the
development of supersonic turbulent motions, which re-
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sult in a dramatic increase in the mass-loss rate with
increasing luminosity. Stothers and Chin (1993a, 1993b,
1996) suggest another mechanism of enhanced mass loss
involving a classical ionization instability in the stellar
envelope. In both cases, enhanced mass loss inhibits
evolution into the Humphreys-Davidson forbidden
zone. Whatever the source of the instability, the obser-
vations show that single stars initially more massive than
;50M( do not become giants before experiencing a su-
pernova explosion, and this has important ramifications
for massive close binary star evolution.

It is clear that massive stars interact with the interstel-
lar medium both as energy sources and sources of iso-
tope enrichment prior to the supernova explosion that
terminates their lives. Some aspects of this interaction
are explored in a recent volume by Kunth et al. (1997).
Models of Galactic chemical evolution (e.g., Pagel, 1989;
Matteuchi, 1989; and Taylor, 1990) rely heavily on the-
oretical estimates of the nucleosynthetic yields of mas-
sive stars (e.g., Maeder, 1992; Timmes et al., 1996;
Thielemann et al., 1986; Arnett 1996), but uncertainties
still remain (Arnett, 1995), particularly with regard to
the extent of mass loss prior to the supernova explosion
and with regard to the dividing line in initial mass be-
tween those stars which form BHs and therefore do not
return iron-peak elements to the interstellar medium
and those which form NSs and do (Maeder, 1992;
Timmes et al., 1996).

After the core carbon-burning phase, the chemically
evolved interior of massive stars follows one of two evo-
lutionary paths, depending on the initial stellar mass and
composition. For solarlike initial composition, models of
initial mass in the 11 –13 M( range experience core col-
lapse initiated by electron capture before they form an
‘‘Fe-Ni’’ core (see below); in more massive models, core
collapse is initiated after the formation of the Fe-Ni
core. A model star of mass 11M( is just at the border-
line between stars that become TPAGB stars with stable
electron-degenerate cores of ONe and stars that imme-
diately form electron-degenerate ONe cores massive
enough that electron captures on 20Ne, 23Na, and 24Mg
trigger a rapid contraction that cannot be halted even by
explosive O and Ne burning (Miyaji et al., 1980; No-
moto, 1984, 1987; Miyaji and Nomoto, 1987; Gutierrez
et al., 1996). Nuclear reactions convert the composition
of the core into iron-peak isotopes, and the Fe-Ni core
collapses dynamically to nuclear matter densities. The
real analog of the 11M( model and real analogs of mod-
els slightly less massive (say i10.75M() probably live
long enough as AGB stars that the ONe core becomes
massive enough and therefore dense enough to evolve
into a NS (Nomoto, 1987).

Model stars more massive than ;13M( burn carbon,
neon, oxygen, and silicon quiescently and then form a
core of iron-peak isotopes in statistical equilibrium (see
Clayton, 1968; Arnett 1996; and Meyer, this review, Sec.
XV). Beyond the core carbon-burning phase (e.g., the
third heavy portion along the 25M( track in Fig. 1),
there is essentially no motion in the H-R diagram; the
rapidly evolving core and the hydrogen-rich envelope
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are essentially decoupled. Contraction and heating of
the Fe-Ni core leads to partial photodisintegration of
iron-peak isotopes into alpha particles and neutrons (B
2FH; Hoyle and Fowler, 1960; Fowler and Hoyle, 1964).
Details of the subsequent dynamical collapse of the
core, neutronization, trapping of neutrinos, core bounce,
and expulsion of the envelope in a type II supernova
(SNII) explosion are described by many authors (e.g.,
Woosley and Weaver 1986; Arnett, 1996). The super-
nova ejecta contains 56Ni, which beta decays into 56Co,
which in turn beta decays into 56Fe. Associated gamma
emission from the decay of excited nuclear levels helps
power the light curve. Analysis of the light curve of
SN1987a in the Large Magellanic Cloud (Arnett et al.,
1989 and references therein) suggests that ;0.1M( of
56Fe is ejected into the interstellar medium when a star
of initial mass ;20M( explodes, showing that SNeII are
potent sources of iron in the Universe. That they must
also be major sources of other heavy elements follows
from detailed models of explosions set off in the enve-
lopes of evolutionary models that have been carried to
the stage of Fe-Ni core collapse (e.g., Thielemann et al.,
1996, and references therein).

Despite much effort expended over the past 40 years,
an unambiguous theoretical picture of the detachment
of the neutronized, lepton-degenerate core has not yet
emerged, although the evolution of the final detached
core is reasonably well understood (Burrows and Lat-
timer, 1986, 1987). The details of how energy is trans-
ferred from the core in such a way as to cause expulsion
of the stellar envelope and a quantitative estimate of
how much matter falls back onto the core are not yet
known theoretically. Thus, a secure theoretical mapping
between initial main-sequence mass and final NS or BH
mass is not presently available (although, see Timmes
et al., 1996 for an encouraging effort), and the critical
initial mass Mcrit which separates stars that form NS
remnants from those that form BH remnants is not
known. However, an understanding of massive close bi-
nary evolution requires this information. In order to
make progress, a concrete choice must be made, and, in
the following, it will be assumed that Mcrit540M( ,
MNS51.4M( , and MBH510M( . The choice of 1.4M(

for the gravitational mass of a typical neutron star is not
inconsistent with the average value of 1.3560.27 esti-
mated by Thorsett et al. (1993) for 17 NSs in binary sys-
tems.

Historically, supernovae have been classified prima-
rily on the basis of their spectral features, with type I
SNe (SNeI) being hydrogen deficient and SNeII exhib-
iting hydrogen lines. The SN light curve has in recent
years become important in identifying the nature of the
explosion. Comparison between spectral features and
light curves of theoretical models of explosions (see,
e.g., Wheeler et al., 1995) suggest that SNeII are the end
result of the evolution of massive stars that retain their
hydrogen-rich envelopes and explode as red or blue su-
pergiants (e.g., SN1987A), and that SNeIb,c are the re-
sult of the evolution of stars that become WR stars be-
fore exploding. In close binaries, the primary may
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become a WR star in consequence of Roche lobe over-
flow, enlarging the range in initial mass of stars that pro-
duce SNeIb,c. SNeIa may involve the explosion of CO
white dwarfs in close binary systems.

D. Close binary star evolution

Approximately half of all binary stars are at large
enough initial orbital separation that each component
evolves essentially as a single star for its entire life. The
other half interact by mass transfer and/or mass loss
from the system and evolve into single stars (in conse-
quence of mergers), sometimes with unusual surface
compositions (e.g., R CrB and other hydrogen deficient
stars), or into exotic binary systems with interesting and
often bizarre characteristics such as cataclysmic vari-
ables, x-ray binaries, and close white dwarf pairs.

1. Modes of mass transfer and of orbital angular momentum
loss

For a binary in a circular orbit, when the gravitational
potential is calculated in the rotating frame on the as-
sumption that both components are point masses, there
is a unique equipotential surface consisting of two
‘‘Roche’’ lobes (forming an ‘‘hour-glass’’ with a figure-
eight cross section) which touch at a point along the line
joining the stellar centers. The radius of a sphere having
the same volume as a Roche lobe is known as the Roche
lobe radius. When, in the course of evolution, the radius
of a binary component approaches and exceeds its
Roche lobe radius, mass is transferred from the ‘‘Roche
lobe filling’’ star to its companion.

When the two components are of comparable initial
mass and the Roche lobe filling star does not possess a
deep convective envelope, mass is transferred on a time
scale which is comparable to or longer than the thermal
time scale of the accreting component. Under these con-
ditions, mass is transferred ‘‘conservatively’’ (no mass is
lost from the system) and, when the mass of the accretor
exceeds that of the donor, orbital angular momentum
conservation requires that the orbital separation A in-
creases with continued mass transfer.

When the donor is initially considerably more massive
than its companion (by, say, a factor of 2 or more)
and/or if it possesses a deep convective envelope, mass is
transferred initially so rapidly that the accretor cannot
adjust its structure to accomodate the proferred mass,
which forms an expanding hot blanket about the accre-
tor. The transferred matter soon fills the Roche lobe of
the accretor and the situation can thereafter be de-
scribed in terms of a ‘‘common envelope’’ (CE) (Pac-
zyński, 1976) which consists of matter which has been
supplied by the donor. The matter in the CE is driven
away from the system by an ‘‘egg beater’’ frictional in-
teraction between the imbedded stars and the CE mate-
rial. The energy required to drive off CE material de-
rives from the orbital binding energy and the orbit
shrinks. The efficiency of the CE mechanism may be
defined by aCE=DEremove /DEbind , where DEremove is the
energy required to remove all of the CE matter from the
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system and DEbind is the difference between the final
and the initial orbital binding energy. The smaller aCE ,
the greater is the degree of orbital shrinkage. The value
of aCE appropriate for different situations has been de-
bated for several decades (see, e.g., Iben and Livio,
1993, and references therein), but recent three-
dimensional smooth particle hydrodynamic calculations
suggest a value near unity (Razio and Livio, 1996; Yorke
et al., 1995).

Roche lobe filling can be achieved in consequence of
the radius increase brought about by the nuclear evolu-
tion of a potential donor (e.g., Webbink et al., 1983;
Taam, 1983a), or in consequence of orbital angular mo-
mentum loss due to gravitational wave radiation (GWR)
(Kraft et al., 1962; Paczyński, 1967; Faulkner, 1971), or
due to a magnetic stellar wind (MSW) (e.g., Verbunt
and Zwaan, 1981; Taam, 1983b). In order for GWR to
be important, A must be less than 2–3 R( (depending
on component masses). In order for a MSW to be effec-
tive, the donor or the accretor must be a main-sequence
star in the approximate range 0.3–1 M( . Reviews of
evolutionary processes in binary star evolution include
Paczyński (1971b) and Bhattacharya and van den Heu-
vel (1991).

2. Scenario modeling

With the help of the properties of evolving single stars
described in Secs. III.B and III.C, and using the prin-
ciples just mentioned, one can construct scenarios for
the evolution of binary systems consisting initially of
main-sequence stars for various choices of the mass M10
of the primary, the mass ratio q05M20 /M10 , the orbital
semimajor axis A0, and the eccentricity e0.

An approximation to the birthfunction for stars in the
Galactic disk which is based on an analysis of the prop-
erties of many binary systems in the literature (Kra-
icheva et al., 1978; Popova et al., 1982) is (Iben and Tu-
tukov, 1984)

d3n~yr21!50.2dlogA0

dM10

M10
2.5 dq0 , (1)

where M10 and A0 are in solar units. Integrating Eq. (1)
over A05102106, M1050.82100, and q0=0–1 gives
n;1 yr 21 as the Galactic birthrate of stars that leave
the main-sequence in less than a Hubble time.

When mass transfer is deemed to be conservative,
conservation of orbital angular momentum gives

Jorb5M1fM2fS GA f

M t
D 1/2

5M10M20S GA0

M t
D 1/2

, (2)

where the subscript f identifies system parameters after
the mass transfer event is completed and M t5M101M20
= M1f1M2f . When CE evolution is invoked, one must
adopt some approximations for DEremove and DEbind in
the definition of aCE . For example, for large q0, a rough
approximation is

aCE;S GM10
2

A0
D Y S GM1fM20

A f
D5

M10

M20

M10

M1f

A f

A0
. (3)
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Since both M20 and M1f are small compared to M10 , it is
clear that orbital shrinkage can be considerable in a CE
event. Equations (1)–(3), in conjunction with properties
of evolving stellar models (including externally imposed
mass loss at a high rate), have been used to reproduce
(with aCE ;1) empirically estimated birthrates of a va-
riety of evolved binary systems in the Galactic disk (e.g.,
Yungelson and Tutukov, 1991; Tutukov and Yungelson,
1992; Tutukov et al., 1992; Yungelson and Tutukov,
1993; Iben, Tutukov, and Yungelson, 1997).

a. Cataclysmic variables and novae

Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are white dwarfs with a
low mass companion that is typically a main-sequence
star that fills its Roche lobe (see Warner, 1995, and ref-
erences therein). In systems with orbital periods in the
1.3–2 h range, mass transfer is driven by angular mo-
mentum loss due to GWR at a rate (1–2)310210 M(

yr21. In CVs with periods in the range 3–20 h, mass
transfer is driven by a MSW at a rate in the range 1029–
1028 M( yr 21. Systems born into the long period cat-
egory evolve to shorter periods as mass is transferred
until Porb;3 h, whereupon the main-sequence compo-
nent becomes completely convective and no longer sup-
ports a MSW. The mass transfer rate drops abruptly,
causing the donor to shrink within its Roche lobe and
mass transfer to cease. Mass transfer begins again when,
in consequence of GWR, the orbital separation has de-
creased to the extent that the main-sequence star again
fills its Roche lobe.

The hydrogen-rich matter supplied by the donor is
stored in a disk and transferred from there to the white
dwarf, sometimes in a sporadic discharge that produces
a flare up called a dwarf nova outburst. The light emit-
ted in such an outburst is due to the release of gravita-
tional potential energy. In the absence of differential ro-
tation, gravitational and thermal diffusion would mix
hydrogen-rich accreted material with white dwarf mate-
rial near the base of the accreted layer (Prialnik and
Kovetz, 1984). However, matter from the disk reaches
the surface of the white dwarf with velocities near the
Keplerian velocity at the surface of the WD and angular
momentum diffuses inward through the accreted layer
and beyond, creating a radial gradient in the angular
velocity. Differential rotation gives rise to a baroclinic
instability (Fujimoto, 1988, 1993) which causes even
greater mixing between accreted and white dwarf mate-
rial than does particle diffusion (Fujimoto and Iben,
1997). When the white dwarf has accreted enough ma-
terial (e.g., ;1025 M( when ṀWD;1029 M( yr 21), hy-
drogen is ignited near the base of the accreted layer and
a convective zone extends inward (to the point in the
mixing region where the abundance by mass of hydro-
gen is initially ;0.01) and outward (to the surface), mix-
ing large quantities of CO or ONe material outward.
Conversion of nuclear energy into heat lifts the electron
degeneracy in the hydrogen-rich layer, and enough en-
ergy is injected to force this layer to expand to giant
dimensions (e.g., to the right along the dash-dot curve in
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Fig. 1 found in a model calculation that neglects the
companion [Iben, 1982]). In the real analog, called a
classical nova, the expanding matter extends far beyond
the Roche lobe of the white dwarf and a combination of
CE action (e.g., MacDonald, 1980, 1986; Livio et al.,
1990), wind mass loss (e.g., Kato, 1983; Kato and Ha-
chisu, 1994), and, in some cases, dynamical acceleration
(e.g., Starrfield et al., 1974, 1978) removes most of the
expanding layer. The remnant hydrogen-rich, heavy ele-
ment rich layer contracts onto the white dwarf and, in
model calculations, the star moves to the left in the H-R
diagram in Fig. 1 along the dash-dot track at radii
smaller than ;1R( .

Equations (1)–(3), with aCE ;1, have been used to
estimate that CVs are born at the rate ;0.001 yr 21

(Iben and Tutukov, 1984). When observational selection
effects are taken into account, this is not inconsistent
with the birthrate estimated from the observed distribu-
tion of CVs in the solar vicinity (Trimble, 1982). The
relative numbers of short period and long period CVs
can be understood in terms of the time scales for mass
transfer driven by GWR and a MSW and by observa-
tional selection effects (e.g., Iben et al., 1991).

The maximum brightness of a classical nova is directly
related to the mass of the white dwarf according to the
relationship Lmax /L(546,000(MWD /M(20.26) (Iben
and Tutukov, 1989, 1996a), which, for MWDiM( , is
similar to the Paczyński-Uus (Paczyński, 1970; Uus,
1970) relationship, Lmax /L(559,000(MWD /M(20.52),
that is applicable to central stars of PNe. The difference
between the two relations is due to the fact that the
underlying white dwarf in the nova case is colder and
therefore has a smaller radius than in the PN case.

The dependence of Lmax on MWD provides a strong
observational bias for novae with massive white dwarf
cores and explains why the progenitor of a typical ob-
served nova is a main-sequence pair with a fairly mas-
sive primary. The requirement that the main-sequence
donor be less massive than the white dwarf by a factor of
;2/3 (to ensure stable mass transfer) means, then, that
q0!1. This, in turn, means that mass transfer in the pro-
genitor binary is such that a CE is surely formed and
that orbital shrinkage will, in many instances, force the
main-sequence component to be drawn by a MSW or
GWR into Roche lobe contact in less than a Hubble
time.

b. White dwarf mergers: R CrB stars and type Ia
supernovae

R Corona Borealis (R CrB) stars and SNeIa are most
easily explained in terms of the merger of two white
dwarfs. In the case of SNeIa, one of the most compelling
arguments for implicating binary stars is the fact that
SNeIa occur in elliptical galaxies that are primarily
made up of old stars that are not by themselves massive
enough to become SNe. SNeII do not occur in elliptical
galaxies, showing that the formation of massive stars is
not now taking place, and various observations tell us
that, in our own Galaxy, single stars less massive than
;10M( evolve into white dwarfs.
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A natural way of accounting for these facts is to sup-
pose that, during an earlier period of active star forma-
tion, two fairly massive intermediate mass main-
sequence stars evolve through two CE episodes into a
pair of white dwarfs of total mass larger than the Chan-
drasekhar mass (;1.4M() and at a separation small
enough that angular momentum loss due to GWR
brings the two together in less than a Hubble time until
a merger followed by an explosion occurs (Iben and Tu-
tukov, 1984; Webbink, 1984). The details of how this
comes about are not resolved (see, e.g., Iben, 1997). If,
when the less massive white dwarf overfills its Roche
lobe, the mass ratio of the white dwarfs is less than 2/3,
mass transfer is stable (Tutukov and Yungelson, 1979).
Otherwise, the less massive white dwarf is transformed
on a dynamical timescale into a thick disk around the
more massive white dwarf (Tutukov and Yungelson,
1979; Iben and Tutukov, 1984; Webbink and Iben, 1987;
Benz et al., 1990; Mochkovich and Livio, 1990). If the
angular momentum in the disk cannot diffuse outward
and be carried away in a wind rapidly enough (Mochk-
ovich and Livio, 1990), carbon burning may convert the
interior into an ONe composition (Nomoto and Iben,
1985; Saio and Nomoto, 1985) and the final outcome
may be collapse into a neutron star. If angular momen-
tum can diffuse outward fast enough, a collapse will be
followed by a star disrupting explosion, which converts
much of the star into iron-peak elements moving with
velocities of ;104 km s 21, similar to those observed for
SNeIa explosions.

There is an abundance of theoretical calculations
showing that, when a thermonuclear explosion is set off
at the center of a CO white dwarf model, the resultant
spectral distribution reproduces many of the observed
features of SNIa spectra (e.g., Nomoto et al., 1984,1997),
the theoretical light curves can be made to match ob-
served light curves by varying parameters in the theory
(e.g., Höflich and Khokhlov, 1996; Höflich et al. 1996),
and the isotope mix produced in the explosion can help
explain the abundances of several isotopes that are not
produced in supernovae of other types (e.g., Thielemann
et al., 1997). Most extant simulations of SNeIa explo-
sions do not address the physics of the merger process,
but assume rather that the CO WD accretes matter qui-
escently from a presumably hydrogen-rich companion.
However, the merger configuration is highly nonspheri-
cal, carbon may ignite off center in many places at the
same time, and the physics of burning under turbulent
conditions is complex (e.g., Niemeyer et al., 1996). It will
be interesting to see what new features are revealed
when three-dimensional models of the merging process
are constructed with adequate resolution and realistic
physics.

On the scenario front, the estimate of 0.003 yr 21 for
the formation frequency of double CO white dwarfs in
our Galaxy, which have a total mass larger than 1.4M(

and which are close enough to merge in a Hubble time
(Tutukov et al., 1992), is almost identical with empirical
estimates of the SNIa birthrate (Baade and Minkowski,
1957; van den Bergh et al., 1987; van den Bergh and
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Tammann, 1991). On the observational front, eight sys-
tems consisting of two close white dwarfs have been dis-
covered and at least three of these pairs are at an orbital
separation such that a merger will occur in less than a
Hubble time. In most of the observed systems, the vis-
ible star is a helium WD. The distribution in number
versus period of the observed systems is consistent with
scenario predictions, and it is predicted that the ob-
served sample of close binary WDs must be increased by
at least a factor of 4 before the merging CO WD sce-
nario for SNeIa begins to be seriously challenged or pos-
sibly strengthened (Iben, Tutukov, and Yungelson,
1997).

Other possible progenitors of SNeIa include supersoft
x-ray sources that are thought to be white dwarfs accret-
ing matter at a high rate from a Roche lobe filling main-
sequence star of mass 1–2 M( (van den Heuvel et al.,
1992; Di Stefano et al., 1997). The high rate of mass
transfer prevents nova explosions, but wind mass loss
from the system is important and the hydrogen-rich mat-
ter in the system must somehow be hidden if these sys-
tems evolve into SNeIa.

R CrB stars may also be explicable in terms of binary
star evolution (Webbink, 1984; Iben and Tutukov,
1984a, 1985; Iben and Tutukov, 1996a, 1996b). They are
bright (^L&;73103 L() and cool (average Te;7,000
K) with extreme hydrogen-deficient spectra and strong
overabundances of carbon (Bidelman, 1953) and nitro-
gen (Rao and Lambert, 1996, and references therein).
Single star models of the born-again variety, while de-
veloping appropriately exotic surface compositions
(Renzini, 1990; Iben and MacDonald, 1995), possibly do
not live long enough as cool bright stars to account for
most of the estimated 200–1000 R CrB stars in the Gal-
axy (Lawson et al., 1990). The problem is that the
amount of fuel available for nuclear burning is inversely
proportional to a high power of the mass of the under-
lying white dwarf core but the luminosity and radius
achievable are directly proportional to core mass.

In the binary scenario, the immediate precursor of an
R CrB star is a CO WD and a He WD at a separation
small enough that a merger due to GWR will occur in
less than a Hubble time. The idea is that, when it fills its
Roche lobe, the lighter He WD will spill over onto the
CO WD, and turbulent convective motions will mix car-
bon and oxygen from the CO WD into the helium and
nitrogen of which the He WD is composed. Helium
burning at the base of the helium-rich convective enve-
lope of the merger product increases the mass of the CO
core and, if the mass of the merger product is large
enough (i0.78M(), the star may evolve into the do-
main in the H-R diagram occupied by R CrB stars when
the CO core mass exceeds (;0.56–0.61 M().

The fuel available in the helium envelope for burning
at high luminosity is ;20 times larger than in the born-
again scenario, and the predicted presence of 200–600
bright and cool systems in the Galaxy at any given time
is consistent with the observational estimate of 200–
1000. The most important task in pursuing the binary
scenario is the construction of 3-D hydrodynamic mod-
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els of the merging process to see if compositional mixing
occurs to the degree necessary to explain the observed R
CrB compositions. The technology for exploring this
question is advancing rapidly (e.g., Bazan and Arnett,
1994; Burrows et al., 1995; Livne and Arnett, 1995; Glas-
ner and Livne, 1995) and one may anticipate resolution
of this question in the not too distant future. On the
observational and scenario fronts, there are two known
white dwarf pairs (WD 2331+290 and WD 0957-666)
that will merge in less than a Hubble time and that have
mass estimates that do not preclude evolution into the
configurations envisioned here (Iben, Tutukov, and
Yungelson, 1997).

c. X-ray binaries and pulsars

Approximately half of all massive stars are in binaries
close enough that the primary fills its Roche lobe and
loses its hydrogen-rich envelope before developing an
Fe-Ni core that evolves into a NS or BH. The nucleo-
synthetic yield of such stars is quite different from that
of single massive stars, and this difference must be taken
into account in constructing models of Galactic nucleo-
synthesis. Furthermore, much of what we know about
NSs and BHs comes from a study of close binaries in
which at least one of the components is an accreting NS
or BH (Novikov and Zeldovich, 1966; Shklovski, 1967).

Low mass x-ray binaries (LMXBs) consist of a NS or
BH and either a low mass main-sequence donor or a
subgiant donor with an electron-degenerate helium core
(Bhattacharya and van den Heuvel, 1991, and references
therein). The donor transfers matter to the relativistic
component because it either fills or is close to filling its
Roche lobe. Conventional wisdom has it that the donor
fills its Roche lobe and that mass transfer is driven by
angular momentum loss due to a MSW (if the donor is a
main-sequence star) or by radial expansion of the donor
due to interior nuclear transformations (if the donor is a
subgiant). In this picture, the mechanisms of mass trans-
fer in a CV and in an LMXB are identical and differ-
ences between the two types of system stem primarily
from the huge difference (factor of ;1000) in the poten-
tial energy of a particle at the surface of the relativistic
component in an LMXB relative to that of a particle at
the surface of the WD in a CV. In an LMXB, the
nuclear energy liberated in a thermonuclear outburst is
a small fraction of the potential energy liberated in the
process of accretion between thermonuclear outbursts;
in a CV, the reverse is true. Thus, an LMXB is most
conspicuous when an accretion disk discharges onto the
relativistic component, whereas a CV is most conspicu-
ous during a classical nova outburst when the luminosity
is due to the release of nuclear energy.

In Fig. 1, the maximum luminosity (van Paradijs,
1995) of a number of LMXBs with NS accretors for
which distances have been estimated (van Paradijs and
White, 1995) are shown along a line of constant radius
(1025 R() to provide an indication of the large tem-
peratures characterizing the observed spectrum. Shown
also are the maximum luminosities of LMXBs with BH
accretors according to Tanaka and Lewin (1995).
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The progenitor of an LMXB is distinguished from
that of a CV progenitor by the magnitude and nature of
the hurdles that it must surmount (van den Heuvel,
1985; Webbink and Kalogera, 1994). The net result is
that the theoretical birthrate of LMXBs with main-
sequence or subgiant donors and NS accretors is quite
small. For example, one estimate of this birthrate is
n;231025 yr 21 when aCE=1 and ;231026 yr 21 when
aCE=0.5 (Iben and Tutukov, 1995). With the choices
MBH510M( and 40,M10 /M(,50, systems with BH
accretors are born approximately 20% as frequently as
the corresponding systems with NS accretors.

The NS in an LMXB accretes mass from the base of
an accretion disk at essentially the Keplerian velocity at
the surface of the NS (Alpar et al., 1982), causing the NS
to spin up until the counter torque exerted by a mag-
netic field coupled to ionized accreted matter balances
the torque supplied by the accreted matter (Gosh et al.,
1977; Chen and Ruderman, 1993). Accretion of only
;0.01M( is sufficient to decrease the spin period into
the millisecond range (u1031023 s). In LMXBs with
main-sequence donors, the donor is probably destroyed
by absorption of particle and photon emission from the
rapidly spinning NS, which then evolves into a single
millisecond pulsar (MSP). In LMXBs with subgiant do-
nors, the electron-degenerate core survives as a helium
WD and the final system is a binary MSP. Comparison
between a measured beat period and the Keplerian pe-
riod permits one to infer the spin period of the NS in an
LMXB (Alpar and Shaham, 1985; Lamb et al., 1985;
Gosh and Lamb, 1992), and this has been accomplished
in three LMXBs (Strohmayer et al., 1996; Morgan and
Smith, 1996; Ford et al., 1997).

High mass x-ray binaries (HMXBs) consist of a NS or
BH which accretes from the radiative wind emitted by a
massive OB star which does not fill its Roche lobe (van
den Heuvel and Heise, 1972; Tutukov and Yungelson,
1973). In many instances, the main-sequence compo-
nents in the primordial binary are of comparable mass,
so that the first mass transfer event is conservative, with
the orbital separation of the binary increasing during the
transfer and the secondary being spun up in the process
(Rappaport and van den Heuvel, 1982).

Because the secondary in the progenitor system is
massive to begin with, and the primary evolves into a
helium star much less massive than the secondary, mass
loss during the SNIb,c explosion of the helium star does
not in general disrupt the binary system. The duration of
the bright x-ray stage is but a small fraction of the main-
sequence lifetime of the donor (Massevich et al., 1979;
Savonije, 1979), and this accounts for the observed pau-
city of bright HMXBs (there may be only ;100 with
LX.103L( in the Galaxy).

Eventually, the OB component in an HMXB evolves
to fill its Roche lobe, lose most of its hydrogen-rich en-
velope in a CE event, and explode as a SNIb,c. The
binary system is, in general, disrupted. The typical final
result is two high velocity NSs with spin rates of ;3 s or
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less. Of course, some few remain bound, as is demon-
strated by the famous binary pulsar 1913+16 (Hulse and
Taylor, 1975).

NSs formed in SNIb,c explosions in close binaries may
be the origin of most pulsars with spin period in the
0.01–3 s range. The first formed NS has a modest spin
rate because it was spun up by accretion from its OB
companion. The second NS has a modest spin rate be-
cause its progenitor was spun up during the first mass
transfer episode. The birthrate of all SNeIb,c explosions
in the Galaxy is predicted to be ;0.007 yr 21 (Tutukov
and Yungelson 1993), compared with a theoretical birth-
rate of ;0.005 yr 21 for NSs formed by systems which
pass through the HMXB stage. These estimates are con-
sistent with a semiempirical estimate of the pulsar birth-
rate of 0.004–0.008 yr 21 (Lorimer et al., 1993). On the
other hand, the predicted birthrate of NSs formed in
SNII explosions of massive single stars (including those
formed by a merger in a first CE event) and massive
stars in wide binaries is ;0.021 yr 21 (Tutukov and Yun-
gelson, 1993), which agrees with the empirical estimate
of the SNII birthrate (Baade and Minkowski, 1957; van
den Bergh and Tammann, 1991). Thus, one could infer
that pulsars are produced only by close binaries.

IV. HYDROGEN BURNING IN THE pp CHAIN AND CN
CYCLE

In 1957, the energetics of 41H→4He fusion were well
established, and the two sequences for accomplishing
that fusion (the carbon-nitrogen cycle and the proton-
proton chain) were laid out. The rates of each of the
four reactions of the CN cycle had been measured di-
rectly (down to energies of '100 keV) to determine ex-
trapolated values of S(0) with reported precisions of 15
to 30 %. But from the perspective of 1997, it may be
hard to realize what a mere thimbleful of information
about the rates of the reactions in the pp chain was
available to B 2FH 40 years ago. The rate of the
p(p ,e1ne)d reaction (and hence the rate of the pp
chain) was 30% too small, as a result of uncertainties in
the weak-interaction coupling constants. (Measurements
of the related lifetime of the neutron were 25% too
long.) Initial measurements of the rate of the termina-
tion reaction, 3He(3He,2p)4He, would turn out to be a
factor of 4 too small (due to a problem with the 3He
target), and the possibility of other terminations of the
pp chain via 7Be and 8B were not yet even discussed.
All of that changed very rapidly during the next 10
years.

Now, 40 years later, we present a summary of the cur-
rent status of the most important of the nuclear reaction
rates in 41H→ 4He fusion, emphasizing recent impor-
tant developments and still open questions.

A. The p(p,e1ne)d reaction

The rate of the p(p ,e1ne)d reaction is determined
from the ratio of the weak interaction coupling con-
stants, G A/G V , and may be related to the results of
Bahcall and May (1969) as
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where L is the overlap integral between the two protons
and the deuteron (e.g., Bahcall and May, 1969);
(GA/GV) is the ratio of the axial-vector and vector weak
interaction coupling constants; (fpp

R ) is the phase-space
factor for the pp reaction, (fpp)69=0.142 and
(fpp

R )50.144 (INT Workshop, 1997); @(ft)01→01# corre-
sponds to the strength of 01 to 01 superallowed beta
decays; and d is the fractional correction to the nuclear
matrix element due to exchanges of p and r mesons.
Since 1980, there has been a marked increase in the pre-
cision of measurements of the neutron decay parameters
(the neutron lifetime, as well as the b asymmetry param-
eter in the decay of polarized neutrons, and the e-n an-
gular correlation parameter) (e.g., Freedman, 1990; and
Barnett et al., 1996).

By making use of recent values for these parameters,

L256.92~61% !

~Kamionkowski and Bahcall, 1994),

~GV /GV!51.265460.0042

(Barnett et al., 1996;

INT Workshop, 1997),

@~ft !01→01#53073.363.5 ~Hardy et al., 1990),

d50.01~0.004<d<0.03!

~Bahcall and Pinsonneault, 1992!,

we find

S11~0;d!53.78310225S 6.92
7.08D S 1.2654

1.2382D
2S 0.144

0.142D
3S 3074

3073.3D ~11 .01!2 MeV b. (5)

Currently, the most important source of uncertainty in
this value is in d . The current range in d corresponds to
a range in S 11(0;d) from 3.94310225 to 4.15310225

MeV b (i.e., a +4.0%/21.3% uncertainty).

B. The 3He(3He,2p)4He reaction

Measurements of the 3He(3He,2p)4He reaction have
recently been extended down to Ec.m.=24 keV (Krauss
et al., 1987) and Ec.m.=21 KeV (Arpesella et al., 1996),
well into the Gamov peak corresponding to the center of
the sun; for this reaction, a temperature of T6=15.6 cor-
responds to a Gamov peak at Eo=22 keV with a width
DEo=12 keV. The most recent of these experiments was
carried out using the Gran Sasso tunnel as a cosmic-ray
shield. These two data sets were measured at energies
that are low enough so that interacting nuclei have a
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TABLE I. Experimental measurements of the 3He + 4He reaction.

S 34(0) (keV b) Reference

Measurement of capture g rays
0.47 6 0.05 Parker and Kavanagh (1963)
0.58 6 0.07 Nagatani et al. (1969) a

0.45 6 0.06 Kräwinkel et al. (1982) b

0.52 6 0.03 Osborne et al. (1982,1984)
0.47 6 0.04 Alexander et al. (1984)
0.53 6 0.03 Hilgemeier et al. (1988)

Weighted mean=0.507 6 0.016

Measurement of 7Be activity
0.55 6 0.05 Osborne et al. (1982,1984)
0.63 6 0.04 Robertson et al. (1983)
0.56 6 0.03 Volk et al. (1983)

Weighted mean=0.579 6 0.024
aAs extrapolated using the direct-capture model of Tombrello and Parker (1963).
bAs renormalized by Hilgemeier et al. (1988).
classical turning point which is near or outside the
atomic radius Ra and therefore electron-screening cor-
rections are necessary in order to relate the laboratory
(screened) measurements (ss) to cross sections which
would be measured for bare nuclei (sb) (e.g., Assen-
baum et al.., 1987).

sb5ss /exp~phUe /Ec.m.!, (6)

where

Ue5Z1Z2e2/Ra , (7)

and h is the Coulomb parameter. For example, for the
3He(3He,2p)4He reaction (Ue=240 eV) at Ec.m.=22
keV, this amounts to a 20% correction, while for
Ec.m..150 keV the correction is <1%. [This correction
to the laboratory measurements should not be confused
with the plasma screening correction (Salpeter, 1954)
which must be applied in relating laboratory measure-
ments of bare-nuclear cross sections to reaction rates in
plasmas.] The results of Krauss et al. (1987) and Arp-
esella et al. (1996) are in agreement with each other and
are consistent with earlier results at higher energies (see
Bahcall and Pinsonneault, 1992, and references therein).
A combination of all of these results yields a value of
S33(0)=5.1560.35 MeV b, where there are comparable
contributions to this uncertainty from the statistical and
systematic uncertainties and the uncertainty in the en-
ergy dependence of the extrapolation. It is important to
note that as the Gran Sasso experiment continues, we
are now rapidly approaching the time when the cross
section will be measured across the entire Gamow peak;
at that time the rate of this reaction in the energy range
of the Gamow peak will be determined directly from the
measured cross sections, and the issue of how to ex-
trapolate from the higher-energy cross sections will no
longer be important.

A low-energy 3He + 3He resonance has occasionally
., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
been proposed as an explanation for the solar neutrino
problem; while there have already been a number of
negative indirect searches (e.g., McDonald et al., 1977,
and references therein), the direct low-energy results of
Krauss et al. (1987) and Arpesella et al. (1996) now set
an upper limit on the energy (Ec.m.,21 keV) for any
such resonance.

C. The 3He(a,g) 7Be reaction

The relative rates of the 3He(a ,g) 7Be and
3He(3He,2p)4He reactions determine what fraction of
pp-chain terminations result in high-energy (7Be or 8B)
neutrinos. There are six sets of measurements of the
cross section for the 3He(a ,g) 7Be reaction which are
based on detecting the capture gamma rays (Table I).
The weighted average of those six results provides a
value of S 34(0)=0.5076 .016 keV b, based on extrapola-
tions using the calculated energy dependence for this
direct-capture reaction. Separate calculations of this en-
ergy dependence based on the resonating group method
(Kajino et al., 1987) and on a direct-capture cluster
model (Tombrello and Parker, 1963) agree to within
61.25% and are in good agreement with the energy de-
pendence of the measured cross sections. The energy
dependence of this reaction seems to be well determined
by resonating group models (as noted above) so that its
extrapolation to E50 seems well defined, and the only
free parameter is associated with the normalization of
such models to the measured data sets. While the energy
dependence of these models is in good agreement with
the energy dependence of the measured cross sections, it
would be useful to carry out a theoretical study of how
robust this energy dependence is for a wider range of
models.
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In addition to the six data sets of capture gamma ray
measurements, there are three sets of cross-section mea-
surements for this reaction based on the activity of the
synthesized 7Be (Table I). These decay measurements
have the advantage of determining the total cross sec-
tion directly, but have the disadvantage that (since the
source of the residual activity cannot be uniquely iden-
tified) there is always the possibility that some of the
7Be may have been produced in a contaminant reaction
in some way that evaded tests for it. The three activity
measurements (when extrapolated in the same way as
the capture gamma ray measurements) provide a value
of S 34(0)=0.5796 .024 keV b which disagrees with the
value based on the direct-capture gamma rays at the 3s
level.

When the nine experiments are combined, the
weighted mean is S 34(0)=0.53360.013 keV b, with
x2513.4 for 8 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). The probabil-
ity of such a distribution arising by chance is 10%, and
that, together with the apparent grouping of the results
according to whether they have been obtained from ac-
tivation or prompt-gamma yields, suggests the possible
presence of a systematic error in one or both of the
techniques. An approach that gives a somewhat more
conservative evaluation of the uncertainty is to form the
weighted means within each of the two groups of data
(the data show no indication of nonstatistical behavior
within the groups), and then determine the weighted
mean of those two results. Then an arbitrary but stan-
dard presciption can be adopted in which the uncertain-
ties of the means of the two groups (and hence the over-
all mean) are increased by a common factor of 3.7 (in
this case) to make x250.46 for 1 degree of freedom,
equivalent to making the estimator of the weighted
population variance equal to the weighted sample vari-
ance. The result is an overall weighted mean of S 34(0)=
0.5360.05 keV b.

D. The 7Be(p,g) 8B reaction

The 8B termination of the pp chain is so weak
(; .01%) that its details do not contribute significantly
to the energy generation of the sun. However, the rela-
tively high-energy neutrino resulting from the 8B beta
decay (En

max'14 MeV) plays a key role in several of the
solar neutrino experiments (e.g., Homestake, Kamio-
kande, Super-Kamiokande, and SNO), so that the rate
of the 7Be(p ,g) 8B reaction is a key to understanding the
results of those experiments. There have been six direct
measurements of this reaction using radioactive 7Be tar-
gets. A reanalysis of the five most accurate experiments
(Johnson et al., 1992; Langanke, 1994) and a renormal-
ization to a 7Li(d ,p) cross section of 146 mb (Strieder
et al., 1996) determined a best value of S17(0)=20.362.0
eV b where the uncertainty includes a correction of
Ax2/ d.o.f.=1.32 to take into account the disagreement
among the five experiments (apparently arising from
unidentified systematic errors) and includes the uncer-
tainty in the 7Li(d ,p)8Li cross section that was used as a
normalization for all of those 7Be(p ,g)8B experiments.
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More recently, at the INT Workshop on Solar Nuclear
Fusion Rates (1997), a more selective analysis was used
to cite the Filippone et al. (1983a, 1983b) experiment as
the most reliable of the direct measurements, resulting
in a recommended value of S17(0)51922

14 eV b.
We now appear to be on the threshold of a series of

promising new experiments to measure the rate of this
reaction using a variety of new techniques, such as 7Be
beams, new 7Be target strategies, and the Coulomb dis-
sociation of 8B. Measurements with these techniques
will have the advantage of avoiding some of the system-
atic uncertainties inherent in the previous (p ,g) mea-
surements [e.g., questions relating to target uniformity
and the determination of the 7Be content of the target
through the 7Li(d ,p)8Li reaction]. At the same time
these new techniques will have systematic uncertainties
of their own which will need to be understood in order
to interpret the results of these new experiments to-
gether with the previous (p ,g) results. Initial measure-
ments of the Coulomb dissociation of 8B have already
been reported (Motobayashi et al. 1994), indicating that
their preliminary results are consistent with the (p ,g)
results of Filippone, et al. (1983a, 1983b) and are en-
couraging for further studies to provide an independent
determination of S 17(0). Recently, the NABONA col-
laboration has measured initial data utilizing a 7Be
beam and a hydrogen gas target (Gialanella et al., 1996).

E. The 7Li(n,g)8Li reaction

This reaction is of interest both as the isospin mirror
of the 7Be(p ,g)8B reaction and as the entrance to
A>12 nucleosynthesis in an inhomogeneous big bang.
Measurements by Wiescher et al. (1989) had indicated
that the cross section for this reaction was a factor of 2
smaller than reported by Imhof et al. (1959), thereby re-
ducing the rate of heavy element synthesis in any pri-
mordial r process. However, a number of more recent
measurements (Blackmon et al., 1996, and references
therein) are in good agreement with the Imhof (1959)
results supporting the reaction rate used in the calcula-
tion of heavy element production by Malaney and
Fowler (1987). It is perhaps interesting to note that the
three-cluster generator coordinate method calculations
of Descouvemont and Baye (1994), which are consistent
with the Imhof/Blackmon 7Li(n ,g)8Li results, predict
S17(0)>24 eV b for the isospin mirror, 7Be(p ,g)8B re-
action.

F. The 14N(p,g)15O reaction

Recent measurements of the 14N(p ,g)15O reaction
(Schröder et al., 1987) show clear evidence for interfer-
ence effects due to the high-energy tail of a subthreshold
resonance (Ec.m.52504 keV; Jp53/21), which accounts
for nearly half of the total S(0) for this reaction. As the
slowest piece of the CNO cycle, the rate of this reaction
governs the rate of the cycle, and as such plays an im-
portant role in determining the evolution of massive
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stars and the ages of globular clusters. Combining the
Schröder et al. (1987) measurements with the earlier
low-energy (93,Ec.m.,126 keV) measurements of
Lamb and Hester (1957), determines S(0)=3.521.6

+0.4 keV b
(INT Workshop, 1997), where the uncertainty arises pri-
marily from uncertainty (because of the interference ef-
fects due to the subthreshold resonance) in how to ex-
trapolate the laboratory measurements to zero energy.
This uncertainty in the rate of the 14N(p ,g) 15O reaction
corresponds to an uncertainty of ;1 Gy in the age of
globular clusters (e.g., Chaboyer et al., 1996; and De-
marque, 1996).

G. The 17O(p,a)14N reaction

The 17O(p ,a)14N reaction provides an important clo-
sure for the CNO Tri-Cycle (e.g., Rolfs and Rodney,
1975). Observations of the 16O/ 17O ratio in the enve-
lopes of red giants can be combined with information
about the production and destruction of 17O in the stel-
lar interior to determine the depth of convective mixing
between the surface and the interior of such stars (e.g.,
Dearborn, 1992). Until recently there was a factor of
;100 uncertainty/disagreement in the rate of the
17O(p ,a)14N reaction, which is a key to determining the
16O/ 17O ratio in stellar nucleosynthesis. For tempera-
tures below T9;0.1, the rate of the 17O(p ,a)14N reac-
tion is determined by the properties of the Jp512 reso-
nance at Ec.m.=70 keV, and a recent direct measurement
of the strength of that resonance (Blackmon et al., 1995),
vg'5.5 neV, has reduced its uncertainty from a factor of
;100 to '6 20%. This much more accurate result will
now allow refined observations of the 16O/ 17O ratio
(particularly in stars with masses greater than 5 solar
masses) to place significant constraints on models of
convective mixing.

H. The Hot CNO cycle

One wrinkle, which was not anticipated in B 2FH, was
the Hot CNO cycle that can become important when
temperatures and densities are sufficiently high so that
the 13N(p ,g)14O reaction is fast enough to bypass the
normal beta decay of 13N. This possibility was first de-
scribed by Caughlan and Fowler (1962), and direct mea-
surements of the rate of the 13N(p ,g) 14O reaction have
recently been made with radioactive beams; using 13N
beams to measure the reaction directly (Decrock et al.,
1991), and using 14O beams to measure the inverse re-
action, 14O(g ,p) 13N (Motobayashi et al., 1991; Kiener
et al., 1993). These three experiments are all in good
agreement and measure a strength vg=2.360.5 eV for
the Er=529 keV, l =0, resonance that determines the
rate of this reaction at nova temperatures. These results
indicate that at the temperatures characteristic of a nova
explosion (0.2<T9<0.4), the Hot CNO cycle will be the
dominant energy generation process. One important
consequence of the Hot CNO cycle is the production of
an @15N/ 14N] isotope ratio of ;1 (compared to the ratio
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of ;4310 25 produced in the CNO cycle), indicating
that in the solar system (@15N/ 14N]'4310 23) most of
the observed 15N was produced in nova explosions. At
still higher temperatures, the reaction sequence
15O(a,g)19Ne(p ,g) 20Na may provide a breakout path
from the Hot CNO Cycle to the rp process (Wallace and
Woosley, 1981), which can provide contributions to the
nucleosynthesis of proton rich isotopes up through 65As
(e.g., Mohar et al., 1991), to as high as 68Se (e.g., Blank
et al., 1995), or even to 96Ru (Schatz et al., 1997).

V. THE x PROCESS

A. Introduction and retrospective

It is quite remarkable how correct most of the basic
ideas and the data were that were presented by B 2FH
on the x process. In particular, the solar Li and Be abun-
dances determined by Greenstein and Richardson
(1951) and Greenstein and Tandberg-Hanssen (1954)
are very close to the contemporary values. And whereas
the meteoritic Suess-Urey (1957) value for Be is near
the the solar value, the solar Li was found to be 100
times smaller than the meteoritic, still the situation to-
day.

B 2FH point out that Li, Be, and B are extremely rare
compared to the elements near them on the periodic
table (H, He, C, N, O), but they are 100 times more
abundant than the majority of the heavy elements.
B2FH give the nuclear reactions that destroy the rare
light elements, and that occur at temperatures found in
stellar interiors, in the hydrogen-burning zone. These re-
actions convert the light elements into He isotopes
through fusion with protons. The authors point out that
before a star evolves off the main sequence Li, Be, and
B are destroyed in the vast preponderance of a star’s
mass. Given this circumstance, a setting other than stel-
lar interiors is required for the synthesis of these light
elements. Possibilities such as spallation reactions in
stellar atmospheres and supernovae shells were dis-
cussed by B 2FH, as was the preservation of 7Li as 7Be
in late-type stars.

B. Abundances

Because Li, Be, and B are so readily destroyed in
stars, their ‘‘cosmic’’ or ‘‘initial’’ abundances need to be
determined in environments that are unaffected by
nuclear processing in the interiors. The interstellar gas?
The atmospheres of the youngest stars? Primitive solar
system material? The first generation of stars?

Atomic and spectroscopic properties of these ele-
ments conspire to make all these species difficult to ob-
serve. Because the abundances are low, it is best to ob-
serve these elements through their absorption in the
resonance lines of their various ions. For Li, the reso-
nance doublet of Li I at 6707 Å is readily observed, but
even in the coolest stars, Li is predominantly ionized
because it has a low ionization potential as it is an alkali
metal. And Li II is like He I with two electrons in a
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closed shell and has its resonance line at 199 Å. The
resonance line of Be I is at 2348.6 Å, unobservable with
ground-based telescopes. The resonance doublet of Be
II is near 3130 Å where only about 30% of the flux
penetrates the Earth’s atmosphere. In solar-type stars,
where the dominant ion is Be II, this region of the spec-
trum is crowded with lines of other elements. For B,
both B I and B II resonances lines are in the ultraviolet
at 2497.7 and 1362.5 Å, respectively. Nonetheless, the
importance of these elements—as tracers of stellar struc-
ture, galactic evolution, and cosmology, and as part of
the picture of the origin of the elements—has led to a
huge amount of research work on determining their
abundances in many astrophysical environments.

1. Lithium

With the exception of the hot O and B stars contain-
ing no ions of Li I in their atmospheres, Li abundances
have been determined for stars of every spectral type
and luminosity class. Among the first of a veritable bliz-
zard of papers surveying stellar Li contents was by Her-
big (1965). More recent surveys of solar-type field stars
include Duncan (1981), Boesgaard and Trippico (1986),
Balachandran (1990), and Lambert et al. (1991). The
Pop I maximum for field stars is about log N(Li)=3.1 –
3.3. There have been several studies on Li abundances in
the youngest stars, T Tauri stars, which include Zapala
(1972), Padgett (1990, 1991), Basri et al. (1991), King
(1993), Lee et al. (1994), Cunha et al. (1995), and Dun-
can and Rebull (1996). Cunha et al. (1995) find a mean
Li abundance for stars in the Orion association, as cor-
rected for nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium effects
(see below), to be log N(Li)=3.2 (60.1) which is very
close to the meteoritic value of 3.3 and conclude that
there has been little Li enrichment in the Galaxy in the
last 5 Gyr.

There has been considerable work done on Li abun-
dances in open clusters, partly with the goal of obtaining
an ‘‘initial’’ Li abundance for Pop I stars. See Thorburn
et al. (1993 and references therein) for a partial review
of the subject. The maximum Li abundances for stars in
a given cluster can be found in the temperature region
near 6200 K with the youngest clusters having the most
Li (Boesgaard, 1991). Deliyannis et al. (1994) show that
short-period tidally locked binaries (SPTLB) near that
temperature in the Pleiades, age ;80 Myr, have Li
abundances on the mean trend, while in the Hyades (age
; 700 Myr) and M 67 (age ;5 Gyr) they have some-
what higher Li abundances than their respective cluster-
mates. This suggests that Li depletion has been inhibited
in the SPTLB by the lack of rotationally induced mixing
and indicates that the Li-age relation of Boesgaard
(1991) results from a slow mixing process such as rota-
tion. The maximum abundances for clusters are mea-
sured or inferred to be log N(Li)=3.1–3.3.

It is well known that evolved stars dilute their surface
Li content as their convective zones deepen (Iben, 1965,
1967a). More recently Deliyannis, Demarque, and
Kawaler (1990) have made dilution calculations for
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metal-poor stars. Although there has been much obser-
vational research on Li in such stars, it is not relevant to
the ‘‘initial’’ Li content and will not be discussed here.

The abundance of Li in the oldest stars may reveal the
primordial (big bang) value of Li. In a study of Al in
halo dwarfs, Spite and Spite (1982a, 1982b) discovered a
Li line present in their spectra and found an approxi-
mately uniform value for the Li abundance that was
about a factor of 10 lower than the Pop I star maximum.
Several surveys since then have confirmed and extended
these results: Spite et al. (1984), Rebolo et al. (1988),
Hobbs and Duncan (1987), Spite and Spite (1993), Thor-
burn (1994), and Molaro et al. (1995). Several papers
address the constancy of the Li abundance in the low-
metallicity Li plateau, for example Deliyannis et al.
(1993), Ryan et al. (1996), Spite et al. (1996). These pa-
pers reach different conclusions about the amount of the
intrinsic spread in Li and its dependence on effective
temperature and [Fe/H]. But, as the rotational models
predict (Deliyannis, 1990; Pinsonneault et al., 1992;
Chaboyer and Demarque, 1994), even a small dispersion
could be the result of Li depletion by an order of mag-
nitude. The most comprehensive review of all the data,
put on a uniform temperature scale, is by Ryan et al.
(1996). They find that the correlation between Li abun-
dance and temperature and Li abundance and [Fe/H] is
real. They point out three turn-off stars that have similar
temperatures and very low metallicities (between –3.0
and –3.5 in [Fe/H]) for which 3–5 Li observations have
been made. The Li abundances are 1.8960.05, 2.01
60.04, and 2.2960.05, indicative of an intrinsic spread
(of a factor of 2.5) due to influences other than the uni-
form nucleosynthesis of Li in the Big Bang.

The halo star, BD +23 3910, has a Li abundance that
is a factor of 2 to 3 above the plateau (King, Deliyannis,
Hiltgen, et al., 1997). This high Li may result from a
lower than average depletion in Li from a higher (pri-
mordial) Li value or may result from some type of ga-
lactic Li enrichment mechanism. These possibilities are
explored in a search of other spectroscopic signatures of
enrichment, but since none of the predicted anomalies
are found, it seems more likely that Li in this star has
been preserved from a high initial value.

Recently, Li has been detected in stars near the main
sequence turn-off in globular clusters—in NGC 6397 by
Molaro and Pasquini (1994) and Pasquini and Molaro
(1996) and in M 92 by Deliyannis et al. (1995) and Boes-
gaard et al. (1997). For NGC 6397 the three turn-off
stars have log N(Li)=2.2860.10, higher than the halo
field stars. From the Keck study of seven similar M 92
stars there is clear evidence for a dispersion in Li abun-
dance of 0.5 dex. The Li abundance in one of the M 92
stars is nearly as high as that in BD +23 3910. The M 92
results were attributed to differences in the amount of Li
depletion in otherwise identical (age, temperature, mass,
luminosity, metallicity) stars. The differing degrees of
depletion could result from differences in the initial an-
gular momentum of the individual stars and the spin-
down rates. When the M 92 Li dispersion is coupled with
a possible dispersion in Li in the field star plateau, it
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indicates that there may be some Li depletion there too.
The interesting discovery of 6Li in a halo star (Smith
et al., 1993) further complicates the interpretation that
halo stars contain pristine Big Bang 7Li only. However,
see Lambert (1995) and Deliyannis and Malaney (1995)
for discussions of stellar self-synthesis of 6Li.

Boesgaard and Tripicco (1986) examined their sample
of Pop I and old disk stars for a relation between Li and
[Fe/H]. They found the full range of Li abundances at
solar metallicity, but an absence of low metalicity, Li-
rich stars. Surveys of Rebolo et al. (1988), Balachandran
(1990), and Lambert et al. (1991) extend that result and
include the Li abundances of the Pop II stars. There is
an upper envelope to the Li abundance with a decrease
in Li abundance as [Fe/H] goes from –0.4 to –1.4. Inter-
pretations differ: if there is an age-metallicity relation
and thus a Li-age relation, the upper envelope shows the
increase in Li content over the evolution of the galactic
disk, while the same relation with age could mean that
the older stars have had longer to deplete Li by various
‘‘slow’’ processes from a higher or even much higher Li
abundance.

The abundance of Li in the sun, log N(Li)=1.16
(Steenbock and Holweger, 1984), is depleted relative to
other Pop I dwarfs and relative to meteorites at 3.3
60.04 (Anders and Greveese, 1989). King, Deliyannis,
Hiltgen, et al. (1997) derive a solar Li abundance of 1.05
from three separate sets of high-resolution, high signal-
to-noise spectra of the sky and/or the moon. The Li con-
tent and isotope ratio has been determined in the inter-
stellar medium, most recently by Lemoine et al. (1995).
They conclude that there must be an extra source of 7Li
in the Galaxy.

It is likely that both stellar processing of Li, which
depletes Li in the oldest stars, and galactic processing of
Li, which contributes to the increased amount of Li in
the youngest stars, exist together. These processes make
it difficult to assess the true value for primordial Li.
However, since all the stellar processes are known to
deplete Li, the Pop II star Li probably sets a lower limit
to the primordial Li. The best estimates of that cover the
range from log N(Li)=2.2 to 2.6.

2. Beryllium

The study of Be abundances in Pop I began in the
1960’s and was reviewed by Wallerstein and Conti
(1969). A survey of Be in solar-type stars was done by
Boesgaard (1976) who found that while most such stars
had normal (i.e., solar) Be, some of the hotter ones were
deficient in Be. Boesgaard and King (1993) presented
Be results for Li-normal, solar-metallicity stars and
found a range in abundances of a factor of about three.
A survey of Be in some 60 Li-deficient F and G dwarfs
(Pop I) by Stephens et al. (1997) shows Be deficiencies
in the hotter stars, analogous to the Li dip at those tem-
peratures, and near solar Be abundances for stars cooler
than 6000 K. Stars in which both Li and Be are depleted
but present in detectable amounts show a depletion pat-
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tern very close to the predictions of models by Pinson-
neault, Kawalar, and Demarque (1990) of rotationally
induced mixing.

There have been several recent studies of Be in halo
stars: Gilmore, Edvardsson, and Nissen (1991), Gilmore
et al. (1992), Rebolo et al. (1988), Ryan et al. (1992),
Boesgaard and King (1993), Garcia-Lopez et al. (1995),
a Keck Be project reported by Boesgaard (1996), Thor-
burn and Hobbs (1996), Primas (1996), and Deliyannis
et al. (1997). All show an increase in Be in stars as the
metallicity increases. The slope of log N(Be) vs [Fe/H] is
close to 1.0. There is no evidence of a Be plateau at the
lowest [Fe/H] values; the lowest Be detection is log
N(Be)/N(H)=–13.5 for BD –13 3442 at [Fe/H]=–3.0. This
evidence points to a galactic-wide production mecha-
nism and no signature of any primordial Be.

The solar Be/H value has been well determined by
Chmielewski, Muller, and Brault (1975) as Be/H=1.4
(60.6)310211. The meteoritic value given by Anders
and Grevesse (1989) is 2.6310211. Recent work by King,
Deliyannis, and Boesgaard (1997), who include the solar
Be spectrum in their study of Be in a Cen A and B, also
indicates that the sun is depleted in Be relative to mete-
orites by a factor of 1.4 to 3.2. The sun appears to be
mildly depleted in Be while still retaining some Li,
which suggests a slow-mixing process below the surface
convection zone.

3. Boron

Under the observational evidence section on the x
process, B 2FH say only ‘‘Boron is spectroscopically un-
observable.’’ In fact the resonance lines of both B I and
B II are in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum, unob-
servable from the ground. However, with the advent of
the Copernicus satellite in 1972, the IUE in 1978, and
the Hubble Space telescope (HST) in 1990, B has finally
been seen.

Vega was discovered to have the resonance line of B
II at 1362 Å by Boesgaard et al. (1974) with Copernicus
observations at 0.2 Å resolution. The B/H abundance
derived, with an estimate made for departures from lo-
cal thermodynamic equilibrium, was 1.0310210. Addi-
tional observations by Praderie et al. (1977) confirmed
this result from spectra with 0.05 Å resolution. In a
study of 16 normal A and B stars, Boesgaard and Hea-
cox (1978) made Copernicus observations to determine
B/H abundances from the B II resonance line. After cor-
rection for non-LTE effects, they give a mean value for
cosmic B/H of 2 (60.9)310210.

Recent results for B in stars come from HST observa-
tions. Examples of papers on B abundances for Pop I
stars are Lemke et al. (1993), Duncan et al. (1994),
Cunha et al. (1997), and for Pop II stars are Duncan
et al. (1992), Edvardsson et al. (1994), Duncan et al.
(1997). The papers on Pop II stars probe the relation-
ship between the B abundance and the Fe abundance
and assess the B/Be ratio. The slope of the relation be-
tween log N(B LTE) and [Fe/H] is ;1 and between log
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N(B NLTE) and [Fe/H] is ;0.7 and the B/Be ratio is typi-
cally ;15 (Duncan et al., 1997).

The solar abundance of B has been determined from
the resonance line of B I at l2496.8 by Kohl, Parkinson,
and Withbroe (1976) with a rocket-borne photoelectric
detector with a spectral resolution of 0.028 Å; they de-
rived a B/H abundance of 1.6310210. Zhai and Shaw
(1994) find meteorites to have 16.9 62.2 B atoms per 106

Si atoms or B/H=6.0310210. Anders and Grevesse
(1989) report the 11B/ 10B to be 4.05. Boron has been
found in the interstellar gas from HST observations, e.g.,
Federman et al. (1993), Jura et al. (1996), with the abun-
dance of B/H of 0.9310210. Federman et al. (1996) find
the isotope ratio, 11B/ 10B, in the interstellar medium to
be 3.4 20.6

11.3 , probably not different from the meteoritic
value.

C. Nonlocal thermodynamic-equilibrium effects

The above analyses were based on the assumption of
local thermodynamic equilibrium. At the time of the
publication of the B 2FH paper, the actual solutions for
the corrections needed were years in the future. For Li
the most complete results are presented by Carlsson
et al. (1994). For B similar results can be found in Kisel-
man (1994) and Kiselman and Carlsson (1996). An in-
teresting situation prevails for Be: neutral Be atoms suf-
fer overionization and the ground state of Be II is over
populated, but bound-bound pumping overexcites Be II
which depopulates the ground state. For solar-type stars
the overionization is roughly balanced by the overexci-
tation and the effects of NLTE, which exist, cancel each
other (Kiselman and Carlsson, 1995; Garcia-Lopez et al.,
1995).

D. Production mechanisms

1. Big Bang

Big Bang nucleosythesis of light isotopes has been
predicted by ‘‘standard’’ models by Wagoner et al.
(1967), Wagoner (1973), and Thomas et al. (1993) and
by inhomogeneous models by Thomas et al. (1994).
Only the isotope 7Li can be produced in substantial
quantities in the standard models. At low values of the
nucleon to photon ratios (or baryonic mass densities) it
is produced mainly by 4He(3H,g) 7Li. As the ratio
increases, that 7Li is destroyed by 7Li(p ,a) 4He
reactions. At still higher ratios, 7Li can be produced by
4He(3He,g) 7Be(e2,ne) 7Li. The two processes result in
a dip for the Li abundance at intermediate values of the
nucleon to photon ratio (127310210). Predicted 7Li/H
ratios cover the range of 10 210 to 10 29. See Boesgaard
and Steigman (1985) and Krauss and Romanelli (1990)
for more discussion of the synthesis of 7Li during the
Big Bang.

2. Spallation

There is the suggestion in B 2FH that Li, Be, and B
could be produced by spallation reactions on abundant
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
elements such as C, N, O, Fe with energies . 100 MeV
per nucleon. Although the site was thought to be stellar
atmospheres, it was shown by Ryter et al. (1970) that
production of light elements in the atmospheres of T
Tauri stars was energetically unfeasible. Reeves et al.
(1970) suggested that energetic galactic cosmic rays
could bombard C, N, O atoms, breaking them up into
the light isotopes. This concept was expanded by Me-
neguzzi et al. (1971). Their model was successful in many
aspects, but it underproduced 7Li and could not match
the observed isotope ratios for Li and B. A low-energy
‘‘carrot’’ of cosmic ray flux was added to help these
problems. However, some additional 7Li is produced in
the Big Bang and in the envelopes of AGB stars. An
interesting addition to spallation production is that spal-
lation in the halo would be more efficient than a + a
reactions (Steigman and Walker, 1992).

In addition to accounting for the present day light el-
ement ratios, spallation models can be constrained bet-
ter if they are required to explain the evolution of light
elements over the history of the Galaxy. Information has
become available on the evolution of both Be and B (as
revealed by the use of [Fe/H] as a chronometer) and the
apparent constancy of Li. Models of galactic chemical
evolution have been made to interpret the evolution of
the light elements (Vangioni-Flam et al., 1990; Ryan
et al., 1992; Prantzos, Cassé, and Vangioni-Flam, 1993;
Feltzing and Gustafsson, 1994; Tayler, 1995; Lemoine
et al., 1997). Duncan et al. (1997) interpret the most re-
cent observations of B and Be evolution to favor a
somewhat different version of the classical spallation
production: it is the C and O atoms that bombard the
ambient protons and alpha–particles. Vangioni-Flam
et al. (1996) show that spallation by energetic C and O
atoms can account for the nearly constant increase in
[Be] and [B] with [Fe/H]. The source of C and O is from
winds from massive stars, such as Wolf-Rayet stars, and
massive supernovae. However, Prantzos et al. (1993)
and Malaney and Butler (1993) argue that this mecha-
nism has serious problems.

3. Asymptotic giant branch stars

It was pointed out in B 2FH that Li-rich red giants had
been discovered and that Cameron (1955) had proposed
preserving 7Li in the form of 7Be in the hydrogen-
burning region. This mechanism was rediscussed by
Cameron and Fowler (1971). There is very interesting
modern data to support the production of 7Li in AGB
stars, first presented by Smith and Lambert (1989, 1990)
for AGB stars in the Magellanic clouds. This work has
been extended by Plez et al. (1993) and by Smith et al.
(1995). The stars in the Magellanic clouds with Li ex-
cesses of 100–1000 times over the predicted (diluted)
values range between bolometric magnitudes Mbol=–7.2
to –6.5 corresponding to 4–8 M( . Predictions have been
made by Scalo et al. (1975) and Sackmann and Boo-
throyd (1992) that hot-bottom convective envelope
burning would produce and then transport 7Be to the
observable surface of AGB stars where it becomes 7Li
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through electron capture. The predictions and the obser-
vations are in good agreement. This mechanism may
produce a substantial amount of enrichment in the ga-
lactic Li abundance over the Big Bang production (un-
less, of course, it is the case that Big Bang 7Li was as
high as the Pop I star value of 3.1–3.3). In any event, it is
probable that this production mechanism exists inas-
much as there are some very Li-rich late-type giants,
particularly carbon stars, many of which had been dis-
covered by the time of the B 2FH review and are refer-
enced there.

4. Supernovae

In 1973 Audouze and Truran suggested that Li and B
could be produced in supernovae shells from high en-
ergy particles that were produced in the shock waves;
this was another component of spallation. However, to-
day’s theories for supernovae production of the light el-
ements are very different. Models of type II supernovae
by Woolsey et al. (1990) and Timmes et al. (1995) sug-
gest a ‘‘n process’’ that produces B and Li in supernovae
envelopes. As a massive star undergoes core collapse to
form a neutron star, it generates a huge flux of neutri-
nos. Although the cross sections for collision are small
there are so many neutrinos that they excite heavy ele-
ments. Since deexcitation by particle emission is almost
always favored over radiative deexcitation, the affected
nuclei are likely to emit a proton, neutron or alpha par-
ticle. Among the products created are 11B and 7Li.

There is some evidence that indicates that this mecha-
nism does not play a dominant role. Duncan et al. (1997)
conclude that spallation by low energy C and O atoms
onto protons and a particles in the vicinity of massive
supernovae produce sufficient B and Be in the early his-
tory of the Galaxy and that the n process would produce
only a small part of the total B. Further evidence that
the n process would play only a minor role comes from
Cunha et al. (1997) who found that two of their four
stars in the Orion Association are O rich (by 60%) and
B deficient (by 250%). If supernova ejecta produce the
increase in O, there should be an increase in B, not the
decrease observed.

VI. HELIUM BURNING

As hydrogen burns in a star, a hot, dense core of he-
lium is formed that fuels the nucleosynthesis of the
heavier elements. The first stage of this process is the
so-called ‘‘triple-a’’ capture to form 12C, followed by the
subsequent capture of a particles to form 16O. In es-
sence, helium burning terminates there, because further
a captures (to form 20Ne, for example) occur too slowly
at these temperatures and densities to be significant.

The termination of helium burning at 16O was not
realized at the time of B 2FH, because of uncertainty in
the level structure of 20Ne near the a116O threshold.
However, it was later discovered that the levels closest
to the threshold had the wrong parity and/or angular
momentum to make a large resonant contribution to the
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rate. A calculation by Fowler et al. (1975) showed that
the rate for 16O(a ,g)20Ne is far below that for
12C(a,g)16O for T 9<0.2. Therefore, the blocking of fur-
ther a captures for normal helium-burning conditions
allows us to concentrate on triple-a and a112C capture
in the following discussion. Although the formulas used
to describe the rates of these reactions are essentially
unchanged from forty years ago, the major advance, as
already pointed out earlier, has been the experimental
determination, with great precision in some cases, of the
nuclear parameters upon which the expressions depend.

A. Triple-a capture

This reaction actually occurs in two stages: first, two a
particles resonate in the low-lying (but unbound) state
that forms the ground state of 8Be. This state is
sufficiently long-lived (t1/250.968310216 s) that there is
a non-neglible probability that a third a particle will
be captured before it disintegrates, forming
12C** (Ex57.6542 MeV, Jp501). A level diagram
showing the relevant states and thresholds for 12C is
given in Fig. 2. Because of its quantum numbers, there is
only a small probability that this excited state will deex-
cite (rather than decay back into three a particles), ei-
ther by e1-e2 pair production, or by a g ray cascade
through the first excited state, leaving 12C in its 01

ground state. The prediction (Hoyle et al., 1953), and
subsequent experimental verification, of the properties
of 12C ** in order to account for the observed abun-
dance of 12C remains one of the most impressive accom-
plishments of nuclear astrophysics.

The rate per unit volume for the deexcitation process
at temperature T is given by the resonance form (Rolfs
and Rodney, 1988)

r3a5
Na

3

2
33/2S 2p\2

MakT D 3 GaGrad

\G
expS 2

Q

kT D , (8)

with Na the a particle number density, Ma its mass,

Q5~M12C
**
23Ma!c25379.560.3 keV, (9)

and Ga and Grad the decay widths for a and (e61g)
emission, respectively, which sum to the total width G .
Since Grad!Ga'G , the triple-a rate depends only
on Grad5Gg1Gpair . The current values (Ajzenberg-

FIG. 2. The astrophysically important energy levels of 12C.
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Selove, 1990) of these widths are Gg5(3.6460.50) meV
and Gpair5(60.563.9)meV. The underestimation of this
rate by B 2FH due to their value of Gg51 meV was
compensated in part by having at that time a smaller Q
value (372 keV) in the exponential factor of Eq. (8).

B. a112C capture

The rate of this reaction is responsible for one of the
most important uncertainties in nuclear astrophysics to-
day. Its rate at stellar temperatures, relative to that of
‘‘triple-a’’ capture, determines how much of the 12C
formed is converted to 16O, and thereby the carbon/
oxygen abundance ratio in the ejecta of massive stars
and in the interiors of white dwarfs formed by stars ini-
tially less massive than ;11M( . The relative amounts
of carbon and oxygen at the end of the helium-burning
phase set the initial conditions for the next phase in mas-
sive stars, which is heavy-ion burning. In the process,
many of the heavier elements up through iron are syn-
thesized. All of these processes have been found to be
quite sensitive to the a112C capture rate (Weaver and
Woosley, 1993), so that the abundances of the medium-
mass elements, and even the final evolution of massive
stars that explode as supernovae, depend critically on its
determination.

The rate per unit volume for a112C capture is given
by the familiar expression involving the number densi-
ties Na and N 12C, and the Maxwellian-averaged ^sv&
for temperature T ,

ra112C5NaN 12C ^scapv&T . (10)

The cross section is parametrized as

scap~E !5
Scap~E !

E
exp~22ph! (11)

in terms of Sommerfeld’s Coulomb parameter h for
a112C, and the S factor for the capture reaction,

Scap~E !5SE1~E !1SE2~E !, (12)

where h5Z1Z2e2/\v .
The ^sv& integral is mainly determined by the value

of the cross section (or S factor) at the Gamow energy,
which for helium-burning temperatures (T 9'0.2–0.6) is
E050.3–0.9 MeV. Since present measurements cannot
be extended to such low energies in the presence of
Coulomb barriers as large as that for a112C, the rate
must be found by theoretical extrapolation. Due to their
different energy dependencies, the E1 and E2 multipole
components of the cross section are extrapolated sepa-
rately to E5E0, both being influenced by the presence
of subthreshold levels in 16O having Jp512 and 21, re-
spectively. The levels of 16O near the a112C threshold
are shown in Fig. 3.

1. E1 capture

Much effort has been devoted to extracting just the
E1 part of the capture cross section, which is dominated
by a broad 12 resonance at E52.4 MeV (Ex59.585
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MeV; all level energies and widths for 16O are taken
from Tilley et al., 1993). The importance of the sub-
threshold 12 state at E5245 keV (Ex57.11685 MeV)
in fitting and extrapolating the E1 cross section was first
demonstrated by Dyer and Barnes (1974). Most subse-
quent analyses have fit S factors extracted from the
measurements along with the P wave phase shift ob-
tained from a112C elastic scattering measurements
(Plaga et al., 1987), using either R-matrix or K-matrix
theory. More recently, several groups have acted on the
longstanding suggestion of Barker (1971) to measure the
b-delayed a spectrum from the decay of 16N with the
hope of better determining the contribution of the sub-
threshold state, which is evident in the spectrum as a
secondary maximum at low energies.

a. Direct measurements

Several direct measurements (Dyer and Barnes, 1974;
Redder et al., 1987; Kremer et al., 1988; Ouellet et al.,
1992) of the E1 capture cross section have been made in
the c.m. energy range E51.0–3.0 MeV. With the re-
cently reported corrections in the data of Ouellet et al.
(1996), these measurements are in relatively good agree-
ment at energies between 1.3 and 3.0 MeV. They now all
imply constructive interference of the subthreshold level
with the positive energy resonance [originally, Ouellet
et al. (1992), had found destructive interference], leading
to extrapolated S factors at E50.3 MeV that range from
10 to 200 keV b. The extrapolated S factors obtained
from these measurements, along with their assigned un-
certainties, are given in Table II. The table also notes
briefly the methods used to make and analyze the mea-
surements. Most of the analyses involved doing standard
R-matrix or K-matrix fitting, or using the ‘‘hybrid’’
R-matrix method (Koonin, Tombrello, and Fox, 1974),
in which a potential is used to represent the resonances
at 2.4 MeV and above, in order to reduce the uncer-
tainty in the ‘‘background’’ contribution to the R matrix.

FIG. 3. The astrophysically important energy levels of 16O.
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TABLE II. Extrapolated values of SE1(E050.3 MeV) obtained from direct measurements of the
differential capture cross section.

Reference SE1(E0) (keV b) Methods

Dyer and Barnes (1974) measured s(90°); corrected for E2 with
direct-capture calculations

140 2120
1140 3-level R matrix

80 240
150 hybrid R matrix

Redder et al. (1987) measured s(u); separated E1 and E2
200 2110

1270 3-level R matrix
140 280

1120 hybrid R matrix
Kremer et al. (1988) measured s(90°), using g-recoil coincidence

10 210
1130 3-level R matrix, constrained by l51a112C

phase shift
Ouellet et al. (1996) measured s(u); separated E1 and E2

79616 R-matrix, K-matrix fits; includes b-delayed a
spectra
b. b-delayed a spectrum from the decay of 16N

At least three groups (Buchmann et al., 1993; Zhao
et al., 1993; Zhao et al., 1995) have measured the de-
layed a spectrum from the b decay of 16N down to en-
ergies low enough to see the secondary maximum attrib-
uted to the presence of the subthreshold 12 state. Some
of these new spectral measurements have been included
in the fitting along with direct measurements of the E1
cross section, in order to better constrain the parameters
(in particlular, the reduced a width) of the subthreshold
state. These constrained analyses give extrapolated val-
ues for SE1(E0) in the range 80295 keV b, as favored
by the sensitivity study (Weaver and Woosley, 1993) of
the dependence of calculated elemental abundances on
the extrapolated a112C capture cross section.

The functional form of the spectrum can be obtained
from the usual R-matrix relation of the scattering states
to the level matrix, giving

dNa

dE
5fb~E !Pa~E !U(

l
Bl(

l8
All8~E !gl8aU2

, (13)

in which fb is Fermi’s integrated b decay function for
Z58, Pa is the a112C penetrability, Bl is the dimen-
sionless b-feeding amplitude for level l , A is the level
matrix, and gl8a is the reduced-width amplitude in the
a112C channel for level l8. The product of the first two
terms in the expression gives the phase-space behavior
of the spectrum, while the third term gives the structure.
A similar expression results from the K-matrix formal-
ism (Humblet, Filippone, and Koonin, 1991).

The interference minimum between the two maxima
in the spectrum cannot fix the interference of the levels
in the cross section, due to the undetermined relative
phases of the Bl . However, as was mentioned in the
previous section, all the direct cross-section measure-
ments indicate that the interference is constructive. The
magnitude of the low-energy peak in the spectrum is
sensitive to the value of the reduced-width amplitude in
the a112C channel for the subthreshold level, assuming
that the one in the g116O channel, and the b-feeding
., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
amplitude for the state have been fixed by g decay data.
When the spectral data were included in some of the
recent analyses (Azuma et al., 1994; Buchmann et al.,
1996), this sensitivity exaggerated the chi-square differ-
ences between the constructive- and destructive-
interference solutions for the cross section enough to
rule out the latter solution.

The spectra measured by the TRIUMF (Buchmann
et al., 1993; Azuma et al., 1994) and Yale/Connecticut
(UConn) (Zhao et al., 1993) groups are generally in
good qualitative agreement. However, questions have
been raised on both sides about important experimental
details, such as the shape of the low-energy peak in the
Yale/UConn measurement, the shape of the high-energy
peak in the TRIUMF data compared to an earlier mea-
surement (Neubeck, Schober, and Wäffler, 1974), and
the effect of target-thickness corrections on comparisons
of the two measurements.

Two new measurements of the spectrum have recently
been done at the University of Washington in Seattle
(Zhao et al., 1995), and at Yale/UConn (France et al.,
1997). These new measurements are said to agree well
with each other, being as much as a factor of 2 higher
than the TRIUMF data in the minimum between the
two peaks. This difference could imply that a larger
F-wave contribution to the spectrum is required in order
to fill in the minimum, thus decreasing the P-wave con-
tribution (and the extrapolated value of SE1) corre-
spondingly. However, Hale (1997) has shown that allow-
ing the b-feeding amplitude of the positive energy level
to have a small imaginary part also has the effect of
filling in the minumum between the peaks. Therefore
the impact of these new measurements will depend on
how they are analyzed.

2. E2 capture

The extrapolated E2 capture cross section is also de-
termined by the interaction of positive energy levels
(and ‘‘direct capture’’ contributions) with a subthreshold
21 state at E52245 keV (Ex56.9171 MeV). In this
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TABLE III. Extrapolated values of SE2(E050.3 MeV) obtained from direct measurements of the
differential capture cross section.

Reference SE2(E0) (keV b) Methods

Redder et al. (1987) measured s(u); separated E1 and E2
96 230

124 direct capture + single-level Bréit-Wigner form
80625 hybrid R matrix

Ouellet et al. (1996) measured s(u); separated E1 and E2
3666 microscopic cluster model

Trautvetter et al. (1996) measured s(u); separated E1 and E2
14.5 214

196 R matrix, including 2 1 levels below Ex511.52
MeV
case, the only broad 21 level in the region is quite far
above the threshold, at E54.36 MeV (Ex511.52 MeV).
In addition, there is a narrow resonance (G50.625 keV)
at Ex59.8445 MeV that is not even visible in many of
the measurements. The approximate centroid of the E2
strength appears to be at Ex515 MeV, with a spread of
about 15 MeV. Therefore, one expects the dominant E2
contribution above threshold to come from distant levels
and direct capture terms.

The direct measurements lead to extrapolated values
of SE2(0.3 MeV) ranging from 14.5 to 96 keV b, as are
shown in Table III. Most of the analyses used some form
of microscopic or potential model (usually of Gaussian
form) to do the extrapolation, since a pure R-matrix or
K-matrix fit would have involved too many parameters
for the number of available data points. In some cases,
the potential-model amplitudes were combined with
single-level parametrizations of the subthreshold level.
However, the present E2 capture data are simply not
good enough to allow an unambiguous separation of the
resonant and direct effects, even when considered simul-
taneously with the elastic scattering data.

It is not known with certainty, for example, whether
the interference between the subthreshold 21 state at
E52245 keV and the distant-level (or ‘‘direct’’) contri-
bution is constructive or destructive. The recent analysis
of Trautvetter et al. (1997) is one of the few that has
attempted to include the two positive-energy 2 1 reso-
nances at Ex<11.52 MeV. The uncertain nature of the
interferences of these levels was a major contributing
factor to the rather large uncertainty on the extrapo-
lated S factor listed in Table III. Thus the uncertain role
of resonances in the predominantly direct reaction
mechanism, and the increased reliance on theoretical
models, introduce even more uncertainty into the E2
extrapolation than that for the E1 contribution.

An attempt has been made recently (Kiener et al.,
1997) to extract the E2 cross section from the inverse
process, Coulomb dissociation of an 16O beam by a
208Pb target. The data analysis to obtain the equivalent
capture cross sections from the a-12C coincidence spec-
tra is heavily dependent on theoretical calculations, but
the qualitative agreement with the capture measure-
ments achieved at this stage shows the promise this
method may hold for obtaining new information about
the E2 cross section.
., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
3. Other analyses and recommended values

A number of analyses not connected with any particu-
lar measurement have been done in recent years
(Barker, 1987; Filippone et al., 1989; Barker and Kajino,
1991; Humblet et al., 1991) that consider several data
sets simultaneously, including the earlier measurement
(Neubeck et al., 1974) of the a particle spectrum from
the b decay of 16N. These analyses often included theo-
retical refinements of the usual R-matrix and K-matrix
fitting procedures, such as taking into account the
channel-region contributions to the photon widths in
R-matrix theory, and explored the parameter spaces of
the representations used. The extrapolated S factors ob-
tained range from 30 to 260 keV b for SE1, and from 7 to
120 keV b for SE2.

Two recent analyses considered only the available pri-
mary data in order to avoid the correlations introduced
by using derived quantities (such as elastic-scattering
phase shifts) in determining the extrapolated E1 and E2
S-factor values. The analysis of Buchmann et al. (1996)
included the differential cross-section measurements for
12C(a ,a) scattering and 12C(a ,g) capture, along with
the b-delayed a spectrum of Azuma et al. (1994). Their
results for the E1 part of the cross section essentially
confirmed their earlier extrapolated value
SE1(E0)5(79621) keV b, and for the E2 part, estab-
lished the upper limit SE2(E0), 140 keV b.

Hale (1996) recently reported an R-matrix analysis of
the E1 cross section alone that also used the elastic-
scattering angular-distribution data of Plaga et al. (1987)
rather than the P wave scattering phase shift. This
analysis indicated that a rather low value of SE1(E0), 20
keV b, was consistent with all the measured data, includ-
ing those of the b-delayed a spectrum. However, after
that analysis was done, the paper of Ouellet et al. (1996)
appeared, reporting corrections to earlier data (Ouellet
et al., 1992) that significantly raised their low-energy
cross sections. Because the uncertainties were so small,
their earlier data had been a determining factor in the
extrapolated value of SE1(E0) obtained by Hale (1996).
Therefore, the recent changes in those data will likely
raise Hale’s extrapolated E1 S factor above 20 keV b.

At this point, it appears that the best values to recom-
mend for the extrapolated S factors for a112C capture
are the recent ones of Ouellet et al. (1996). The energy-
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dependent S factors from their analysis are shown com-
pared with various direct measurements in Fig. 4 for the
E1 component, and in Fig. 5 for the E2 contribution.
The curves extrapolate at E0=300 keV to the values
SE1(E0)=(79616) keV b and SE2(E0) =(3666) keV b,
giving in round numbers Scap(E0)=(120640) keV b. To
this needs to be added the cascade contributions to E2
capture, which Redder et al. found to be (2069) keV b.
These values are quite consistent with the best estimates
obtained by the TRIUMF group, with many of the ear-
lier direct measurements, and with the results of the sen-
sitivity study (Weaver and Woosley, 1993). However, it
should be remembered that some of the recent data and
analyses continue to indicate lower values of the E1S
factor. While the uncertainties of these important pa-
rameters are gradually decreasing with time, they re-
main well outside of the 10–15 % level that is desirable
for astrophysical applications. Clearly, more work re-
mains to be done on a112C capture, especially concern-
ing the extrapolation of the E2S factor.

FIG. 4. Experimental s factors of the E1 component of
12C(a,g)16O.

FIG. 5. Experimental s factors of the E2 component of
12C(a,g)16O.
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VII. H BURNING IN THE NeSi REGION: LABORATORY STUDIES

A. Introduction

Hydrogen burning beyond the CNO cycles can begin
in the NeNa cycle and continue into the MgAl cycle
(Fig. 6). The former cycle was described by B 2FH, pri-
marily because they were interested in 21Ne as a poten-
tial neutron source. They recognized that since the
23Na(p ,a)20Ne reaction is stronger than the competing
23Na(p ,g)24Mg reaction, a direct flow to heavier nuclei
would be very weak. For this reason, their consideration
of hydrogen burning stopped at Na. The years following
the publication of B 2FH have seen (a) the discovery of
the 22Ne isotopic anomaly in meteorites (Black, 1972;
Lewis et al., 1979; Eberhardt et al., 1979), (b) observa-
tions of anticorrelations of Na and Al with O in globular
clusters (reviewed by Kraft, 1994 and Kraft et al., 1997),
and (c) observations of Na enhancements in red giant
atmospheres (Takeda and Takada-Hidai, 1994). All of
these effects are thought to arise from some form of a
NeNa cycle, and so it has remained a topic of interest
(additional details concerning Na and Al in globular
clusters can be found in Sec. VIII of this review). Simi-
larly, the discovery of 26Mg abundance anomalies in me-
teorites (Lee et al., 1977; Ireland and Compston, 1987;
Gallino et al., 1994, Hoppe et al., 1994; Russell et al.,
1996), and the discovery of 26Al in the ISM of our gal-
axy (Mahoney et al., 1984; Share et al., 1985; MacCallum
et al., 1987; von Ballmoos et al., 1987, Diehl et al., 1995)
have focused a great deal of attention on the MgAl
cycle. The reactions in these two cycles have been sub-
jected to careful experimental scrutiny. Nonetheless,
some uncertainties remain as a challenge to nuclear
physics. In the following, we review what is known, and
what is not known about hydrogen burning in the Ne-Si
region.

B. Experimental approaches

Unlike the situation found in the CNO cycles, for al-
most all astrophysical scenarios the cross sections in the

FIG. 6. The NeNa and MgAl cycles for T9=0.05 and r=100
g/cm 3. Arrows show integrated fluxes with the heavy lines in-
dicating the strongest flows and the dashed lines representing
the weakest. Shaded boxes denote stable nuclei and double
boxes indicate the presence of an isomeric state.
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NeNa and MgAl cycles are determined primarily by the
contributions of resonances. Although the procedure for
measuring these cross sections is rather straightforward
in concept, the experiments are difficult in practice be-
cause they involve energies well below the Coulomb
barrier [see, e.g., Rolfs and Rodney (1988)]. At the low-
est energies one must simultaneously produce high qual-
ity, high-current proton beams, targets that can with-
stand the high currents, and efficient detection systems;
in many cases, that is a very daunting task.

A large number of resonance strengths has been pub-
lished for the reactions of interest at lower tempera-
tures. Many of these values result from relative yield
measurements that are normalized to the strengths of
various standard resonances. This has led to some dis-
crepancies in the literature for cases where the absolute
strengths have been in disagreement. For example, sev-
eral studies have normalized their results to the absolute
strengths of Engelbertink and Endt (1966), some of
which have since been called into question. A number of
more recent absolute measurements have been re-
ported, the most precise being those of Paine and Sar-
good (1979), Keinonen and Brandenburg (1980), and
Anderson et al. (1982), that all quote uncertainties on
the order of 10%. These (and other) measurements have
provided a consistent and accepted set of absolute
strengths. Corrected resonance strengths have been
tabulated by Endt (1990, hereafter Endt90), but care
must be exercised when referring to the original sources
of these data and to collections of reaction rates [e.g.,
Caughlan and Fowler (1988), hereafter CF88].

The lowest-energy resonance accessible in a direct
measurement is ultimately determined by count-rate
limitations imposed by the Coulomb barrier. Most of the
reactions of the low-temperature NeNa and MgAl cycles
have been measured directly down to energies on the
order of Ec.m.=150–200 keV which corresponds to stellar
temperatures of about T 9=0.1 (where the subscript de-
notes temperature in units of 10 9 K). It does appear
possible to extend these measurements to lower energies
with the use of modern detection techniques. However,
at present the information pertaining to lower-energy
resonances has been obtained from indirect nuclear
spectroscopy. A simplifying feature at low energies is
that the proton partial width, Gp , becomes much smaller
than those for gamma or alpha emission. Consequently,
the resonance strength is proportional to Gp , which can
be extracted from stripping data via the relation
Gp5C2S Gsp . Here C2S is the proton spectroscopic fac-
tor and Gsp is the proton width for a (ficticious) pure
single-particle state. Since these are model-dependent
quantities, potentially large systematic errors (factors of
10 or more) could enter into the final results. However,
it is possible to check the reliability of this technique by
also applying it to measured resonances.

At the high temperatures encountered during explo-
sions, reactions can compete with b decay. Conse-
quently, the reaction flow moves to the proton-rich side
of stability (Fig. 7) and radioactive beam techniques
must be employed to measure the relevant reactions.
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Because reactions will typically occur on time scales that
are short when compared with the duration of the explo-
sion, the primary experimental focus is on measuring the
rates of reactions that impede the flow to higher masses.
The reactions of interest can be identified on the basis of
their (p ,g) Q values (Iliadis, 1996; see also Rembges
et al., 1996). For Q(p ,g)'2 –6 MeV, the level density is
low enough that the reaction rate is composed of the
contributions of individual resonances and nonresonant
direct capture. Although this in itself does not imply that
the reaction is slow, it does mean that the rate is gov-
erned by the properties of only a few states. For Q(p ,g)
below this range, the system can establish a (p ,g)-(g ,p)
equilibrium, in which case the reaction rate is less im-
portant. For higher Q values, a large number of reso-
nances may be populated and the reaction can take on a
statistical character. Using these criteria, the reactions
that are candidates for direct measurements are
21Na(p ,g), 23Mg(p ,g), and 24,25Al(p ,g).

C. The neon-sodium cycle at low temperatures

1. Reaction rates

All of the reactions of the NeNa cycle have been mea-
sured directly and the experimental results may be
found in the tabulations by Endt (1990). Reaction rates
derived from these measurements are listed in CF88,
and little in the way of new experimental information
has been presented since then. However, there are sig-
nificant uncertainties in several of the rates caused by
the possible existence of states that could correspond to
low-energy resonances. The existing data were recently
reevaluated by El Eid and Champagne (1995; hereafter
EEC95) who recommended some modifications of the
CF88 rates. The experimental situation may be briefly
summarized as follows.

(1) The 20Ne(p ,g)21Na reaction
At low temperatures, the 20Ne(p ,g)21Na reaction in-

cludes an important contribution from the tail of a sub-
threshold resonance located at Ec.m.=26.5 keV. The S
factors for this state, for the low-energy resonances, and
for nonresonant direct capture have been determined by
Rolfs et al. (1975). Although Q(p ,g) is now 0.5 keV lower
(Endt90), EEC95 found that it had little effect on the

FIG. 7. Integrated fluxes for T9=0.3 and r=6000 g/cm 3.
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reaction rate. However, this reaction is currently being
remeasured (Wiescher, 1996).

(2) The 21Ne(p ,g)22Na reaction
Resonances in the 21Ne(p ,g)22Na reaction have been

measured (Berg et al., 1977; Keinonen et al., 1977;
Görres et al., 1982; Görres et al., 1983; Becker et al.,
1992) down to Ec.m.=121 keV. Two lower-energy states
exist and uncertainties concerning their single-particle
strengths led to large uncertainties in the rate tabulated
in CF88. Limits on the proton spectroscopic factors for
these states, based upon available data, were deduced by
EEC95. They predict that the two low-energy states
should have an almost negligible effect on the rate. The
current lower limit on the rate is very nearly the same as
the upper limit appearing in CF88.

(3) The 22Na(p ,g)23Mg reaction
Although 22Na is radioactive, it could provide a path-

way for leakage out of the NeNa cycle in situations
where the (p ,g) lifetime is comparable to the lifetime
for b1 decay (3.75 y). Schmidt et al. (1995) have used
the 22Na(3He,d) reaction to determine the strengths of
low-energy resonances and direct (p ,g) measurements
have also been performed by Seuthe et al. (1990) and by
Stegmüller et al. (1996). For pure hydrogen at a density
of 10 3 g/cm 3, the b1 decay and (p,g) lifetimes are equal
for temperatures T 9=0.039–0.068, where the range in
temperature reflects the uncertainty in the reaction rate.
Note that this density is high for some low-temperature
sites. At 10 g/cm 3, the transition occurs for T 9=0.08–0.1.

(4) The 22Ne(p ,g)23Na reaction
Unfortunately, the rate of the 22Ne(p ,g)23Na reaction

is rather poorly known at low temperatures because it
appears that 13 states exist in the region between thresh-
old and the first measured resonance (Endt90). Two of
these states have been observed in (3He,d) studies and
the appropriate resonance strengths have been calcu-
lated by EEC95. Further (p ,g) studies by Görres et al.
(1982) and Görres et al. (1983) have indicated that per-
haps two of the remaining eleven states might be astro-
physically significant, but it is not clear that these states
exist, and it is certainly not possible to place stringent
limits on their resonance strengths. This situation leads
to an uncertainty in the reaction rate of a factor of 2–
3400 for T 9=0.03–0.08. Although it is most likely that
the actual rate is near its current lower limit, it is pres-
ently the most uncertain rate in the NeNa cycle.

(5) The 23Na(p ,g)24Mg and 23Na(p ,a)20Ne reactions
Resonances in the 23Na1p system have been mea-

sured down to Ec.m.=171 keV (Zyskind et al., 1981;
Görres et al., 1989), but again, the possibility exists that
there are other resonances between this level and
threshold that may be important at low temperatures.
Crude estimates of spectroscopic factors were given by
EEC95. In the case of the (p ,a) reaction, large uncer-
tainties exist, but only for T 9 < 0.03, whereas the (p ,g)
reaction is uncertain by about a factor of 2 for a narrow
range of temperatures near T 9=0.08. Although better
experimental information is desirable, it is clear that the
(p ,a) is much faster than the (p ,g) reaction at low tem-
peratures and therefore the NeNa cycle will in fact cycle.
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The situation is reversed for temperatures T 9=0.18–0.6,
but as the temperature increases, the reaction flow will
begin to leave the NeNa cycle via the 22Na(p ,g) reac-
tion, bypassing 23Na.

2. Network calculations

Shown in Fig. 8 are the results of network calculations
performed for T 9=0.05, assuming a constant density of
100 g/cm 3, and solar initial abundances [other calcula-
tions may be found in Arnould et al. (1995)]. Although,
these are artificial and rather generic parameters, the
results should illustrate what might be expected from
the NeNa cycle in red giants, for example. The most
striking features of Fig. 8 are the almost negligible
depletion of 20Ne (5%) and the strong destruction of
22Ne which together lead to an enrichment in 23Na by
about a factor of 7. Because 21Ne is rapidly destroyed,
the uncertainty in the 21Ne(p ,g) reaction rate has little
effect on the final abundances. The first branch point in

FIG. 8. Time evolution of mass fractions in the NeNa and
MgAl cycle for T9=0.05, r=100 g/cm 3, and solar initial compo-
sition. Shaded areas indicate the range of values allowed by
the upper and lower limits on the individual reaction rates.
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the cycle appears at 22Na. At its upper limit, the
22Na(p ,g) rate is about 3 times faster than the rate for
b1 decay. This leads to a gradual production of 23Mg,
but since this decays rapidly to 23Na, the net effect of
the 22Na(p ,g) reaction is just to bypass 22Ne(p ,g).
Since the latter reaction is also comparatively fast, this
has little effect on the final abundance of 23Na. For simi-
lar reasons, the large uncertainty in the 22Ne(p ,g) rate
does not translate into a comparable uncertainty for
23Na. The overall cycle time (9160 y for these condi-
tions) is determined by the rates of the slowest reac-
tions, namely 20Ne(p ,g) and 23Na(p ,a), and at T 9=0.05
these rates are known rather precisely. Because the
23Na(p ,a) reaction is about 18 times faster than the
competing 23Na(p ,g) reaction, the NeNa cycle is essen-
tially closed (though this will not be the case at higher
temperatures and densities, as will be seen below).

D. The magnesium-aluminum cycle at low temperatures

1. Reaction rates

The origin of the radioactive isotope 26Al became an
interesting problem in astrophysics with the discovery of
an excess of its daughter species, 26Mg, in the Allende
meteorite (Lee et al., 1977). The presence of a g ray line
due to the decay of 26Al to 26Mg in the Galaxy pointed
to the production of 26Al in the Galaxy at the present
time, since the half-life of 26Al is 7.23105 years. In ad-
dition the discovery of an excess of Al (presumably
27Al) in globular cluster stars that are deficient in oxy-
gen and show an excess of Na (Kraft et al., 1997) added
impetus to efforts to understand the MgAl cycle. Al-
though uncertainties in the MgAl cycle are somewhat
smaller than those for the NeNa cycle, some further in-
vestigation is warranted. Unfortunately, most rate com-
pilations predate some of the more definitive experi-
mental results. Therefore in the following we have
summarized the current status of these reactions.

(1) The 24Mg(p ,g)25Al reaction
The 24Mg(p ,g)25Al reaction has been studied rather

extensively by Trautvetter and Rolfs (1975) and Trau-
tvetter (1975). The reaction rate found in CF88 is based
upon these results and appears to be reliable. However,
it has been suggested (Cavallo et al., 1996; Shetrone,
1996a, 1996b) that the rate must be higher than believed
in order to account for trends of Mg vs Al observed in
globular clusters. Further work on this reaction is in
progress (Iliadis, 1996a).

(2) The 25Mg(p ,g)26Al reaction
Surveys of resonances in the 25Mg(p ,g)26Al reaction

have been reported (Elix et al., 1979; Anderson et al.,
1980; Endt et al., 1986; Iliadis et al., 1990) and results are
tabulated in Endt90. A search for possible low-energy
resonances was undertaken by Champagne et al. (1983)
using data obtained via the 25Mg(3He,d) reaction. In
order to eliminate the model dependence associated
with calculations of single-particle widths, they obtained
proton widths by normalizing to higher energy reso-
nances, where both proton widths and spectroscopic fac-
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tors could be measured. Unfortunately, some of the con-
clusions that they drew from their data were in error.
Motivated by the 25Mg(p ,gg) studies of Endt et al.
(1986), improved, higher-resolution (3He,d) measure-
ments were performed (Champagne et al., 1986a) that
produced a more reliable set of spectroscopic factors
and reaction rates. A notable outcome of this work was
the identification of a strong s-wave resonance at an en-
ergy of Ec.m. = 58 keV which substantially increased the
production of 26Al at low temperatures. However, Endt
and Rolfs (1987) calculated reaction rates that were in
disagreement with these results, primarily because of
their use of square-well single-particle widths, but also
because they overestimated several important spectro-
scopic factors. The situation was clarified by Champagne
et al. (1989) and Rollefson et al. (1990) who produced
rates consistent with one another and with Champagne
et al. (1986a) while also extending their analyses to in-
clude weakly populated states. Finally, Iliadis et al.
(1996) derived reaction rates from the existing data by
employing a realistic diffuse optical model potential in
the calculation of single particle widths. Although the
results obtained were virtually identical to those of
Champagne et al. (1989), the treatment of single particle
widths by Iliadis et al. (1996) has the advantage of self-
consistency. Though laborious, this approach appears to
be the best method for extracting resonance parameters
from stripping data.

Proton capture will produce 26Al in either its long-
lived ground state (26Al 0, T1/257.23105 y) or in its
short-lived first excited state (26Al 1, 6.35 s) and these
states will not equilibrate at low temperatures (Ward
and Fowler, 1980). Therefore, gamma ray branching ra-
tios (Endt and Rolfs, 1987) must be employed in order
to separate the total reaction rate into separate contri-
butions for each state. The most recent evaluations of
these rates is given by Iliadis et al. (1996) and the results
are similar to the tabulation found in Iliadis et al. (1990).
However, they are significantly smaller (by factors of 3
to 6 for T 9=0.05–0.1) than the rates found in CF88.

(3) The 26Mg(p ,g)27Al reaction
Low-energy resonances are also found to make im-

portant contributions to the rate of the 26Mg(p ,g)27Al
reaction. States corresponding to resonances below 105
keV have been detected using the 26Mg(3He,d) reac-
tion (Champagne et al., 1990). Unfortunately, only an
upper limit was obtained for the strength of a possible
90 keV resonance. The resulting uncertainty in the reac-
tion rate is a factor of 37 at T 9=0.04 and grows to a
factor of 74 at T 9=0.06 before falling at higher tempera-
tures. This is particularly troublesome because it directly
affects predictions of the the 26Al/ 27Al production ratio.
Further measurements are certainly called for. Direct
(p ,g) measurements have also been carried out (Buch-
mann et al., 1980; Keinonen and Brandenburg, 1980; Ili-
adis et al., 1990), and in contrast to the situation at lower
temperatures, the rate at higher temperatures (i.e.,
T9>0.1) is well established. The rate given in CF88 was
based upon preliminary results for the low-energy reso-
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nances and differs by a factor of 0.45–2 from the present
upper limit appropriate for temperatures T 9=0.05–0.1.

(4) The 26Al0(p ,g)27Si reaction
Initial measurements of the 26Al0(p ,g)27Si reaction

were carried out by Buchmann et al. (1984) and a more
complete investigation was made by Vogelaar (1989).
However, the rate for T9<0.15 is quite uncertain, again
because of the possibility of several unobserved low-
energy resonances. None of these states were detected
in (3He,d) measurements (Vogelaar, 1989, Vogelaar
et al., 1996), but they have been treated theoretically by
Champagne et al. (1993). Although the results of these
calculations seem justified, there is little in the way of
experimental information (in particular, spins, parities,
or spectroscopic factors) that would support them. Im-
proved (3He,d) studies, using more highly enriched
26Al targets will be needed before uncertainties in this
rate can be reduced.

(5) The 27Al(p ,g)28Si and 27Al(p ,a)24Mg reactions
Once 27Al is synthesized, a (p ,a) reaction may act to

close the MgAl cycle, or alternatively, the reaction flow
will proceed to higher masses via a (p ,g) reaction.
Resonances at Ec.m.=72 and 85 keV (Endt90) could play
a role in both reactions at low temperatures, but again
they lie too low in energy to be observed in proton cap-
ture. The corresponding states in 28Si were studied via
(3He,d) and (a ,t) spectroscopy (Champagne et al.,
1986b) and their particle decays have also been mea-
sured (Champagne et al., 1988). Although the original
study (Champagne et al., 1986b) questioned whether ei-
ther state possessed any single particle strength, the
magnitude and shape of the (3He,d) angular distribu-
tion for the lower state may imply a single particle con-
tribution. Consequently, the rate used in the review of
Arnould et al. (1995) includes a lower limit for the
strength of the 72-keV resonance. As a result, the pos-
sible 85-keV resonance was found to be too weak to be
of astrophysical significance.

Between these low-energy states and the known
(p ,a) resonance at Ec.m.=487 keV lie several states that
have been observed in both the 27Al(p ,g)28Si and 24Mg
(a ,g) 28Si reactions. This means that they must be reso-
nances in the 27Al(p ,a)24Mg reaction. Limits on their
strengths from direct (p ,a) measurements (Timmer-
mann et al., 1988) and complementary information from
measurements of particle decays (Champagne et al.,
1988) indicate that all can be ignored except for reso-
nances at 196 and 215 keV. However, the strengths of
these two resonances are unknown and this is a major
source of uncertainty in the reaction rate. Subthreshold
resonances may also be ignored [though note that the
upper limits quoted by Timmermann et al. (1988) are in
fact lower limits]. The strengths of higher energy reso-
nances are listed in Endt90.

The reaction rate is uncertain by about a factor of six
for T9<0.07, primarily because of the upper and lower
limits on the strength of the 72-keV resonance. At
higher temperatures, the uncertainty grows dramatically
as the 196 and 215 keV resonances come into play. As
was discussed by Champagne et al. (1988), the rate ap-
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
pearing in CF88 is based in part on erroneous data and
hence bears little resemblance to the rate derived from
current information.

From these same data sets it is possible to obtain the
rate for the 27Al(p ,g)28Si reaction. Beyond
T9=0.07–0.08, the (p ,g) reaction is much faster than the
competing (p ,a) reaction. For lower temperatures, the
(p ,a) reaction is faster by about a factor of 4, but the
cycle time is significant. Hence the MgAl reactions will
behave more like a reaction chain than a reaction cycle.

2. Network calculations

Network calculations for the MgAl cycle have been
performed for the same conditions discussed above for
the NeNa cycle and results are displayed in Fig. 9. The
main effect of the MgAl cycle at low temperatures is the
production of 26Al at the expense of 25Mg. This also
leads to 26Mg production following the b1 decay of
26Al1 . If the rate for the 26Mg(p ,g) reaction is near its
present upper limit, then 26Mg suffers a net depletion of
a factor of 2.3 while 27Al increases by a similar factor.
Neither the 27Al(p ,g) nor the 27Al(p ,a) reaction has
much effect on the final abundance of 27Al since both
reaction times are longer than the time required to de-
plete hydrogen (in this simulation). Hence the MgAl

FIG. 9. Time evolution of mass fractions for T9=0.3, r=6000
g/cm 3, and O-Ne initial abundances.
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cycle acts as individual reactions terminating in 26,27Al.
Rather high 26Al/ 27Al ratios are achieved (0.38–0.95).
The uncertainty in this ratio stems primarily from the
uncertainty in the 26Mg(p ,g) rate and, to a lesser ex-
tent, from 26Al(p ,g).

E. High-temperature behavior

1. Reaction rates

For temperatures in excess of T 9=0.2, nuclear burning
proceeds in more or less a continuous flow through the
Ne-Si region to higher masses. The distinguishing fea-
ture of this scenario is that the reaction path is moved to
the proton-rich side of stability. As was shown in Fig. 7,
a number of (p ,g) reactions involve short-lived nuclei,
namely 21Na, 22,23Mg, and 23,25Al. Since these reactions
have not been measured directly, we presently rely upon
estimated reaction rates.

A number of authors (Wiescher and Langanke, 1986;
Wiescher et al., 1986; Wiescher et al., 1988, van Wormer
et al., 1994; Herndl et al., 1995; Iliadis et al., 1996b) have
examined the reactions in this mass region and have
used similar procedures for obtaining resonance param-
eters. All make use of the known properties of states in
stable isobars. In some cases, analog assignments were
complicated by the fact that the states of interest, ex-
pected on the basis of the level structure in the analog
nucleus, had not been observed and shell-model calcula-
tions were used in order to predict their locations. Pro-
ton widths were calculated from both experimental and
theoretical single-particle spectroscopic factors. In the
case of the 21Na(p ,g) reaction, the magnitude of the
energy shift between analogous states in 22Mg and 22Na
was used to calculate single-particle reduced widths
(Wiescher and Langanke, 1986). This procedure as-
sumes that the states in question are primarily pure
single-particle states and this must be justified on a state
by state basis. For the 22Mg(p ,g) reaction, estimated
spectroscopic factors were initially employed (Wiescher
et al., 1986), but were later improved upon by using
shell-model predictions (Wiescher et al., 1988). With the
23Mg(p ,g) and 25Al(p ,g) reactions, it was possible to
make use of measured spectroscopic factors, obtained
from 23Na(d ,p) and 25Mg(d ,p), respectively (Wiescher
et al., 1986, Iliadis et al., 1996b). Finally, in the case of
the 23,24Al(p ,g) reactions, spectroscopic factors were es-
timated from assumed nuclear structure systematics
(van Wormer et al., 1994), and from shell-model calcu-
lations (Herndl et al., 1995).

Values for g widths were obtained from values for
typical g ray transition strengths. The latter resulted
from shell-model calculations of B(E2) factors as well
as from simple estimates based upon the known life-
times of the analog states. Because changes in excitation
energies or widths may easily change a reaction rate by
orders of magnitude, it is clear that the rates for these
reactions must be periodically reexamined as new ex-
perimental information becomes available.
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
2. Network calculations

Network calculations were again performed for con-
stant temperature and density, in this case T 9=0.3 and
r=6000 g/cm 2. These conditions might be encountered
at the peak of a nova outburst on an O-Ne white dwarf.
Initial abundances were taken from Politano et al.
(1995). Abundances were tracked until just after hydro-
gen exhaustion, which occurred after about 200 s. Note
that the time scale is set by the rate of hydrogen con-
sumption in the CNO region rather than in the Ne-Si
region. Also, it should again be emphasized that this
calculation represents an artificial situation. Nonethe-
less, it should illustrate some of the behavior that would
be found in a more realisitic treatment. The results are
shown in Fig. 9.

Burning starts with a rapid decline in 21Ne. This is
followed by a period of near equilibrium between 21Ne
production [from 20Ne(p ,g)21Na(b1)21Ne] and destruc-
tion via the 21Ne(p ,g) reaction. This situation persists
until the abundance of 20Ne starts to drop (at about 10
s) which slows the production of 21Ne. The equilibrium
at 21Ne results in a slow increase in the 22Na abundance.
As 21Ne falls out of equilibrium and is destroyed, the
22Na abundance also falls as its production can no
longer keep pace with the 22Na(p ,g) reaction. Similar
behavior is observed for 23Na. Its increased abundance
after 1 s is a consequence of the b1 decay of 23Mg fol-
lowing the 22Na(p ,g) reaction. The decrease in 22Na
following 20Ne slows production of 23Na while it is being
destroyed by 23Na(p ,g) and 23Na(p ,a). After hydrogen
exhaustion, the fast b1 decays of 21Na and 22,23Mg pro-
duce rapid increases in the abundances of 21Ne and
22,23Na.

The abundance of 24Mg displays a rapid initial drop
from 24Mg(p ,g) and later production after b1 decay of
24Al. The 25Mg abundance is initially nearly flat as the
25Mg(p ,g) is almost offset by production of 25Mg
through the b1 decay of 25Al. However, this causes sig-
nificant production of 26Al which for a short time is the
second-most abundant nuclide in the MgAl region (after
24Mg). At these temperatures and densities, the time
required for 26Al 0 to come into equilibrium with 26Al 1
is long compared with the overall burning time and thus
these two levels may still be considered independently
(Ward and Fowler, 1980). Following this period, 26Al
evolves in parallel with 25Mg. The drop in 24Mg dimin-
ishes production of 25Mg and results in a decrease in
both 25Mg and 26Al. This trend is reversed for a short
time following the production of 24Mg, as a result of
material moving out of the NeNa region. The 27Al abun-
dance shows the effects of competition between the
26Mg(p ,g) reaction, and the 27Al(p ,g) and 27Al(p ,a)
reactions. The b1 decay of 26Al 1 produces a slow rise in
26Mg followed by a sharp increase after burning has
ceased. Similar effects are observed for 24,25Mg and
26,27Al.

As was mentioned above, under these conditions the
reaction network is characterized by a flow through the
Ne-Si mass region rather than by reaction cycles. Only
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about 0.2% (by mass) of the initial NeNa material sur-
vives, primarily as 20Ne. About 0.04% of the MgAl ma-
terial remains, mostly as 27Al.

F. Conclusion

Many of the developments that have lead to our con-
tinuing interest in the NeNa and MgAl cycles could not
have been anticipated at the time of B 2FH, but are
nonetheless direct descendents of this initial framework.
It is possible that there are aspects to nucleosynthesis in
this mass region that remain to be uncovered. It is clear
that there is still a significant amount of experimental
and theoretical nuclear astrophysics to be done before
we will understand such things as the origin of 26Al and
the mechanism behind the Na/Al abundance anomalies
in meteorites. Many reaction rates are still uncertain,
particularly at the extremes of temperature. For low
temperatures, the problems seem tractable. However,
calculations of nucleosynthesis at high temperatures re-
quire a wealth of information, such as masses, lifetimes,
and decay schemes, in addition to reaction rates. Col-
lecting these data requires the development of new ex-
perimental techniques, for example, the use of radioac-
tive beams. Gaining insight from them will entail the
construction of increasingly sophisticated models.

VIII. OBSERVATIONAL EVIDENCE OF HYDROGEN
BURNING

There can be no denying that hydrogen burning pro-
vides the primary source of energy in the sun. No other
process could maintain the sun’s luminosity of 431033

ergs sec21 over a time scale of 4.53109 years (Bethe,
1939). Although the neutrino spectrum from the sun has
shown certain discrepancies when compared to predic-
tions (see Introduction), these problems are likely to be
solved as our understanding of both solar physics and
neutrino physics improves (Haxton, 1995).

Since hydrogen burning dominates the energy genera-
tion of main-sequence stars and their early evolution it is
worthwhile to mention some aspects of their evolution
to supplement Sec. III of this review. Stars of more than
about 20M( suffer mass loss at a rate that depends sen-
sitively on the mass, reaching 1025M(yr21 for masses
near 50M( (Cassinelli, 1979). The mass loss is so sub-
stantial that the radiative outer layers may be lost before
the core has converted its H to He. As the products of
nucleosynthesis reach the stellar surface the star first be-
comes an OB-peculiar star with excessive N (Walborn,
1987) and then a Wolf-Rayet star whose surface compo-
sition is dominated by He and N. The latter species is
greatly enhanced by the conversion of C and O during
the CNO bi-cycle (Abbott and Conti, 1987). During
their further evolution with an increasing mass-loss rate
their He and N enriched envelope is lost and they be-
come Wolf-Rayet stars of the carbon type, revealing the
products of helium burning reactions.

Further down the main sequence (near 0.8M() are
the stars in globular clusters that are evolving off the
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
main-sequence after spending about (11–13)3109 years
burning H in their radiative cores (Reid, 1997). Our un-
derstanding of the evolution of globular cluster stars has
been vastly developed since the groundbreaking paper
of Hoyle and Schwarzschild (1955) and has most re-
cently been reviewed by Vandenberg et al. (1996). After
the evolving star has crossed the subgiant branch its lu-
minosity increases rapidly as the outer convection zone
penetrates to greater depths and begins to dredge up
material that had been hot enough for the CN cycle to
convert C to N (Iben, 1967a). This process is commonly
called the ‘‘first dredge-up.’’

As the star evolves up the red giant branch, additional
mixing occurs (to be discussed later in this section) until
the now degenerate core reaches about 803106 K and
the triple-alpha reaction triggers the ‘‘helium flash.’’ The
star then settles down on the horizontal branch of the
HR diagram burning helium in its core and hydrogen in
a shell that surrounds the core. When the helium in the
core is depleted the star brightens along the asymptotic
giant branch as described by Iben in Sec. III of this re-
view.

Hydrogen burning has successfully predicted many
phenomena that have been seen in the changes of
chemical composition of the observable surface layers of
stars. Two examples of the comparison of stellar obser-
vations with the theory of stellar structure, nuclear reac-
tion rates, and mixing processes are the ratio of 12C/13C
and the observed excesses of Na and Al in globular clus-
ter stars. We first discuss the change of the 12C/13C ratios
in stars as they evolve from the main sequence to the
first-ascent giant branch. As stars advance up the red
giant branch the convection zone deepens until it
dredges up material in which both
12C (p ,g)13N (b +n )13C and 13C(p ,g)14N had been ac-
tive (Iben, 1967a; Dearborn et al., 1976; Sweigert et al.,
1989). The ratio of rates of these reactions is insensitive
to temperature so that the calculated 12C/13C ratio at any
depth in a stellar model is very robust. The depth of
mixing in the outer hydrogen convection zone increases
as the star evolves to become a red giant, thereby bring-
ing material with enhanced 13C to the stellar surface. For
small mass stars this occurs rather suddenly as the star
leaves the subgiant branch and starts to evolve to higher
luminosities.

The theory of mixing in the outer regions of stars is
not simple. If we look at stellar models of cool stars
from the outside inward we see that in the outermost
layers, say with an optical depth less than unity, heat is
transferred by radiation with most of the radiation es-
caping the star. For temperatures starting around 7000–
8000 K, photoionization of hydrogen from the first and
second excited states causes the opacity to rise rapidly in
the wavelength regions of maximum flux. This causes
the temperature gradient, which is proportional to the
opacity in a radiative atmosphere, to rise beyond the
point of convective instability (Schwarzschild, 1906). So
long as the radiative temperature gradient exceeds the
limit set by
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convection will take place. The fraction of energy car-
ried by convection will depend on the density and the
mixing length, defined as the distance over which a con-
vective element travels before losing its identity. Theo-
retical estimates of the mixing length are difficult to cal-
culate but we know enough about the sun, i.e., its mass,
radius, luminosity, helium content, and vibration modes
to establish a ratio of mixing length to scale height of
l/h.1.75.

The application of the solar mixing length to red
giants is questionable. The low density in a red giant’s
atmosphere means that convection will be less efficient.
Hence radiation will still carry a substantial fraction of
the flux and convective velocities will be higher than in
the sun to compensate for the low density. Furthermore,
the contribution to the opacity by bound-bound transi-
tions in the sun in the 105–106 K region (Rogers and
Iglesias, 1992) depends on the metal abundance, which
is reduced by a factor of as much as 200 in globular
clusters and metal-poor fields stars, thus reducing their
opacity and radiative temperature gradient. Hence the
applicability of the solar ratio of l/h to red giants of
radius 10–50 R( (and hence a surface gravity reduced by
102 to 2.53103) is questionable.

Convective overshooting at the bottom of the formal
convection zone may be significant. The higher densities
at those depths and positive density gradient tend to
limit the overshooting to a fraction of a scale height.
Overshooting is not sufficient to extend it to depths at
which the 12C once on the surface will be convected
down to where it will be subjected to proton capture,
i.e., where the temperature is more than about 1.53107

K.
The problem is how to mix material from the bottom

of the convection zone to deeper layers. This problem is
also of importance in the sun and other main-sequence
stars of similar mass and age to the sun because the low
Li abundance in the solar atmosphere cannot be ex-
plained by standard convection theory. Mixing must be
induced by another effect. Two possibilities have been
suggested. These are turbulence associated with a gradi-
ent in solar rotation and ionic diffusion (Richard et al.,
1996).

A. CN cycle and mixing

A good example in which the models may be com-
pared to theory is the rather old open cluster, M67. In
Fig. 10 we show the results of calculations of the 12C/13C
ratio for evolving stars in the theoretical HR diagram.
The initial ratio was assumed to be 89, the solar system
value. The ratio drops rapidly as the star evolves off the
subgiant branch and remains near 25 for its entire life-
time on the giant branch as well as on the ‘‘clump’’ of
post-helium-flash models (Sweigert et al., 1989). Obser-
vations of the 12C/13C ratio by Gilroy and Brown (1991)
are shown in Fig. 11 in the observational HR diagram.
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The real stars follow the models up the giant branch
with just about the predicted 12C/13C ratio until they
reach Teff.4200 at which point additional mixing to
greater depths further lowers the 12C/13C ratio to near
10. Models with standard convection theory fail to pre-
dict this additional mixing. Recent progress on the prob-
lem of mixing in small mass red giants and their 12C/13C
ratios has been made by Charbonnel (1995) and by Boo-
throyd and Sackmann (1997).

The analysis of stars in many open clusters of differing
ages and hence differing turn-off masses by Gilroy
(1989) shows that the standard theory holds well for
masses greater than about 2.0M( but fails to predict the
lower 12C/13C ratios in the smaller mass stars. The ex-
treme example is the metal-poor red giants analyzed by

FIG. 10. Theoretical predictions of 12C/13C ratio for a 1.4M(

star by Sweigert et al. (1989) for two different compositions.
(Courtesy of the Astrophysical Journal.)

FIG. 11. Member stars of the cluster M67. The 12C/13C ratio
for each star is shown beside the corresponding star. The color
index, B-V, transforms to logTeff with B-V=1.0 and 1.3 repre-
senting logTeff=3.70 and 3.65, respectively. (Courtesy of the
Astrophysical Journal.)
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Sneden et al. (1986). Those stars, with metallicities simi-
lar to globular cluster stars, probably have masses near
0.8M( . They show 12C/13C ratios near four, which is
nearly the equilibrium abundance ratio under proton
burning by the CN cycle. In globular clusters the ratio
can be measured only for stars near the red giant tip of
the color-magnitude diagram, where the ratio is found to
lie in the range of 4 to 6. Such small ratios indicate that
not only has fresh 13C been scooped up but that most of
the visible material on the stellar surface has been car-
ried down to burning depths so there has been almost no
dilution of material processed at depth. Further evi-
dence for depletion of 12C by proton capture is provided
by the analysis of giants from Mv510.8 to 22.2 in the
globular cluster NGC6397 showing steady C depletion
as stars evolve up the red giant branch (Briley et al.,
1996).

B. O depletion and the enhancement of Na and Al

Within the past few years proton captures by various
isotopes from oxygen through magnesium have been in-
voked to explain the low oxygen combined with excess
Na and Al in globular cluster red giants (Kraft, 1994;
Kraft et al., 1997 and references therein). At the time of
the writing of B 2FH no member of a globular cluster
had been analyzed in detail for its chemical composition.
Multicolor photometry and low resolution spectroscopy
had strongly suggested that globular cluster stars were
metal deficient, probably similar to the subdwarfs ana-
lyzed by Chamberlain and Aller (1951). Using spectra
obtained by Greenstein with the then new 200 inch tele-
scope and exposures of up to three full nights, Helfer
et al. (1959) found metal deficiencies of a factor of 20
and 200, as compared with the sun for stars in M13 and
M92. Of the various elements studied no substantial dis-
crepancies of their ratios to iron (as compared to the
solar ratio) were found among the elements studied ex-
cept for a deficiency of Ba and the rare earths in their
M92 star whose [Fe/H] value is 22.3. Oxygen, sodium,
and aluminum were not among the species for which
useful data were available. High resolution spectroscopy
of numerous globular cluster stars was not possible until
the 4 m telescopes with their echelle spectrographs and
image tube detectors became operational in the mid
1970’s. That combination made globular cluster stars ac-
cessible in the spectral region extending to about 8000 Å
at high resolution (but usually with lower signal to noise
than the observers realized). By the mid 1980s CCD de-
tectors replaced the image tubes and their photographic
plates.

The first hint of unexpected proton captures by 16O
and heavier species was reported by Pilachowski et al.
(1980) from the study of five red giants in the globular
cluster M13, where a maximum difference of 1.5 dex in
[O/Fe] was reported for the most extreme stars in their
sample. The large spread of O/Fe in M13 was succes-
sively confirmed with improving accuracy by Leep et al.
(1986), Hatzes (1987), and Brown et al. (1991). In defini-
tive studies Kraft et al. (1993; also Kraft et al., 1997)
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found a spread from [O/Fe]=+0.46 to 20.71 among the
red giants in M13. They attributed the O-poor stars to
ON cycling and mixing of processed matter to the sur-
face.

The evidence for Na enhancements in the O-poor
star, II-67, in M13 also dates from 1980 (Peterson, 1980).
She found [Na/Fe]=+0.69 in the O-poor star II-67 while
[Na/Fe]=20.34 and +0.13 in two O-normal stars. A fol-
lowup large scale study by Kraft et al. (1993) showed a
clear correlation of Na excess with O deficiency in many
stars in M13 and a few stars in M3.

In M10, a cluster with a very blue horizontal branch,
like M13, Kraft et al. (1995) have found [O/Fe] to range
from +0.5 to 20.35 in an analysis of 14 stars. For six
stars with [O/Fe]>O, [Na/Fe]=20.6560.14, while for
seven stars with [O/Fe]<O, [Na/Fe]=0.2360.08. A vari-
ety of other species from Si to Ni show no correlation
with [O/Fe]. Aluminum lines were not observed. In
none of these clusters was a significant spread in [Fe/H]
detectable.

Perhaps the most interesting database is that of Norris
and Da Costa (1995, NDC) for Omega Centauri (see
also Zucker et al., 1996), the most massive globular clus-
ter in our Galaxy. Omega Cen is the only globular to
show a wide spread in metallicity, certainly due to self-
enrichment. NDC analyzed 40 red giants with a range in
[Fe/H] from 21.9 to 20.8. For species such as Si, Ca,
and Ti the spread in [X/Fe] is no more than might be
expected from observation and analytical uncertainties
and no trend with [Fe/H] is discernible. The same holds
for four iron-peak elements. The [O/Fe] value ranges
from +0.5 (as commonly seen in metal-poor stars) down
to ,20.4 throughout the entire range of [Fe/H]. Most
stars are depleted in carbon and enhanced in nitrogen,
as is expected by CN and CNO cycling. The sum of
C+N+O appears to be constant, near +0.3 dex, as is usu-
ally the case for metal-poor stars. Of course this points
to a rearrangement of the CNO nuclei during proton
captures. There are no trends with [Fe/H] to indicate
that the cause of the changes is related to the general,
and presumably gradual, metallicity enhancement in the
cluster.

When the abundances of Na, Mg, and Al are exam-
ined the plot thickens. For Na the correlation of [Na/Fe]
with [O/Fe] is similar to that in M13, running from [Na/
Fe]'+0.6 for stars with [O/Fe] between 20.1 and
,20.4 to [Na/Fe] ranging from 20.3 to +0.3 for the
stars with [O/Fe] between 0.0 and 0.6. For aluminum the
range is larger. The O-poor stars show [Al/Fe] as large
as +1.0 while the O-normal stars show [Al/Fe]=+0.4 to
about 20.2, with seven Al abundances being only upper
limits. These trends were confirmed and strengthened by
Zucker et al. (1996) who observed some additional Al
lines not covered by NDC. In Omega Cen the correla-
tion of Mg and Al is really strange. There is a clear
break in [Al/Fe] at +0.5 dex. The low-Al stars range
from [Al/Fe]=+0.4 to &20.2. All of them show
[Mg/Fe].+0.45 which is normal for metal-poor stars.
The Al-rich stars with [Al/Fe]=+0.7 to +1.1 show a range
of [Mg/Fe] values from +0.5 to 20.1 with no correlation
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with [Al/Fe]. If Al is produced by p captures on 24Mg
(as will be discussed below) this distribution is very
strange because it indicates that the Mg abundance is
unchanged as the Al abundance increase by a factor of
10, except in five stars in which Mg was depleted by a
factor 3 as Al increased by the same amount as it did in
the Mg-normal stars. The Mg-poor stars show moderate
metal deficiencies with [Fe/H] ranging from 21.67 to
21.35, [Na/Fe] excesses near +0.5 and large oxygen
depletions. One problem is that there is no really secure
baseline for [Al/Fe] which can be described as ‘‘normal’’
for a metal-poor globular. The Mg-deficient stars are
some of the brightest red giants in Omega Cen. In mod-
erately metal-poor main sequence stars, the [Al/Fe] ra-
tio is slightly positive, about +0.2 dex, but ranging from
0.0 to +0.4 (Edvardsson et al., 1993). For dwarfs with
[Fe/H] between 21 and 22, [Al/Fe] is about +0.1
(Francois, 1986).

In M13 there are similar correlations (Kraft et al.,
1997, and references therein). As [O/Fe] descends from
+0.4 to 20.2, [Na/Fe] rises from 20.2 to +0.4 and re-
mains near +0.4 for the most O-poor stars at [O/Fe]=
20.8. Metal-poor field giants do not show a significant
spread in [O/Fe] but show the usual [O/Fe].0.3, though
Na ranges from [Na/Fe]=20.6 to 0. In M13 the ratio of
Al/Fe shows a tighter correlation with oxygen in the
same sense as does Na with [Al/Fe] ranging from 0.0 at
[O/Fe]=+0.4 to +1.2 for [O/Fe] between 20.2 and 20.8.
Magnesium shows the standard excess of [Mg/Fe]=+0.3
for 0.4*[O/Fe]*20.1 and then drops to 0.0 for [O/Fe]
&20.2. At this point it is best to revert to absolute abun-
dances. In Table IV we show the logarithmic abun-
dances of the critical species, O, Na, Mg, and Al on the
usual arbitrary astronomical scale of logN(H)512.

The oxygen-rich stars show abundances similar to
metal-poor field stars and similar to metal-poor stars in
many other globular clusters. Hence the O-poor stars
are the abnormal ones.

C. Origin of the Na and Al enhancements

If the excesses of Na and Al seen in the O-poor stars
are due to proton captures and subsequent mixing

TABLE IV. Abundances on the logN scale with logN(H)512
for O-rich (i.e., normal) and O-poor (i.e., depleted) stars in
M13 and Omega Centauri.

logN

Object 16O 20Ne 23Na 24Mg 27Al
Sun a 8.9 8.1: 6.3 7.6 6.5
M13, O-rich b 7.6 6.8: 4.5 6.3 4.9
M13, O-poor b 6.5 ? 5.1 6.0 6.1
Omega Cen, O-rich c 7.6 6.8: 4.6 6.4 4.9
Omega Cen, O-poor c 6.9 ? 5.5 6.4 5.8
Omega Cen, O- and Mg-poor c 6.8 ? 5.2 6.0 5.8
aFrom Anders and Grevesse (1989).
bAssuming [Fe/H]=21.6.
cAdjusted to [Fe/H]=21.6 using individual [Fe/H] values
from NDC.
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within the observed stars themselves, Table IV tells us
what must have happened. First we must look at the
nuclear physics and secondly we will look at the problem
of mixing. In 1957 Marion and Fowler suggested that
under the right conditions a NeNa cycle could occur by
successive proton captures by the Ne isotopes followed
by b decays and ending with 23Na(p ,a)20Ne. The anal-
ogy to the CN cycle is obvious. The NeNa cycle is not
likely ever to be a major energy source but it can readily
convert significant amounts of 22Ne into 23Na (provided
that the star’s original 22Ne/ 23Na ratio was similar to the
solar ratio of 4.1) or 20Ne to 23Na by three p captures
and a sufficiently low temperature or low cross section
for p capture by 23Na. Denissenkov and Denissenkova
(1990) were the first to suggest that the NeNa cycle may
be effective in cool stars. There have been many follow
up reviews such as Briley et al. (1994), Kraft (1994), and
Kraft et al. (1997), the first concentrating on CNO and
the latter two on the Na-Mg-Al problem.

The tough question is the production of the excess Al.
In M13, Al must rise from logN54.9 to logN56.1, while
in Omega Cen the rise is from 4.9 to 5.8. If the source is
24Mg, approximately half of the original 24Mg must have
been converted to 27Al in M13, leaving the other half as
Mg in accordance with the changes shown in Table IV.
This solution excludes any dilution by unprocessed ma-
terial which would reduce the surface Al abundance and
restore the surface Mg toward its original value. For
Omega Cen the rise in Al must be from logN54.9 to 5.8
according to NDC and to 6.0 according to Zucker et al.
who measured four lines, rather than one or two by
NDC. In that case, a third of the original 24Mg must
have been processed. If the Mg-poor stars in Omega
Cen really are depleted from logN56.4 to 6.0, then con-
servation of nuclei implies that their Al abundance must
be logN56.2. These severe requirements strain credu-
lity. To overcome them, Cavallo et al. (1996) suggest
that 20Ne, which presumably is present with logN56.9
(assuming its ratio to iron is enhanced, as are O and Mg,
in most globular cluster stars), may be processed up to
Al. The trouble with their solution is the tendency for
the NeNa sequence to cycle because the reaction rate of
23Na(p ,a) is larger than the rate for 23Na(p ,g). The
rates are fully discussed in Sec. VII of this review by A.
Champagne. The most successful effort to date to ex-
plain the excess of Al (Cavallo et al., 1997) requires that
24Mg be the source of the Al excess. For M13, as shown
in Table IV, the ratio of 24Mg in O-rich stars to 27Al in
O-poor stars is only 0.2 dex. Hence much of the original
24Mg must be processed to 27Al; it must not cycle back
to 24Mg and must not capture an additional proton to
produce 28Si.

If the observed stars did not enhance their Al (and
perhaps the Na as well), then their observed abundances
must have been inherited from inhomgeneous enrich-
ment very early in the lifetime of the cluster as sug-
gested by Cottrell and Da Costa (1981) for 47 Tuc and
NGC 6752. Additional evidence for an inhomogeneity
of Na has been presented by Briley et al. (1996) for the
cluster 47 Tucanae, the second most massive globular in
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our Galaxy. They have measured the sodium D lines in
six stars near the turnoff of the main sequence where
convection cannot possibly mix material from the center
to the surface and where central temperatures are near
23107 K, too cool to run the NeNa cycle. The derived
Na abundances run from logN55.4 to 5.8, while the de-
rived Ca abundances show no correlation with the Na
abundances. Furthermore the Na abundances correlate
with the strength of the CN band at 3883 Å showing a
correlation of Na with the N abundance. Current models
have so far been unable to explain this quantitatively, so
either the models are seriously in error or the Na and
CN excesses were present at the time of star formation.
Detailed calculations by Denissenkov et al. (1997) show
that metal-poor AGB stars of 5–8 M( are able to pro-
duce (and presumably eject by a stellar wind) an excess
of 23Na but fail to produce the observed excess of 27Al.

Self-enrichment by globular clusters during their early
years has been shown to be very likely (Morgan and
Lake, 1989). With much interstellar matter still in the
cluster, gas and dust ejected by massive stars may be
confined within a small fractional volume of the cluster.
After the intracluster matter has been blown away,
probably by supernova explosions, further ejecta from
stars will easily escape from the relatively weak gravita-
tional well of the cluster. Massive stars are known to
lose material at a prodigeous rate, especially as Wolf-
Rayet (WR) stars. The latter type show an excess of N,
C, O, and presumably 22Ne in their atmospheres. Lines
of Na are not likely to be present in WR stars but the Al
III resonance lines at 1855 and 1863 Å were readily ob-
servable with the International Ultraviolet Explorer and
may easily be observed with the Hubble Space Tele-
scope. Their analysis to derive the Al abundance in WR
stellar winds would be extremely valuable. The same
holds for the analysis of other hot stars with strong ni-
trogen lines known as OBN stars (Walborn, 1987).

Clearly we are seeing proton captures by 16O, and by
the Ne isotopes as first suggested by Marion and Fowler
(1957)2 to enhance Na and by the Mg isotopes to pro-
duce the excess Al. The uncertain question is whether
the observed star is responsible for polluting its own at-
mosphere or did the star inherit its unusual composition
while still forming from a nearby rapidly evolving neigh-
bor? For 16O there is no question but that CNO cycling
is responsible because the sum of C+N+O is the same in
the O-rich and O-poor stars in M13 (Brown et al., 1991);
however, that does not tell us where or when it hap-
pened.

IX. CARBON, NEON, OXYGEN, AND SILICON BURNING

A. Introduction

In addition to producing 12C and 16O, helium burning
was identified by B 2FH as the source of 20Ne and pos-

2The possibility of the reaction 22Ne(p ,g)23Na was noticed
by Bethe (1939, Table VI).
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sibly some 24Mg. It is now known that there is no suit-
able excited state of 20Ne near the a116O threshold to
serve as a resonance for a capture on 16O. (See Sec. VI
of this review.) Formation of nuclei heavier than 16O
then proceeds successively by core carbon, neon, oxy-
gen, and silicon burning. (Of these processes, only neon
burning was included in B 2FH.)

An important new feature of the carbon burning and
ensuing stages is that the star’s dominant luminosity
(i.e., its energy loss) is by neutrino emission directly
from the core of the star, rather than electromagnetic
radiation from the star’s surface. A natural result of this
prodigious luminosity is that the star’s core temperature
is increased, evolution is greatly sped up, and carbon
burning and the following stages have successively
shorter time durations.

The exhaustion of carbon in the core is followed at
T9;1.3 by a process called neon burning, in which the
ambient blackbody radiation photodisintegrates the
matter present with the lowest a threshold energy, 20Ne,
with a (g ,a) threshold of only 4.7 MeV. The a particles
liberated in this way can react with 20Ne to form 24Mg.
Although the photodisintegration is endoergic, the exo-
ergic reaction that forms 24Mg has a higher energy re-
lease (Q value), and the overall combination of the two
reactions is exoergic.

Following neon burning, the core contracts and heats
to T9;2 when oxygen can begin to burn. The principal
immediate products are 28Si, 31P, and 31S, but a large
range of nuclei are also built up to A;40, with the A
=4n nuclei favored by their higher binding energies. To-
gether, neon burning and oxygen burning are the mod-
ern version of the a process of B 2FH.

The temperature increases throughout oxygen burn-
ing and eventually, at T9;3–3.5, oxygen burning merges
into silicon burning, which can best be described as the
photodisintegration of nuclei to produce a particles,
protons, and neutrons from the nuclei present, begin-
ning with those with the lowest thresholds, and finally
consuming the most ‘‘refractory’’ nuclei like 28Si. The
freed alphas, protons, and neutrons build nuclei up to
the region of the most stable nuclei, the iron abundance
peak. If the buildup occurs rapidly, with little increase of
the neutron excess, h5( i(Ni2Zi)/Ai , the most promi-
nent nucleus will be 56Ni. On the other hand, if the
buildup occurs slowly, h will increase during silicon
burning from its initial value of about 1.531023 to 1022

or even higher, and the most abundant nucleus will shift
to 54Fe, 56Fe, or 58Fe for larger h (see Sec. XIV of this
review).

The observation in g detectors carried by both satel-
lites and high altitude balloons of g rays from SN1987a,
which arise from the positron decays
56Ni→56Co1e11ne , 56Co→56Fe1e11ne , and
57Co→57Fe1e11ne , confirms the general correctness
of this picture (Matz et al., 1988; Rester et al., 1988; Ma-
honey et al., 1988; Teegarden et al., 1989; Sandie, et al.,
1988).

A more detailed discussion of the scenarios for the
various burning processes than space allows would dis-
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tinguish between core burning and shell burning, and
also whether the burning is hydrostatic or explosive. In
the case of explosive nucleosynthesis and the compari-
son of its products with the spectrum of radiation from
stellar surfaces, or with solar system matter, such as ter-
restrial material and meteorites, it is always necessary to
remember that much of the stellar material that has
evolved through the most advanced explosive evolution-
ary stages may remain ‘‘locked up’’ in some form of
supernova remnant, such as a neutron star or black hole.
Other matter that may not have gone through advanced
evolution may be locked up in low mass white or brown
dwarfs.

B. Carbon burning

The suggestion that carbon burning would occur after
helium burning was made by Salpeter (1952). For car-
bon burning, the ‘‘Gamow Window’’ peaks at E052.42
T9

2/3 MeV and has a width D51.054 T9
5/6 ; from stellar

models the temperature range for hydrostatic carbon
burning is 0.8&T9&1.2. The principle reactions are

12C112C→20Ne14He14.617 MeV (15)

→23Na1p12.241 MeV (16)

→23Mg1n22.599 MeV. (17)

Clearly, the neutron producing reaction will be the
weakest of these, especially at lower temperatures.
Other 12C + 12C reactions are possible but are believed
to be much less important for a variety of reasons. The
freed a particles, protons, and neutrons can interact
with the nuclei present, including CNO nuclei from hy-
drogen and helium burning, to build a range of nuclei
including 20,21,22Ne, 23Na, 24,25,26Mg, 26,27Al, 28,29,30Si, and
31P, but the main products are 20Ne and 24Mg, the latter
from a capture on 20Ne, or 23Na(p ,g).

After early studies at the Chalk River Laboratories
(Almqvist et al., 1960), 12C+12C studies were resumed at
Caltech at lower energies (Patterson, Winkler, and Zai-
dins, 1969). By this time it was known that a state in
20Ne that had appeared to be a possible resonance for
radiative a capture by 16O had a combination of J and
parity that cannot be formed by 16O + 4He, and that
formation of 20Ne by helium burning would not proceed
without a much higher temperature than helium burning
would provide. It was then realized that carbon burning
would follow the production of 12C and 16O in helium
burning.

Numerous other studies of the 12C+12C reactions have
since been published (Dayras et al., 1977; Mazarakis and
Stephens, 1972; High and Cujec, 1977; Kettner et al.,
1980; Erb et al., 1980; Becker et al. 1981). The most
striking revelation of these studies is that the yield vs
energy curve (‘‘excitation function’’) displays a strongly
resonant structure, the origin of which remains obscure,
notwithstanding many suggestions regarding this inter-
mediate structure (see Fig. 12). The various experiments
also reveal rather poor agreement at the lowest energies,
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and even the trend of the s(E) curve, or the S(E)
curve, remains somewhat uncertain at the lower ener-
gies. The results of Mazarakis and Stephens led Michaud
(1972) to postulate a new phenomenon called ‘‘penetra-
tion under the barrier,’’ attributable to a nucleus-
nucleus potential that had its imaginary (absorptive)
part extending to radii larger than the real part of the
potential. This was assumed in order to produce an en-
hancement of the cross-section curve above the conven-
tional barrier penetration expectation because it would
effectively result in a thinner Coulomb barrier. How-
ever, later studies of 12C+12C and other heavy-ion reac-
tions such as 12C+16O (Cujec and Barnes, 1976) did not
support such low-energy enhancements. It seems pos-
sible that the observed effect was produced by a slightly
erroneous effective beam energy, as the s(E) curve is a
very steep function of E at low energies. A review of the
12C+12C (and other heavy-ion reactions) has been pub-
lished by Barnes et al. (1985); the average trend of the
data (ignoring the resonances) has been fitted with a
variety of optical models that give somewhat different
values of the extrapolated cross sections. Fortunately,
the measured S(E) values cover the range E06D/2 for
explosive carbon burning, and reach almost down to E0
for hydrostatic carbon burning.

The 12C+16O reactions show some hints of resonant
structure at the lowest energies. These reactions only
become significant near 12C exhaustion, and thus play
only a small role, but they do help to improve agreement
between predicted and measured abundances.

FIG. 12. 12C+12C S factor vs center-of-mass energy. The data
shown are from Patterson et al. (1969), black dots and 3’s;
Mazarakis and Stephens (1972), plus signs; High and Cujec
(1977), open squares; and Kettner et al. (1980), open circles.
The dotted curve is a rough sketch of the intermediate struc-
ture resonances. The dashed curve is an incoming wave bound-
ary condition model, and the solid curve is a statistical model
fit of Caughlan and Fowler (1988).
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C. Neon burning

At the end of carbon burning, at T9;1.2, the remain-
ing core nuclei are mainly 16O, 20Ne, and 24Mg. Before
oxygen can react with oxygen, the temperature becomes
high enough to photodisintegrate 20Ne, because of its
unusually low a threshold energy (4.73 MeV). The freed
a particles can combine readily with 20Ne to form 24Mg.
Thus the reactions involved are

20Ne1g→16O14He, 20Ne14He→24Mg1g (18)

and are equivalent, in an energetic sense, to
20Ne120Ne→16O124Mg. (19)

The overall products are rather similar to those from
carbon burning, with the obvious exception that neon
burning destroys neon, whereas carbon burning pro-
duces neon.

D. Oxygen burning

After neon burning has destroyed most of the core
neon, the temperature rises to T 9;2, where oxygen can
begin to fuse with oxygen. For oxygen burning, E053.91
T9

2/3 MeV and D51.34 T9
5/6 MeV. The principal reactions

are
16O116O→28Si14He19.594 MeV

→31P1p17.678

→31S1n11.500

→30Si12p10.381

→30P1d22.409, (20)

as well as several other branches with less favorable Q
values. The released a particles, protons, and neutrons
interact with the nuclei present to produce a large
spread of nuclei including 28Si, 32,33,34Si, 35,37Cl, 36,38Ar,
39,41K, 40,42Ca, 46Ti, and 50Cr, of which 28Si and 32S are
the main results (Woosley et al., 1972, 1973; Woosley,
1986; Arnett, 1996). The calculation of Arnett (1996)
indicates that the neutron excess, h , increases from
about 231023 to ;631023 during core oxygen burning.
Since such a large value of h would give a nucleosyn-
thetic result that disagrees with observation, it seems
likely that the products of such core oxygen burning
must be only rarely, if ever, ejected into the interstellar
medium (ISM). Oxygen shell burning can proceed at
lower density and higher temperature, up to T9;2.6–3,
and yields a distribution in better accord with solar sys-
tem abundances (Arnett, 1996).

The burning process is accompanied by quasiequilib-
rium nuclear clusters that link together at higher tem-
peratures; at the end of oxygen burning the nuclei form
a cluster from 24Mg to the mass region 40&A&50,
where the closed nuclear shells at Z=20 and N=20 and
28 inhibit propagation of the cluster to the iron-peak
nuclei (Woosley, 1986; Arnett, 1996).

The curve of S(E) vs E for the 16O+16O reactions
does not exhibit the resonant structure seen in 12C+12C.
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However, the various data sets do not agree well with
one another at the lowest energies (Spinka and Winkler,
1972; Hulke et al., 1980; Wu and Barnes, 1984; Thomas
et al., 1986). From the point of view of explosive oxygen
burning where T9;3.1–3.9, the experimental data cover
most of the needed region of energies. For hydrostatic
oxygen burning, at T9;2, less than half the needed en-
ergy region is covered by experiment, but the covered
region includes the larger cross-section portion. Among
the many model fits that have been made, we cite the
time-dependent Hartree-Fock model calculations by Re-
inhard et al. (1984) and the parametrized statistical
model fit of Caughlan and Fowler (1988). These fits
agree within a factor of 2 over the energy range covered
by experiment as well as the range of energies needed
for both explosive and hydrostatic oxygen burning. Al-
though this is reassuring, the experiments disagree
among themselves by more than a factor of 5 at the
lowest energies, and exhibit different trends at these en-
ergies [see, for example, Barnes et al. (1985)]. It is un-
derstandable that the different experimental methods
pursued may suffer from different systematic errors, but
a substantial improvement in the reproducibility of the
low-energy data is clearly desirable.

E. Silicon burning

The silicon-burning process refers to the large group
of nuclear reactions that start with the products of the
previous burning processes and build the nuclei up to
the iron peak in the abundance curve. Photodisintegra-
tion of the nuclei present plays a crucial role as it liber-
ates the a particles, protons, and neutrons needed to
carry out this buildup, first photodisintegrating the nu-
clei with the lowest thresholds and proceeding to the
most refractory nuclei. An oversimplified but instructive
picture of silicon burning would be to consider the pro-
cess of breaking down 28Si by (g ,a), (g ,p), and (g ,n)
processes, and building heavier nuclei by adding these
particles in reactions such as (a ,g), (p ,g), (n ,g),
(a ,p), and (a ,n) (Truran et al., 1966; Bodansky et al.,
1968; Clayton, 1968). Core silicon burning begins at
about T9=2.7, allowing time for the neutron excess per
nucleon, h , to increase while the temperature rises to
about T9=4 or higher. When the buildup reaches the
situation where most of the core has reached the iron
peak, the most abundant nuclei are likely to be 54Fe,
56Fe, and 58Ni. Here we see the residual effect of the e
process of B 2FH. However, not only would this produce
too much iron-peak material if ejected into space, it is
also not a good fit to isotopic abundance observations.
Thus, this material must remain part of the ensuing su-
pernova remnant if current theory is correct. As we have
noted earlier, explosive silicon burning produces signifi-
cant amounts of the N5Z nucleus 56Ni, which decays to
56Co and then to 56Fe. These and other radioactivities
power at least some supernova light curves (e.g., SN
1987a). (See, for example, Woosley et al., 1981.)

During core silicon burning, helium, carbon, and oxy-
gen shell burning can occur in massive stars, and the
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elements found by optical or x-ray observations to be
enhanced in many supernova nebular remnants fit rather
well to oxygen-shell oxygen burning, enhanced some-
what by shock wave induced explosive burning.

As the number of nuclear reactions involved in silicon
burning is so large, and as many would involve very
short-lived radioactive targets, the response of the ex-
perimental nuclear astrophysics community is to mea-
sure as many of the reactions as resources permit, cho-
sen both for their own intrinsic importance, and
especially as guides for theoretical efforts to devise mod-
els that can predict nuclear reaction cross sections with
acceptable precision. Such models rely on a high density
of states in the compound nucleus, and try to determine
the way the particle decays of these states distribute
themselves among the energetically allowed final states
(channels). These statistical models, usually referred to
as Hauser-Feshbach models, work best for A*30 nuclei
interacting with protons or alpha particles, but work
quite well also for a few lighter nuclei with unusually
high compound nucleus excitation energy, i.e., where the
compound nuclear level density is high.

Briefly, the aim of these models is to average over
compound nucleus levels. The cross section for the reac-
tion Im1j→Ln1k , where j and k are particles with no
excited states, can be written as (Hauser and Feshbach,
1952; Vogt, 1968; Woosley, 1986)

s̄ jk
mn~Ej

m!5
pl” Ij

2

~2JI
m11 !~2Jj11 !

3(
JcP

~2Jc11 !
Tj

m~JcP !Tk
n~JcP !

T tot~JcP !
. (21)

Tj
m(JcP) is the transmission coefficient for the incident

channel to form the compound nuclear state with angu-
lar momentum Jc and parity P . T tot(JcP) is the sum of
all transmission coefficients, including that of the en-
trance channel. The summation indicated is over all Jc
and P in the compound nucleus. The transmission coef-
ficients are calculated from a Schrödinger equation with
proton, neutron, or a particle potentials provided as in-
put. The calculation also requires a level density formula
in order to carry out the indicated summation (or inte-
gration). If temperatures are high enough that many nu-
clei are in exicted states, partition functions are also
needed. There are many other fine points that we cannot
discuss here for reasons of length. A few of the various
models for reaction rates are those of Truran et al.
(1966); Arnett et al. (1971); Holmes et al. (1976), Woos-
ley and Howard (1978); Mann (1976); Thielemann et al.
(1986); Rauscher et al. (1997). The results of the most
recent models seem to be roughly comparable.

As far as experiment is concerned, we can also only
cite a sampling of the many papers from a variety of
sources, including Caltech (Zyskind et al., 1977), the
University of Colorado (Roughton et al., 1979, Rough-
ton et al., 1983), and the University of Melbourne (Sar-
good, 1982).
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Figure 13 shows an example of a phenomenon that
Fowler and Caltech colleagues have named competition
cusps. The gamma-ray yield from the reaction
54Cr1p→55Mn1g shows an abrupt decrease (by about
a factor of 10 from the level it would otherwise have
reached) beginning at the threshold for the reaction
54Cr1p→54Mn1n (the structure is not a true math-
ematical cusp, and the name is purely descriptive).
When such structures were discovered, it was immedi-
ately clear that they would provide sensitive tests of the
models of the decay of the compound nucleus, requiring
all transmission coefficients to be essentially correct.

Some of the most recent work of the Melbourne
group is summarized in a paper by Hansper et al. (1997)
who have made a new search to improve the nuclear
potentials used in the Hauser*4 model they have chosen
for comparison (Mann, 1976). In the cases studied, they
have reduced the deviations from unity of the ratio
s th /sexp to less than a factor of 2. For some of the reac-
tions at least, the deviations appear to be systematic in
compound nucleus excitation energy; further improve-
ments in the models may thus be possible.

To some extent, the tendency of silicon burning to-
wards quasiequilibrium means that the needed data of-
ten reduce to nuclear masses, angular momenta, and
other structural properties. However, there is little
doubt that the need to include nuclear reaction rates for
nuclei far from the locus of the stable nuclei in the Z-N
plane will lead to continuing demands for both experi-
mental and theoretical improvements in silicon-burning
reaction rates, and for other reactions among still

FIG. 13. Excitation functions for the reactions 54Cr(p ,g) 55Mn
(black dots), and 54Cr(p ,n) 54Mn (3’s). The rapid decrease in
the g ray yield beginning near 2.3 MeV is caused by the rapid
opening of the neutron channel for breakup of the compound
nucleus.
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heavier nuclei as well. We can anticipate that the new
radioactive beam facilities now on line, under construc-
tion, or planned will lead to further clarification of the
reaction rates for radioactive or isomeric nuclei.

As noted in Sec. VI of this review, the carbon to oxy-
gen ratio produced in helium burning significantly af-
fects the subsequent nucleosynthesis, and possibly the
ratio of black hole to neutron star supernova remnants
for massive stars (Weaver and Woosley, 1993). If the
carbon to oxygen ratio is less than a few percent, core
carbon and neon burning will essentially be skipped, and
core oxygen burning involving more core material en-
sues, leading to a larger iron core, and lowering the ini-
tial stellar mass required to form black-hole remnants.

X. s PROCESS: LABORATORY STUDIES AND STELLAR
MODELS

A. The s process since B 2FH

Essentially all relevant features of the slow neutron
capture process were already considered by B 2FH. They
included the stellar (n ,g) cross sections as the important
nuclear physics input, the canonical s-process model, the
neutron sources in the helium-burning zones and the ob-
servations of s-process enhancements in stellar atmo-
spheres.

This section concentrates on the nuclear physics input
and its consequences for the closely related canonical or
classical model, which is based on the empirical assump-
tion that a certain fraction of the original iron was ex-
posed to an appropriate neutron irradiation at constant
temperature. It is impressive to remember the surpris-
ingly detailed conclusions derived by B 2FH despite the
very uncertain input data available 40 years ago. The
product of the stellar cross section and the resulting
abundance, ^s&(A)Ns(A) , was clearly identified as the
characteristic quantity of the s process. Two different
s-process components were inferred with the ‘‘local ap-
proximation’’ being valid between magic neutron num-
bers. Finally, the information that can be deduced from
branchings in the synthesis path was outlined. More
quantitative conclusions could not be obtained at that
time, mostly due to severe uncertainties in the stellar
(n ,g) cross sections.

This major uncertainty in s-process studies has been
greatly reduced. Neutron physics in the astrophysically
relevant energy regime from about 0.1 keV to a few
hundred keV has reached a relatively mature stage. The
advent of suitable accelerators and detector technolo-
gies led to the present situation where the stellar (n ,g)
rates for s-process applications start to be sufficiently
reliable for interpreting the observed abundance pat-
terns as a critical test for models of stellar helium burn-
ing. If the current efforts in this field are pursued for
another decade, then the quality of the data will reach a
satisfactory level.

One problem, however, that was not anticipated by
B2FH was the enhancement of b decay rates at stellar
temperatures. In typical s-process environments, such
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
enhancements result from transitions between indi-
vidual, low-lying nuclear states that are populated by the
hot photon bath. So far, theoretical estimates for these
environments can be tested by only a limited number of
experiments. In view of its importance for the interpre-
tation of s-process branchings, this topic should be reex-
amined.

At present, the stellar rates for (n ,g) reactions and b
decays allow one to draw an increasingly quantitative
picture of the s process. This holds even for the canoni-
cal model despite the simple and schematic assumptions
on which it is based. Within the uncertainties of the in-
put data this model is capable of describing the
s-process abundance distribution as well as the various
branchings. Only recently have accurate cross-section
measurements led to significant inconsistencies with cer-
tain abundance features. At the same time, refined as-
tronomical observations and the discovery of a variety
of isotopic anomalies in meteoritic material confirmed
the limited applicability of this approach. Further
progress, therefore, has to be based on more realistic
s-process modeling with advanced stellar codes.

B. Laboratory experiments

1. Neutron capture cross sections

Though produced with high initial energies predomi-
nantly in the exothermic (a ,n) reactions on 13C and
22Ne, stellar neutrons are quickly thermalized under
s-process conditions. According to the range of thermal
energies from '8 keV in low mass stars to 80 keV dur-
ing carbon burning in massive stars, laboratory studies
of stellar (n ,g) cross sections cover the neutron energy
range up to a few hundred keV.

Neutrons in the keV range are produced in the labo-
ratory in several ways. Nuclear reactions, such as
7Li(p ,n)7Be in connection with low-energy particle ac-
celerators offer the possibility of tailoring the neutron
spectrum exactly to the energy range of interest; this has
the advantage of low backgrounds. Therefore, compara-
bly short neutron flight paths can be used in these cases
to compensate for the limitations in neutron flux. Mea-
surements with this approach in Oak Ridge by Macklin
and Gibbons (1967) provided the first comprehensive set
of stellar cross sections for s-process studies. Presently,
this neutron source is extensively used, for example, at
the pulsed electrostatic accelerators in Karlsruhe, Ger-
many (e.g., Käppeler, Beer, and Wisshak, 1989) and To-
kyo, Japan (e.g., Nagai et al., 1991).

Much higher intensities can be achieved at linear ac-
celerators via (g ,n) reactions by bombarding heavy
metal targets with electron beams of typically 50 MeV.
When these very energetic neutrons are slowed down by
a moderator the resulting spectrum contains all energies
from thermal to near the initial electron energy. With
respect to s-process data, the ORELA accelerator in
Oak Ridge was the most productive facility where nu-
merous (n ,g) measurements were carried out by Mack-
lin and collaborators (see, for example, the compilation
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of Bao and Käppeler, 1987). Another intense neutron
source is provided by spallation reactions induced by
high energy particles. The very high neutron fluxes
achieved at the LANSCE facility in Los Alamos allow
even time-of-flight (TOF) studies on radioactive samples
(e.g., Koehler et al., 1994).

The experimental methods for measuring (n ,g) cross
sections fall into two groups, TOF techniques and acti-
vations. TOF techniques are applicable to all stable nu-
clei. Such measurements require a pulsed neutron
source for determining the neutron energy via the flight
time between target and detector. Capture events in the
samples are identified by the prompt g-ray cascade in
the product nucleus. The differential data, s(En), ob-
tained in TOF experiments are then folded with the
Maxwellian neutron spectra for various stellar tempera-
tures to determine the effective stellar cross sections. In
general, the Maxwellian averaging for the ‘‘standard’’
thermal energy of kT530 keV requires data in the en-
ergy range from a few keV up to ;200 keV. Recent
stellar models suggest, however, that the s process may
partly operate at much lower temperatures correspond-
ing to kT58 keV, which means that stellar cross sec-
tions are also affected by contributions from lower en-
ergies.

A completely different approach for the determina-
tion of stellar (n ,g) rates is by activation in a quasistel-
lar neutron spectrum. Compared to the techniques
based on the prompt capture g rays, this method offers
the advantages of superior sensitivity (which means that
much smaller samples can be measured reliably—an im-
portant aspect for the investigation of radioactive iso-
topes on the s-process path), and of selectivity (which
means that samples of natural composition can be stud-
ied instead of expensive enriched samples required by
the TOF techniques). However, it is restricted to those
cases where neutron capture produces an unstable
nucleus.

2. Stellar b decay

The idea that isotopes, that are exposed to high tem-
peratures and densities in a stellar plasma may experi-
ence a dramatic enhancement of their decay rate origi-
nated in the forties (Daudel et al., 1947), but more
detailed investigations started much later (Bahcall, 1961;
Bahcall, 1964a, 1964b). The enhancement results from
different effects related to the thermal population of ex-
cited nuclear states and to the high degree of ionization.

In 1987, a comprehensive tabulation of stellar decay
rates for s-process studies by Takahashi and Yokoi
(1987) provided the necessary basis for a systematic dis-
cussion of s-process branchings. Such branchings result
from the competition between neutron capture and b
decay whenever the s-process reaction path encounters
an unstable isotope with an effective half-life compa-
rable to the respective neutron capture time. In addition
to previously studied branchings, the work of Takahashi
and Yokoi (1987) revealed a number of unexpected
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
cases where terrestrially stable isotopes such as 163Dy
and 179Hf become unstable under s-process conditions.

Figure 14 shows the stellar enhancement factors, i.e.,
the ratios of the stellar decay rates and the terrestrial
rates, for the most important branch point nuclei. Obvi-
ously, there are two groups, one showing almost no en-
hancement at s-process temperatures and a second with
a significant acceleration of the decay. Accordingly, the
abundance patterns of the first type of branchings is
suited for the determination of the s-process neutron
density, while the second group can be interpreted in
terms of the s-process temperature. The enhancement
factors differing by large factors provides an additional
test for the consistency of the branching analyses and,
hence, for the investigated model.

Thermal enhancement effects are difficult to study in
the laboratory since in practically all cases excited
nuclear states decay much faster via g emission than by
b decay. The only experimentally investigated example
for a b decay from an excited state is 79Se. In this iso-
tope, the enhancement is determined by the b decay
branch from the 96 keV isomer (t1/2=4 min) which could
be detected in a reactor experiment (Klay and Käppeler,
1988).

An indirect determination of a stellar lifetime was car-
ried out for 176Lu where thermal excitation of the short-
lived, b-unstable isomer was quantified by a detailed
study of the level scheme by means of several reactions.
In this case, it was shown that the half-life of the poten-
tial s-process chronometer 176Lu (t1/2=36 Gyr) reduces
to a few years at s-process temperatures. Accordingly,
the observed 176Lu abundance can be interpreted as a
thermometer for the s-process site (Klay et al., 1991).

The capability to accelerate and to store relativistic
heavy ions at GSI Darmstadt, Germany, gave us the op-
portunity to demonstrate the bound state b decay. If
these terrestrially stable isotopes are completely
stripped of their electrons, the electron binding energy
adds to their marginally negative Qb values, thus en-
abling the emission of electrons into the unoccupied or-
bits. In the GSI measurements, stripped ions were accu-
mulated in the storage ring and their decay followed
over a period of several hours. In this way, the half-lives

FIG. 14. The stellar enhancement factors (stellar decay rate/
terrestrial rate) for some important branch point nuclei on the
s-process path at kT530 keV.
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for bound state decay could be measured for 163Dy
(Jung et al., 1992) and 187Re (Bosch et al., 1996), and
were found in reasonably good agreement with the cal-
culated values of Takahashi and Yokoi (1987). In all
other cases, the stellar enhancement was calculated by
using b-decay matrix elements for the excited states that
were derived via the systematics of known analogous
transitions. The detailed discussion of these problems
and uncertainties by Takahashi and Yokoi (1987) should
be considered as the basis for further theoretical and
experimental improvements.

C. The canonical s process

1. The sN curve

The first attempt at a quantitative description of the s
process dates back to B 2FH, and was later improved
mainly by Seeger, Fowler, and Clayton (1965). In this
approach it is empirically assumed that a certain fraction
G of the original stellar 56Fe was irradiated by an expo-
nential distribution of neutron exposures. In this case,
an analytical solution can be obtained if a possible time
dependence of the neutron capture rates, ln5nn^s&vT ,
is neglected. In other words, it is assumed that tempera-
ture and neutron density, nn , are constant. Then the
product of stellar cross section and resulting s abun-
dance, which is the characteristic s-process quantity, can
be given by

^s&~A !Ns~A !5
G•N56

(

t0
)

i556

A S 11
1

t0^s& i
D 21

, (22)

where G is the fraction of 56Fe abundance required as
the s-process seed, N56

( is the solar 56Fe abundance, and
t0 is the mean neutron exposure in units of mb21.

Apart from the two parameters G and t0 (which are
adjusted by fitting the abundances of the s-only nuclei),
the only remaining input for this expression is the stellar
(n ,g) cross sections ^s&. Further details may be found
in Käppeler et al. (1989).

Given the very schematic nature of this classical ap-
proach, it was surprising to see that it provides an excel-
lent description of the s-process abundances. Figure 15
shows the calculated ^s&Ns values compared to the cor-
responding empirical products of the s-only nuclei (sym-
bols) in the mass region between A556 and 209. The
error bars of the empirical points reflect the uncertain-
ties of the abundances and of the respective cross sec-
tions. One finds that equilibrium in the neutron capture
flow was obtained between magic neutron numbers,
where the ^s&Ns curve is almost constant. The small
cross sections of the neutron magic nuclei around
A;88, 140, and 208 act as bottlenecks for the capture
flow, resulting in the distinct steps of the sN curve.

The global parameters G and t0, which determine the
overall shape of the ^s&Ns curve, represent a first con-
straint for the stellar s-process site with respect to the
required seed abundance and total neutron exposure. It
is found that 0.04% of the observed 56Fe abundance are
a sufficient seed, and that on average about 15 neutrons
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
are captured by each seed nucleus (Käppeler et al.,
1990). These numbers refer to the main s-process com-
ponent given by the thick line in Fig. 15. For A,90, this
line falls below the empirical points, and these discrep-
ancies require an additional, the so-called weak, compo-
nent. Given the large number of nuclei between Fe and
Bi that are described with very few parameters, the ex-
cellent agreement between the empirical points and the
data obtained with the classical model is a unique fea-
ture of the s process. In fact, those s-only nuclei that are
not affected by branchings are reproduced by the model
with a mean square deviation of only 3% (Käppeler
et al., 1990).

In terms of stellar sites, the main component can be
attributed to helium shell burning in low mass stars
(Iben and Renzini, 1983; Hollowell and Iben, 1989). In
this stage of evolution, enery is produced in a narrow
double shell is produced on top of an inert core consist-
ing of 12C and 16O. Hydrogen burning at the bottom of
the deeply convective envelope produces helium that ac-
cumulates in a thin layer around the core. As soon as
this layer exceeds a critical mass, helium burning is ig-
nited leading to a highly unstable situation because of
the large associated energy production. As a result,
strong convective motions cause practically instanta-
neous mixing in the helium-burning layer, and eventu-
ally freshly synthesized matter is dredged up to the sur-
face (third dredge-up, see Sec. III). While helium
burning lasts for only about 200 yr, it takes about 53104

yr for hydrogen burning to replenish the consumed he-
lium. These helium-burning episodes can repeat up to
about 20 times.

Neutron production and concordant s processing oc-
cur in two steps: by the 13C(a ,n)16O reaction during the
hydrogen-burning stage at relatively low temperatures
of T 8;1 and during the subsequent helium burning by
the 22Ne(a ,n)25Mg reaction (T 8;3). The resulting
s-process abundances have been investigated by numer-
ous papers from the Torino group (e.g., Gallino et al.,

FIG. 15. The characteristic product of cross sections times
s-process abundance plotted as a function of mass number.
The solid line was obtained via the classical model, and the
symbols denote the empirical products for the s-only nuclei.
Some important branchings of the neutron capture chain are
indicated as well.
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1988; Gallino, 1989; Straniero et al., 1995; Gallino et al.,
1996).

As a consequence of the comparably short time scale
and the strong impact of convection, stellar models for
the red giant phase are very different from the assump-
tion of a steady situation made in the classical approach.
In order to account for the more complex stellar sce-
nario, the canonical model was recently complemented
by a network code (Jaag, 1990) and by a parametrized
model (Beer et al., 1997) for describing the combined
action of the pulsed 13C and 22Ne sources.

The weak component has been ascribed to core he-
lium burning in massive stars (Peters, 1968; Couch,
Schmeidekamp, and Arnett, 1974; Lamb et al., 1977;
Langer et al., 1989; Prantzos et al., 1990; El Eid and Bar-
affe, 1990; Raiteri et al., 1993) when the temperatures
become sufficiently high for neutron production via the
22Ne(a ,n)25Mg reaction. The resulting neutron density
is comparatively low and lasts for about 33104 yr, re-
sulting in the modest neutron exposure of the weak
s-process component.

The models for the scenarios suggested for the main
and weak components can best be tested by detailed
analyses of the s-process branchings that occur in the
respective mass regions.

2. Branchings

A branching in the reaction flow occurs when an un-
stable nucleus that exhibits comparable neutron capture
and b decay rates is encountered. The resulting abun-
dance pattern can be used to determine information on
the physical conditions during the s process. The ex-
ample of Fig. 16 shows the s-process flow in the mass
region between neodymium and samarium, with the
possible branchings at 147Nd and 1472149Pm. Note that
148Sm and 150Sm are shielded against the r process by
their isobars in neodymium. As the result of a significant
branching at A5147–149, the ^s&Ns value of 150Sm will,
therefore, always be larger than that of 148Sm.

The strength of a branching can be expressed in terms
of the rates for b decay and neutron capture of the in-

FIG. 16. The s-process reaction path in the Nd/Pm/Sm region
with the branchings at A5147, 148, and 149. Note that 148Sm
and 150Sm are shielded against the r process. These two iso-
topes define the strength of the branching.
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volved branch point nuclei as well as by the ^s&Ns val-
ues of the involved s-only isotopes,

fb5
lb

lb1ln
'

~^s&Ns!148Sm

~^s&Ns!150Sm

(23)

(Clayton, 1968). Inserting the equations for the decay
rates, this expression can be solved for the neutron den-
sity nn . If, for simplicity, only the branching at 148Pm is
considered, one obtains

nn5
12fb

fb

1

vT^s&148Pm

ln2

t 1/2~148Pm!
*

. (24)

This equation demonstrates the input data that are
important for reliable branching analyses.

The first term depends on the cross sections for the
s-only nuclei, which define the branching factor fb .
Since the neutron density is required to be ;10%, the
branching factor, and hence the cross sections for the
s-only nuclei need to be known to about 1% in many
cases. While conventional techniques are limited to un-
certainties .4%, new developments such as a 4pBaF 2
detector (Wisshak et al., 1990) or—in favorable cases—
the activation technique allow measurements of the re-
quired accuracy.

The second term contains the stellar cross sections of
the radioactive branch point isotopes. Since there are
practically no measurements for the unstable branch
point nuclei, only calculated cross sections are available
at present. Even the most careful statistical model calcu-
lations are limited to uncertainties of 20% to 30%, not
sufficient for deducing the entire information contained
in the abundance patterns. For some of these short-lived
nuclei, experimental cross section studies aiming at a 5%
to 10% uncertainty were recently suggested (Jaag and
Käppeler, 1995; Käppeler, 1992).

The last term denotes the stellar decay rate of the
branch point isotope. While there is no difference be-
tween the stellar and the terrestrial rate for some of the
branch points, a variety of examples sometimes exhibit
drastic changes under the high temperatures and densi-
ties of the stellar plasma (Fig. 14).

Since the b decay rates of the branch points at
A5147–149 in Fig. 16 are not significantly affected by
temperature, these branchings can be used for a deter-
mination of the s-process neutron density. Compared to
the previous result of Winters et al. (1986)
(fb50.9260.04), the measurement with a 4pBaF 2
detector yields fb50.87060.009, with a four times
smaller uncertainty (Wisshak et al., 1993). This branch-
ing factor implies a neutron density of
nn5(4.160.6)3108 cm 23 (Toukan et al., 1995), in
agreement with the previously estimated (3.461.1)3108

cm23 (Käppeler et al., 1990). An example of a branching
that is readily observable in stellar atmospheres occurs
at 85Kr as described by V. V. Smith in Sec. XI.

Along the s-process path there are about 15 to 20
significant branchings which can be studied with respect
to the physical conditions at the stellar site. In a first
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TABLE V. Results from various branching analyses of relevance for the main s-process component.

Branch point isotope Deduced s-process parameter Reference

147Nd/ 147Pm/ 148Pm nn5(4.160.6)3108 cm 23 Toukan et al. (1995)
151Sm/ 154Eu T8=3.5 6 0.4 Wisshak et al. (1995)
163Dy/ 163Ho rs5(6.563.5)3103 gcm 23 Jaag and Käppeler (1996)
176Lu T8=3.1 6 0.6 Klay et al. (1991)

121Sn/ 122Sb T8 . 2.4 Käppeler et al. (1993)
134Cs T8=1.9 6 0.3 Voss et al. (1994)

T8=1.7 6 0.5 Koehler et al. (1996)
185W/ 186Re nn5(3.521.1

11.7)3108 cm 23 Käppeler et al. (1991)
step, the neutron density must be obtained from those
branchings that are not affected by temperature. With
this information, the effective branching factor of the
remaining cases can be derived and the mean stellar de-
cay rates be determined. Eventually, the dependence of
these rates on temperature and/or electron density
yields the s-process temperature and mass density (Käp-
peler et al., 1990). The present status of branching analy-
ses with the classical approach is summarized in Table
V. Prominent examples in this list are from the lan-
thanide region, which is particularly important in this
context because the chemical similarity of these ele-
ments implies that their relative abundances are well de-
fined. Therefore, the total reaction flow can be defined
by 150Sm, analogously to the situation of Fig. 16. Such
branchings occur at A5141, 151, 154, 163, and 169 and
are defined by the s isotopes 142Nd, 152Gd, 154Gd, 164Er,
and 170Tm, respectively.

As far as the neutron density is concerned the best
value in Table V, nn5(4.160.6)3108 cm 23, is in good
agreement with the estimate obtained from the 185W/
186Re branching. The various estimates of the s-process
temperature are also compatible with each other, except
for the result from the 134Cs branching. This discrep-
ancy, however, may originate from an uncertainty in the
temperature-dependent decay rate of 134Cs which had
been noted explicitly by Takahashi and Yokoi (1987).
Hence, this problem should be investigated further be-
fore the 134Cs branching can be discussed in any quan-
titative way.

A first attempt to determine the mass density in the s
process was carried out by Beer et al. (1985) by analyz-
ing a small branching to 164Er. Their value,
rs5(865)3103 g cm 23, is in reasonable agreement
with the recent analysis cited in Table V (Jaag and Käp-
peler, 1996).

So far, the results of the different branching analyses
in Table V seem to be compatible with each other,
pointing to the physical conditions typical of the
22Ne(a ,n)25Mg neutron source. In a way, this apparent
success also marks the limitation of the classical model:
it can only interpret the final abundance pattern. Being
thus restricted to the last modification of the s abun-
dances, the dominance of the 13C(a ,n)16O source is
missed, in clear contradiction to observation (see Sec.
s., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
XI). Though there are a few features from the 13C era
surviving the 22Ne(a ,n) episode—especially near magic
neutron numbers where cross sections are small—these
hints are too weak for reconstructing the true stellar s
process. This limitation is common to all attempts of
reconstructing the s process from the observed abun-
dance pattern alone.

Accordingly, progress in understanding the physics of
the s process can only be achieved by means of stellar
models. But since these models are still plagued by a
number of open questions, further laboratory studies
have to concentrate on the aspect of constraining critical
parameters in these calculations. In particular, theoreti-
cal concepts of convection and mixing may be tested via
their effect on s-process branchings. In any case, the
measurements have to account for the lower tempera-
tures during the 13C(a ,n) phase.

XI. OBSERVATIONS OF THE s PROCESS

A. Brief history

At the time of the writing of B 2FH, one of the key
observations—that many of the elements heavier than
He might be produced in stars—was Merrill’s (1952)
classic, and often cited, spectroscopic detection of neu-
tral technetium in certain red giant stars of spectral type
S. As technetium consists only of cosmically short-lived
isotopes (t1/2;105–106 yrs), the Tc I observed by Merrill
had been ‘‘recently’’ synthesized in the interiors of the S
stars and mixed to their surfaces. The Tc in the S stars,
and the other neutron-rich heavy elements observed to
be overabundant in many types of red giants (e.g., Zr,
Ba, or La), was created at low neutron densities and is a
product of B 2FH’s s process.

It has been known since the work of Schwarzschild
and Härm (1967) and Sanders (1967) that the preferred
astrophysical site for the production of many of the
s-process nuclei was in a region associated with the H-
and 4He-burning shells found in asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars. Much of the early work which con-
nected the AGB stellar models to the details of the
s-process nucleosynthesis was carried out by Iben and
collaborators and is summarized nicely in the review by
Iben and Renzini (1983).
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This is a brief review of a few of the recent observa-
tional results of the s process in AGB stars.

B. Observations of nucleosynthesis and mixing in CH, Ba,
S, and C stars

Of the various nuclear processes characterized by
B2FH, the s process is perhaps one of the easiest to
study using direct observations of stars. Because the s
process has the greatest effect on the relatively minor
abundance elements heavier than Fe, such as Y, Zr, Ba,
or La (all of which have readily accessible spectral
lines), rather small abundance changes of a factor of 2,
or more, can be quickly detected by straightforward
spectroscopic techniques. Also, the s process is activated
during the relatively stable phase of stellar evolution
along the AGB, thus there are a variety of stars that can
be studied which bear the spectroscopic signs of the mix-
ing of freshly synthesized s-process elements to their
surfaces. The result of s-process nucleosynthesis in AGB
stars has left its mark on a number of stellar classes
which exhibit overabundances of the classic s-process
nuclei, although of course it has only been since the link-
ing of the s process to evolution along the AGB that
these rather diverse stellar types have been found to
have common origins.

As quasiperiodic shell 4He burning occurs during
thermal pulses on the AGB, mixing episodes increase
the atmospheric C/O ratio in these red giants, giving rise
to the spectral sequence of M to MS to S to C. This
increase in C/O is accompanied, in general, by an in-
creasing s-process overabundance, thus the MS, S, and
C stars are heavy element rich AGB stars. Carbon stars
have been known for well over a century, while the in-
termediate C/O ratio S stars were first isolated as a spe-
cific stellar type by Merrill (1922) and their spectral
cousins the MS stars were discussed by Keenan (1954).
Other warmer, heavy element rich stellar classes are
known; Bidelman and Keenan (1951) identified the
barium (Ba) giants as being heavy element (Ba and Sr)
rich, and soon after it was realized that the CH stars
discovered and classified by Keenan (1942) were metal-
poor halo relatives of Ba stars. In more recent times,
Bond (1974) found subgiant and near main-sequence
relatives of the giant CH and Ba stars and dubbed them
CH subgiants. Since Bond’s discovery, many more true
main-sequence s-process rich stars of spectral types F
and G have been identified: Tomkin et al. (1989) or
North et al. (1994). Observationally defined s-process
rich stars thus span the range in luminosity from main-
sequence to extremely luminous AGB giants.

Since the s process was identified with AGB evolution
in the 1970’s, the lower luminosity s-process rich Ba and
CH giants and subgiants defied explanation for many
years. McClure et al. (1980) broke the logjam of under-
standing these diverse groups when they discovered that
all Ba stars were binaries with white dwarf companions.
The solution to the s-process nature of these stars thus
centers on mass transfer; when the white dwarf now in-
habiting these binary systems was a luminous AGB star
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and had mixed s-process rich material to its surface, it
transferred some of this processed matter to its compan-
ion, which is now observed as an s-process rich star.
Since the pioneering paper of McClure et al. (1980),
follow-up studies (McClure, 1984; McClure and Wood-
sworth, 1990) have confirmed the mass-transfer sce-
nario. In addition, it has been shown that the 40% of S
stars which do not show the lines of Tc I in their spectra
are the cooler relatives of the Ba stars and result from
mass transfer (Iben and Renzini, 1983; Smith and Lam-
bert, 1988; Brown et al., 1990; Jorissen et al., 1993). Most
recently, a number of the active symbiotic binaries have
been identified as C rich (Schmid and Nussbaumer,
1993; Schmid, 1994), while the yellow symbiotic stars
AG Dra and BD-21° 3873 have both been shown to be
s-process rich and thus technically Ba stars as well as
symbiotics (Smith et al., 1996, 1997). There is now a co-
herent picture of the s-process rich classes of stars: the
N-type carbon stars, along with the MS and S stars with
Tc, are bonafide AGB stars that have recently dredged
fresh s-process material to their surfaces. The other va-
riety of s-process stars (the Ba and CH giants, subgiants,
and main-sequence stars, the carbon star dwarfs, and
now the C and s-process rich symbiotic stars) result from
mass-transfer in certain binary star systems.

With so many varieties of stars exhibiting clear signa-
tures of enhancements of the s process in their abun-
dance patterns, it is not surprising that a great deal of
effort has been expended by observational spectrosco-
pists in analyzing the details of s-process nucleosynthesis
in the heavy-element rich stars. A number of detailed
abundance analyses have been conducted on the various
heavy-element rich stars over the last 15 years and can
be summarized as follows: for the barium giants we have
Tomkin and Lambert (1983, 1986), Smith (1984), Ko-
vacs (1985), Smith and Lambert (1984), Malaney and
Lambert (1988), and Busso et al. (1995), while the main-
sequence Ba stars have been studied by Tomkin et al.
(1989) and North et al. (1994). The CH giants have been
studied by Vanture (1992a, 1992b). The MS and S stars
have been studied by Smith and Lambert (1990), Plez
et al. (1993), Busso et al. (1995), and Lambert et al.
(1995), while the most detailed analysis of the s process
in the carbon stars is still Utsumi (1985). Recent abun-
dance studies have uncovered s-process rich post-AGB
stars in the globular cluster v Cen (Gonzalez and
Wallerstein, 1994), as well as s-process enhancements in
the yellow symbiotics (Smith et al., 1996, 1997).

Taken together, these abundance studies provide the
raw material with which to probe our current under-
standing of the details of s-process nucleosynthesis in
AGB stars and in the next sections we summarize these
results.

C. The s process as a function of metallicity

One question that is basic to an understanding of the
s process in AGB stars is the nature of the neutron
source. Since the realization that the slow capture of
neutrons is a distinct stellar nuclear process, two candi-
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date neutron producing reactions have been suggested:
13C(a ,n)16O and 22Ne(a ,n)25Mg (Cameron, 1955;
Greenstein, 1954). These two separate sources have very
different characters; the s process in AGB stars is asso-
ciated with 4He-burning temperatures of T>108 K, with
the 13C source being active near 13108 K, while the
22Ne source requires higher temperatures nearer to
(2–3)3108 K. The different temperatures required to
drive the s process via the different neutron sources will
occur in different mass AGB stars, or at different points
along the AGB. Historically, the 22Ne source was
favored as the most likely s-process candidate because
the production of neon-22 can occur quite naturally
as the result of succesive a captures onto 14N in
the He-burning shell of an AGB star
@14N(a ,g)18F(e1,n)18O(a ,g)22Ne], with the initial 14N
itself coming from CNO-cycle H burning (Iben, 1975a,
1975b, 1976, 1977a, 1977b). The carbon-13 neutron
source required an extra mixing mechanism to move
protons into the He-burning shell to produce 13C via
12C(p ,g)13N(b+,n)13C, and it was not clear as to the
physical nature of this extra mixing. However, the ex-
pected behavior of these neutron sources with metallic-
ity is different and can be tested by the observations.

A convenient parameter to characterize the relative
abundance distribution of the s process is the neutron
exposure t defined as

t5E
0

t8
Nn~ t !V~ t !dt , (25)

where Nn is the neutron density and V(t) the relative
velocity of neutrons and nuclei, with the integral taken
over the interval of the s-process episode. A large neu-
tron exposure leads to a larger amount of heavier nuclei
produced (e.g., Ba, La, or Ce) relative to the lighter nu-
clei, such as Y or Zr.

As pointed out by Clayton (1988), the nature of the
dominant s-process neutron source can be tested by us-
ing the heavy- to light-element abundance distribution
of the s process (a measure of t) as a function of metal-
licity. For example if, during the s-process episode, the
neutrons are in local equilibrium between their produc-
tion and destruction, then the neutron density will be

Nn5~SNiNj^s& i ,j!/~SNk^s&k ,n!, (26)

where the numerator is summed over all neutron-
producing reactions between species i ,j , with
Maxwellian-averaged cross sections of ^s& i ,j , and the
denominator has the neutron destruction (absorbing) re-
actions, summed over all neutron absorbers, k , and
again a Maxwellian-averaged neutron absorption cross
section of ^s&k ,n . Making the simplifying assumption
that the neutron producing reactions come from a cap-
tures, and that the dominant neutron absorbers are the
seed nuclei of Fe, the above expression can be approxi-
mated as

Nn}~NHeNj!/~NFe!, (27)

where Nj5N(13C) for the carbon-13 source and
N(22Ne) for the neon-22 source. Since the 22Ne in the
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He-burning layers comes from 14N which, itself, comes
from the initial SCNO which is }NFe , the expected
neutron density (and neutron exposure) would be ex-
pected to be roughly independent of metallicity.
Carbon-13, on the other hand, must result from the mix-
ing of protons into a 12C-rich region, where the
carbon-12 comes from 4He, which is almost independent
of metallicity. Thus if the structures of He shells in AGB
stars are not strong functions of metallicity the numera-
tor of the above expression is constant and Nn (and t) is
}NFe

21 .
The neutron exposure can be estimated using pub-

lished abundance results and we show the results of such
an exercise in Fig. 17. In the top panel is plotted the
quantity [hs/ls] versus [Fe/H] from a number of studies.
The value of [hs/ls] stands for heavy-s to light-s and is an
average overabundance of representative heavy

FIG. 17. Published abundance results for the heavy s-process
elements (Ba, La, and Ce) relative to the light s-process spe-
cies (Y and Zr) for the MS/S stars (filled circles, with Tc, and
open circles, without Tc), Ba giants (open triangles), Ba dwarfs
(open pentagons), CH giants (open squares), CH subgiants
(crosses), and yellow symbiotics (six-pointed stars). The
middle panel shows the same quantity, [hs/ls], as in the top
panel, except that the abundances come from models of
s-process nucleosynthesis from Malaney (1987). This is plotted
versus the neutron exposure, t , for a single exposure model. In
the bottom panel are shown the observed values of [hs/ls]
transformed to t from Malaney’s models, plotted versus [Fe/
H]. The increase of neutron exposure with decreasing metal-
licity is clear.
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s-process nuclei (Ba, La, and Ce) relative to an average
overabundance of the light s-process species Y and Zr,
measured in standard spectroscopic bracket notation.
There is rather large scatter, although this is not surpris-
ing as we are comparing results from a large number of
investigators using somewhat different techniques and
different quality data. Nonetheless, there is a clear and
significant trend of increasing [hs/ls] with decreasing me-
tallicity. The quantity [hs/ls] can be mapped into a neu-
tron exposure using the theoretical calculations from
Malaney (1987), which we illustrate in the second panel:
here we plot [hs/ls] defined in exactly the same way as
for the stellar results, but using Malaney’s model abun-
dances, versus the single-exposure neutron exposure t .
In the bottom panel, the observed t derived from Ma-
laney’s ‘‘calibration’’ is plotted versus [Fe/H]. There is a
significant increase of neutron exposure with decreasing
metallicity as predicted from Clayton’s (1988) simple ar-
gument for the 13C(a ,n) neutron source. Based on the
observations, it would appear that the current best can-
didate for the s-process neutron source in the AGB stars
of low mass is carbon-13.

D. Rubidium and the s-process neutron density

In an s-process environment, for the limiting case
where the neutron density goes to zero, the s process
follows a unique path along the valley of stability be-
cause the first b-unstable nucleus will decay rather than
capture a neutron. As Nn increases, however, certain
b-unstable nuclei will either decay or capture another
neutron depending on how the neutron capture rate
(which increases with increasing neutron density) com-
pares to the b decay rate for that particular nucleus. As
described in detail in Sec. X, at these critical branch
points, the s-process path can follow somewhat different
routes, and certain branch points can result in measur-
able abundance differences, depending on which path
the s process travels (which will depend on the neutron
density). One such branch point that can have observ-
able consequences occurs at 85Kr, which controls the
s-process path either through 85Rb or 87Rb. Krypton-85
has a ground-state half-life of 10 years and b decays to
the stable nucleus 85Rb. If 85Kr captures a neutron,
however, it leads to the stable isotope 86Kr which will
neutron capture to 87Kr, which will then b decay (in just
over an hour) to stable 87Rb. Depending on whether
85Kr b decays or captures a neutron, the s-process path
will travel to either 85Rb or 87Rb; the half-life of 86Rb is
18 days (much less than 85Kr), so the low-density branch
of the s process bypasses 87Rb, while the high-density
branch bypasses 85Rb. These two Rb isotopes have very
different neutron capture cross sections @s(85Rb)=240
mb and s(87Rb)=21 mb at kT530 keV (Beer and
Macklin, 1989), so the resultant Rb abundance will vary
according to the ratios of their respective cross sections.
Both the high- and low-density s-process paths go from
Rb on to the nearby elements Sr, Y, and Zr, so the
elemental abundance ratio of Rb to Sr, or Y, or Zr can
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be used as a neutron density monitor. The Rb abun-
dance changes most rapidly between neutron densities
of about 107–1010 cm 23.

As Rb is a fairly low abundance species and repre-
sented only by Rb I, whose ionization potential is 4.18
eV, it is difficult to analyze and must be attacked using
the resonance line at 7800 Å. In the last 15 years or so a
number of results for Rb have become available for Ba
stars (Tomkin and Lambert, 1983; Smith and Lambert,
1984; Malaney and Lambert, 1988), the MS and S stars
(Lambert et al., 1995), s-process rich giants in the globu-
lar cluster v Cen (Vanture et al., 1994), and the
s-process rich yellow symbiotic stars (Smith et al., 1996,
1997). In addition, Wallerstein (1992) has analyzed the
Rb I resonance line in emission in the S star, R Androm-
eda, and estimated the Rb/K abundance ratio (using the
K I resonance line also in emission). Wallerstein as-
sumed that the collisional excitation and deexcitation
cross sections are the same for both Rb I and K I. Thus
there is now a rather substantial set of data on the be-

FIG. 18. The [Rb/Zr] s-process abundances versus [Fe/H] (top
panel) in the Ba giants (filled triangles), the MS/S stars (open
squares), the yellow symbiotic stars (filled circles), and the v
Cen giants (filled squares). The increase of [Rb/Zr] with de-
creasing [Fe/H] is striking. In the bottom panel, [Rb/Zr] has
been transformed to neutron density using calculations pre-
sented in Malaney (1987) and Malaney and Lambert (1988). A
linear least-squares fit to the MS/S, Ba, and yellow symbiotic
stars is shown: this line has a slope of 21. The v Cen stars are
not included in this fit because the s-process enrichments result
from more complicated chemical evolution (see the text for a
discussion).
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havior of Rb, and hence the neutron density, over a
range in stellar metallicity. The discussion of the previ-
ous section holds here and, for the case of the 13C(a ,n)
neutron-source, one might expect an increasing neutron
density with decreasing metallicity. Results for Rb are
summarized in Fig. 18: the top panel presents the obser-
vational quantities [Rb/Zr] versus [Fe/H] for the barium
star references listed above (filled triangles), the MS and
S stars (open squares), the v Cen giants (filled squares),
and the yellow symbiotics (filled circles). The large in-
crease of the Rb/Zr abundance ratio with decreasing
[Fe/H] is obvious. The observed quantity [Rb/Zr] can be
converted to a rough neutron density for the s process
using the results from Malaney and Lambert (1988) and
Malaney (1987) and this is shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 18. The dashed line in the bottom panel is a least-
squares fit to the MS/S, Ba star, and yellow symbiotic
points, while the v Cen stars (filled squares) clearly fall
above this trend. The MS/S, Ba, and symbiotic stars ex-
hibit s-process abundance enhancements that result
from either the dredge up of processed material in a
single star, or mass transfer from a single AGB star (in
the case of the Ba and symbiotic stars). The v Cen stars,
on the other hand, owe their s-process enhancements to
the material from which they formed, as first suggested
by Lloyd Evans (1983) and shown recently by Vanture
et al. (1994). The s-process elements in v Cen presum-
ably result from processing by a number of AGB stars
covering a range in mass and metallicity, as well as Fe
abundances ejected from SN II. It may not be surprising
that they do not fall on a relation defined by single AGB
stars; clearly Rb in v Cen deserves further attention in
the future. Concentrating only on the s process isolated
from single AGB stars, the linear least-squares fit from
Fig. 18 has a slope of 20.97, or, Nn}NFe

21 . This is the
expected result from the simple arguments discussed
above for the 13C neutron source. If this result holds for
a larger sample of stars covering a range in metallicity, it
may suggest that the internal structure of the He-
burning shells in AGB stars is largely independent of
metallicity.

E. Recent models: Radiative burning of 13C during
the AGB interpulse phase

Based upon the observational results provided by the
heavy element s-process rich stars, there is strong evi-
dence that 13C(a ,n)16O is the dominant neutron source
in the AGB stars. Both the increasing neutron exposures
and neutron densities support the picture of a neutron
source whose main reactant is a primary element (13C
from 12C from 4He). The production of sufficient quan-
tities of 13C at the H-He interface remains a difficult
problem for theorists to model, but much progress has
been made in recent years in reconciling model predic-
tions from AGB stars with the observations (see Sec. III
by I. Iben in this review).

Based on models of intermediate mass stars (say
M;4–8 M(), neutrons were predicted to be generated
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by the 22Ne(a ,n)25Mg reaction (see Iben and Renzini,
1983, for references to these earlier models). In such
models, peak neutron densities at solar metallicities
reached 109–1010 cm 23; as can be seen from the bottom
panel of Fig. 18, such densities are not fit by the Rb/Zr
abundance ratios observed in solar metallicity AGB
stars. Various modifications were tried by a number of
authors and Lambert (1991) and Lambert et al. (1995)
give nice discussions of these efforts. The basic result is
that intermediate mass AGB models with the neon-22
neutron source do not provide the low neutron densities
needed for the s process.

Investigations using lower mass AGB models with the
13C neutron source require some form of extra mixing at
the H-He interface. Using refinements to semiconvec-
tive mixing, originally used for Population II AGB mod-
els by Iben and Renzini (1982a, 1982b) and Hollowell
and Iben (1988, 1989), it was found that thermal pulses
in such models give rise to a double burst of neutrons. In
the first burst, neutrons are generated at T;108 K by
13C(a ,n)16O, while in a second, weaker burst (later in
the evolution of the thermal pulse when temperatures
are higher) 22Ne(a ,n)25Mg is activated, but contributes
much less to s-process production. Gallino (1989) and
Käppeler et al. (1990) explored such models; however,
the total amount of 13C found in the He shell prior to
ignition was basically an adjustable parameter. Busso
et al. (1992, 1995) continued such parametrized calcula-
tions with the s-process neutron density most strongly
dependent on how much 13C is synthesized by H diffus-
ing into the shell between thermal pulses and the rate of
injection of the 13C into the convective He-burning
shell. In all cases, however, the predicted neutron densi-
ties were still higher than indicated by the observations.

A recent potential breakthrough in understanding the
discrepancies between the neutron densities in the AGB
models versus the observations has been found by
Straniero et al. (1995). These authors followed the evo-
lution of a 3M( stellar model from the ZAMS up to
thermal pulses on the AGB. They find that any 13C syn-
thesized at the H-He interface on the AGB in between
thermal pulses (by any mechanism) is burned via (a ,n)
reactions before the next thermal pulse develops. This
results in two major modifications to the s process: the
first is that most of the s-process nucleosynthesis occurs
at temperatures of less than 108 K. At these lower tem-
peratures, the rate at which 13C burns is much slower,
with lower resultant neutron densities of ;(122)3107

cm 23 at solar metallicity. Inspection of the lower panel
of Fig. 18 shows that this value is in excellent agreement
with the observationally derived Nn’s. The second im-
portant result is that much of the s process will now
occur in a radiative, instead of a convective, environ-
ment. Because the temperature and density vary
throughout the radiative He shell, each radiative layer is
characterized by different conditions, such that the re-
sulting distribution of neutron exposures is not an expo-
nential distribution. Further modeling may result in bet-
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ter fits to the abundance distributions in low metallicity
s-process rich stars which, traditionally, seem to have
been better fit by single exposure models (e.g., Vanture,
1992a; Smith et al., 1996, 1997).

XII. THE r PROCESS

A. Introduction

Of the eight nucleosynthetic processes described by
B2FH, the theoretical quest to explain the production of
the r-process isotopes, and in particular to identify a
plausible astrophysical site capable of synthesizing them
in amounts that satisfy observational constraints, has en-
tertained perhaps the widest range of possibilities. Many
of the basic nuclear systematics of rapid neutron capture
on preexisting seed nuclei discussed in the first and pio-
neering explorations of B 2FH remain true in the mod-
ern context. Some of the details have changed, espe-
cially in the light of new observations and
measurements. For example, the accepted values of the
solar r abundances, scarcity of reliable nuclear data in
the vicinity of the neutron drip line, and the observed
r-process abundance levels as a function of the Milky
Way’s evolutionary history each determine to some ex-
tent the important details that the origin site must sat-
isfy. The difficulty is not a lack of theoretical models—
there are numerous ones and the large number of
models is a measure of the complexity of the problem—
but deciding which one (or ones) are the most promis-
ing. The ultimate goal of a successful model for the ori-
gin site of the r process must be explaining the variety of
stellar observations with the nuclear data that are avail-
able, and to provide unambiguous predictions that can
be tested by future observations.

B2FH and Cameron (1957) suggested that during the
r process a large flux of neutrons (whose source was
unspecified) would be captured by seed nuclei (typically
iron) on time scales that were short compared to the b2

decay time scales of the newly created nuclei. Neutron
capture on nuclei with a given number of protons would
proceed to very neutron-rich isotopes until the competi-
tion between b2 decay and photodisintegration reac-
tions force the nuclear flows to move onwards to nuclei
with a larger number of protons. With a suitable neutron
exposure, the r process could proceed to the heaviest
elements (thorium and uranium), and achieve a steady
(n ,g)↔(g ,n) flow equilibrium. As the neutron flux di-
minished, b2 decays would then populate the first stable
isobar encountered for a given mass number A . Com-
prehensive reviews of the r process by Hillebrandt
(1978), Schramm (1982), Mathews and Ward (1985),
Cowan et al. (1991), and Meyer (1994) provide very
thorough and complete background material. The pur-
pose of this survey is to confront the search for the as-
trophysical origin site of the r process with the observa-
tional and theoretical information that has accumulated
over the last few years.
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B. A search for the astrophysical site

All proposed origin sites for the r process can be clas-
sified as either primary or secondary production sites. In
the primary production scenarios, neutrons are captured
rapidly onto seed nuclei that are made in situ. Notable
examples would include inhomogeneous primordial nu-
cleosynthesis, supernova cores, jets and/or magnetic
bubbles inside rotating stellar cores, and binary compact
remnant interactions. In secondary production sce-
narios, neutrons are rapidly captured onto seed nuclei
made by a previous generation of stars. These would
include explosive helium or explosive carbon burning in
massive stars, neutrino irradiation in the helium layer of
massive stars, helium core flashes in low mass stars, in-
termediate and low mass stars as they pass through the
asymptotic giant branch phase of evolution, accretion
disks around neutron stars, and classical novae. The de-
tection of solar r-process abundances in the 56<Z<76
range in very metal-poor (thus presumably very old)
halo stars strongly suggests a primary r-process origin
site that contributed its nucleosynthetic products to the
interstellar medium (e.g., Type II supernovae of Pop III
or II) prior to the formation of currently observed halo
stars (Sec. VIII). The present observational data for
Z,56, however, is not so conclusive and could permit a
secondary origin site.

Much of the recent theoretical work has centered on
core collapse supernovae, especially within the region
where a neutrino-driven wind is blown from the surface
of a nascent neutron star following a delayed Type II or
Ib supernova explosion. As the gravitational binding en-
ergy of the neutron star is liberated during its cooling
time scale (tKH;10 s), the enormous neutrino flux
drives the mass loss and provides unique physical condi-
tions under which neutron-rich heavy element synthesis
can occur. The r process is primary in this scenario, and
is not a purely neutron driven process. It begins with
seed nuclei synthesized through a reassembladge of
nucleons from an alpha-rich freeze out from nuclear sta-
tistical equilibrium in which there is a large neutron ex-
cess. This process has been termed the ‘‘a process’’
(Woosley and Hoffman, 1992; Witti et al., 1994). The
same name was originally used by B 2FH to describe
what is presently referred to as ‘‘neon burning.’’ The
resulting distribution of seed nuclei is centered on the
krypton to zirconium region with A;100, not on iron
peak nuclei (as would be the case for a freeze out with a
small neutron excess). The larger neutron excess is due
to the intense neutrino flux from the protoneutron star,
which drives a large number of neutron liberating
charged current neutrino capture reactions (n ,n) on
free nucleons. A freeze out with a large neutron excess
bypasses the first closed neutron shell at N550, bridging
the waiting point there, and shortens the overall time-
scale needed for a solar abundance producing r-process
to operate. During the subsequent neutron capture
phase of this r-process scenario, the presence of these
heavier seed nuclei reduces the overall neutron to heavy
seed ratio required of a purely neutron-driven process.
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The total mass of r-process material ejected is typically
;1025 M( per supernova, and is set from first principle
calculations of the neutrino wind’s physical properties.
This value of the mass ejected per supernova is consis-
tent with estimates of the Galactic Type II + Ib super-
novae rate (1021 events per century) and the total mass
of r-processed material (.104 M() inferred to pres-
ently exist in the .10 Gyr old Galaxy. That is, neither
too little material is ejected, nor too much.

The r process described above that may occur within
a given mass element can be succinctly described by
three parameters: evolution of the entropy per baryon
S/NAk (which specifies the thermodynamics of the ma-
terial), evolution of the electron fraction Ye (which
specifies the composition of the material and is related
in a simple algebraic way to the neutron excess), and the
dynamic timescale (tdyn) over which the material cools.
Larger entropies give smaller abundances of heavy seed
nuclei. This is due to the large density dependence of the
intrinsically weak three-body reaction sequences
a(aa ,g)12C and a(an ,g)9Be(a ,n)12C. These two reac-
tion chains are very important because they bridge the
unstable mass gaps at A55 and A58. Physically, a high
entropy means many photons per baryon. A significant
fraction of these photons can be on the high energy tail
of the Bose-Einstein distribution, and therefore can
maintain, for example, a low abundance of 9Be through
the highly efficient photodisintegration reactions. The
neutron excess determines the overall availability of
neutrons in the material. It chiefly affects the path of the
nuclear flow and hence the distribution of heavy seed
nuclei produced at the end of the freeze out from
nuclear statistical equilibrium. In general, lower values
of Ye give smaller abundances of heavy seed nuclei. A
shorter expansion time scale also reduces the seed abun-
dance by limiting the time over which the freeze out
operates. A smaller heavy seed abundance at the end of
the a process gives a larger neutron-to-seed ratio, which
enhances the production of heavier r-process nuclei. It is
important to emphasize that the entropy and neutron
excess of a given mass element are time-dependent
quantities. The total r-process yield is the sum over all
ejected mass elements, each of which follows a some-
what different nucleosynthetic pathway as a result of the
thermodynamic history and initial neutron excess of
each mass element. Hydrodynamics (especially in mul-
tiple dimensions) are therefore important in our under-
standing of neutron-rich heavy element synthesis (Bur-
rows et al.; 1995, Bazan and Arnett, 1994a, 1994b).

C. Early model results, from conflict to clarity

Detailed r-process nucleosynthesis studies in spheri-
cally symmetric 20M( stars have been studied by Woos-
ley et al. (1994) and Takahashi et al. (1994). In both
works a proper amount of r-process material was
ejected, a reasonable agreement with the solar r-process
isotopic distribution was achieved, and high entropies
(S/NAk;400) were considered to be required to repro-
duce the solar abundance of platinum peak (A5195)
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nuclei. Both works also shared the common drawback of
producing unacceptably large amounts of the N550
closed neutron shell nuclei 88Sr, 89Y, and 90Zr during
the a-process phase of their calculations. This was
caused by having too many neutrons present (Ye;0.46)
during the early evolution of the neutrino-powered
wind. If the number of neutrons was decreased slightly
(Ye;0.48), the production factors for the N550 closed
neutron shell nuclei became smaller, and hence more
palatable (Hoffman et al., 1996). In this case, some of
the light p-process nuclei were coproduced, most nota-
bly the hitherto unproduced isotope 92Mo (Sec. XIV).
Several correlations have been noted between the pro-
duction ratios of some light-p and r-process isotopes as
calculated by these studies and the production ratios
that have been measured in the Allende and Touluca
meteorites. This is suggestive, but certainly not conclu-
sive, evidence that such isotopes were produced in a
common environment. The isotope 64Zn is also pro-
duced, and appears to be a unique signature of the a
process. This might be important for understanding the
observed zinc to iron [Zn/Fe] ratio in Galactic dwarf
stars and the QSO absorption line systems, which show
a solar [Zn/Fe] ratio for all metallicities larger than
0.001Z( .

Each group shared the dubious distinction of claiming
significantly different entropy per baryon structures in
the neutrino-powered wind. This spurred a quest for a
more physical understanding of the conditions extant in
these winds. Inspired by the early work of Duncan, Sha-
piro, and Wasserman (1986) analytic equations for the
entropy per baryon, dynamic time scale, and mass-loss
rate were derived as functions of the neutron-star mass,
radius, and emergent neutrino luminosities and spectra
(Qian and Woosley, 1996). An equation for the electron
fraction in terms of the charged current lepton capture
reactions on free nucleons was also derived. These ana-
lytical expressions, with the transparent physical insight
their derivations provide, were verified to a high degree
of accuracy by resolved numerical simulations of steady-
state neutrino winds. For typical neutron star properties,
neutrino luminosities and spectra, the derived entropy
per baryon fell short, by roughly a factor of 2, of the
value apparently needed to produce the A5195 plati-
num peak r-process nuclei (Hoffman et al., 1997). When
a modest increase to the energy produced by the wind
was added at the base of the neutrino atmosphere, suf-
ficient conditions for producing platinum peak nuclei
were achieved. Possible sources of energy capable of jus-
tifying this energy perturbation, which were not in-
cluded in either the analytical equations or the numeri-
cal simulations, could include rotation or vibration of
the neutron star, general relativistic effects, and mag-
netic fields (Qian and Woosley, 1996).

It is important to stress that high entropy is not a
necessary requirement for a successful neutrino-wind
driven r process (Fig. 19; see also Hoffman et al., 1997).
A shorter dynamic time scale will limit the duration of
the precursor a process. This reduces the heavy seed
abundances and increases the neutron to heavy seed ra-
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tio for the subsequent neutron capture phase. The same
neutron to seed ratio can be obtained at 1

2 the entropy if
the expansion time scale is about 8 times shorter. The
chief utility of such parametrized reaction network sur-
veys could be to determine the suitability of detailed
core collapse simulations (or other astrophysical envi-
ronments, e.g., Ruffert et al., 1997) as potential r-process
sites, provided the r process is envisioned as coming
from a neutron-rich, a-rich freezeout from nuclear sta-
tistical equilibrium.

D. Twisting in the wind

As with any evolving theory, our understanding of the
r process in neutrino winds is far from complete, and
new twists to our current thinking about the time evolu-
tion of the key parameters that describe it continue to
permeate the literature. At issue are uncertainties in the
nuclear equation of state, neutrino-nucleus interaction
cross sections, possible neutrino-flavor transformations,
fallback of freshly synthesized material onto the com-
pact remnant, and neutrino transport. Their continuing
resolution will play a central role in determining
whether the neutrino-driven wind will remain an attrac-
tive site for the r process.

Neutrino transport is probably the most serious, and
perhaps the most challenging, of these issues. The trans-
port of neutrinos directly impacts the nucleosynthesis
through the time evolution of Ye ; previous studies sug-
gest an almost uncomfortable sensitivity of the nucleo-
synthesis to this parameter (Sec. XIV). Ye also couples
to the hydrodynamical question of how much mass falls
back onto the remnant. Even if all supernovae core-

FIG. 19. The minimum entropy required to make platinum
peak nuclei (A;195) by neutron capture following an a pro-
cess for a given electron fraction (Ye) and expansion time
scale (texp). Filled circles connected by solid lines are the re-
sults of a numerical calculation for a constant entropy of
S53.33T9

3/r5. Filled squares (not connected by a line) are the
results of a numerical calculation for an exact adiabatic equa-
tion of state. Open circles connected by dotted lines are from
analytic expressions for the minimum entropy. Figure from
Hoffman et al. (1997).
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collapse events can make a successful r process, much
(or all) of it might not be injected into the interstellar
medium. Neutrino transport also affects the magnitude
of any asymmetrical energy deposition (kicks), which
may manifest itself in the observed pulsar proper mo-
tions (Burrows and Hayes, 1996). Studies to date have
generally relied upon flux-limited multigroup neutrino
diffusion schemes. A less ambiguous, if more ambitious,
treatment would solve the Boltzmann equation for all
the neutrino species (Mezzacappa and Bruenn, 1993)
and couple it to a multidimensional hydrodynamics
solver. Such tools are just now coming to the forefront
of supernova research.

Neutrino-nucleus interactions during the early phases
of the core collapse are probably essential, and were not
included in the r-process studies cited above. The elec-
tron fraction is set by a competition between charged-
current lepton (e2, e1, ne , and n ē ) capture processes on
free nucleons, the neutrino capture reactions being the
most important. Neutral current spallation of a particles
is also important, but only in the limit of a high entropy
r process. Neutrino interactions with heavy nuclei do
not affect Ye (McLaughlin et al., 1996; Hoffman et al.,
1997), however, they do exhibit interesting effects dur-
ing the neutron-capture phase by spreading and damp-
ing the peaks in the abundance distribution. Haxton
et al. (1997) find that nuclei in the mass regions
124<A<126 and 183<A<187 show an inordinate sen-
sitivity to neutrino postprocessing effects, which could
impose stringent bounds on the freeze-out radii and dy-
namic time scales governing the r process in future core
collapse models. Freeze-out from statistical equilibrium
has already been deemed necessary to account for other
unique isotopic signatures within the solar r-process
abundance pattern using b-decay properties and abun-
dances of the r-process nuclei themselves (also see Kratz
et al. 1993).

The evolution of Ye might also be affected by neu-
trino flavor transformation near the surface of the na-
scent neutron star due to the Mikeheyev-Smirnov-
Wolfenstein (MSW) effect (Fuller et al., 1987).
Transformation between n̄ m(t) and n̄ e can occur if the
vacuum masses for these species satisfy m n̄ e

.m n̄ m ,t
and

Dm2.1 eV 2. Such transformations, however, are not
expected to drive Ye.0.5, and hence do not pose any
difficulty for the envisioned r-process origin site. In
stark contrast, nmt to ne conversions, in which the neu-
trino energy hierarchy of the ne is reversed, could have
damaging consequences (Qian and Fuller, 1995).

E. Concluding remarks

The search for an overarching r-process paradigm
that encompasses the measured solar r-process abun-
dances, observed halo and disk star r-process abun-
dances, calculated r-process nucleosynthesis, and ob-
served chemical evolution of the r-process abundances
has not been without its sucesses, but it remains unful-
filled. The attempt to satisfy these demands with a natu-
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FIG. 20. Fractions of neutron-capture solar system element abundances attributable to the r process (F(@r#) as a function of
atomic number. These abundance fractions have been determined by Sneden et al. (1996) and Cowan and Burris (1997) by
combining r- and s-process solar system isotopic fractions (Käppeler et al., 1989) with solar system elemental abundances (Anders
and Grevesse, 1989; revised abundance recommendations of Grevesse et al., 1996, for a few elements would not materially affect
these fractions).
ral astrophysical origin site encompassing these aspects
promises to be an exciting adventure into the next mil-
lennia.

XIII. OBSERVATIONS OF THE r PROCESS

A. Defining The r-process elements

In this section we will review the stellar spectroscopic
data that confirm the existence of r-process nucleosyn-
thesis at the early epochs of our galaxy, and that show
the growth of the r-process element abundances with
time. Only analyses of cool stars will be considered, in
order to avoid the spectroscopic peculiarities of hot stars
that are more indicative of surface and outer envelope
anomalies rather than true element nucleosynthesis.
Stellar metallicity will of necessity be the stand-in for
stellar age, with the most metal-poor stars being as-
sumed to be the oldest stars. Much of the discussion will
center on r-process elements in old, very metal-poor
stars of the Galactic halo, for r-process elements can be
most easily disentangled from other elements in such
objects. Although we will concentrate on positive evi-
dence for r-process nucleosynthesis, we will also com-
ment on the relative contributions of r and s processes
as a function of stellar metallicity.

B 2FH devoted nearly 20 pages to a detailed descrip-
tion of physical conditions for and expected yields from
the r process. However, their discussion of direct proof
of the existence of the r process in stars was limited to a
possible interpretation of Type I SNe light curves as be-
ing due to the decay of 254Cf (which later turned out to
be incorrect). There is still no direct evidence of
r-process species in the spectra of SNs or their remnants
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
(Wallerstein et al., 1995). While B 2FH could display
spectra of stars with very obvious enhanced s-process
compositions (their Plate 3), no such dramatic examples
of stars with enhanced r-process compositions were
known for a very long time after publication of B 2FH.

The firm identification of r-process nucleosynthesis
products in stars was difficult, because r-process ele-
ments are not easy to observe in cool stars. To amplify
this point we first identify all elements whose abun-
dances are sensitive to r-process synthesis, remembering
that stellar spectroscopy is mostly limited to determina-
tion of elemental, and not isotopic abundances. In Fig.
20 we display the solar system elemental abundance
fractions attributable to the r process (F(@r#) and the s
process (F(@s#) of all stable ‘‘neutron-capture’’ ele-
ments in the range 31<Z<83. We also show the solar
system abundance fraction of the important unstable
element Th (Z590), which is produced only in the r
process (F(@r#51.0) because s-process nucleosynthesis
cannot proceed past Z583. The values of F(@r# and
F(@s# have been determined by Cowan and Burris
(1997) in the manner described by Sneden et al. (1996);
see Fig. 20 caption for details of this procedure. In this
figure, element symbols are printed near the F(@r# val-
ues, but only for those elements whose solar abundance
is due chiefly to the r process (arbitrarily defined here as
F(@r#.0.75) or the s process (F(@r#,0.25). Therefore
for convenience we shall call the labeled elements Sr,
Zr, Ba, Ce, La, and Pb ‘‘s-process elements,’’ and the
remaining labeled elements will be called the ‘‘r-process
elements.’’ It must be acknowledged that the neutron-
capture element abundances in a given star may be due
to a very different mix of r- and s-process syntheses than
those that produced the solar system composition.
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There are 24 r-process elements identified in Fig. 20,
but unfortunately only a handful of these elements are
easily observable in stars. Several r-process elements
(As, Br, Te, I, Xe, Cs, Re) have never been detected in
the solar photospheric spectrum (e.g., Grevesse et al.,
1996). Several other r-process elements (Ag, Lu, Os, Ir,
Pt, Au) display only one or two usable solar spectral
features, and then only in the crowded and difficult to
observe UV spectral region (l<3500 Å). Thus the ‘‘ob-
servable’’ r-process elements usually come down to
those in the range 62<Z<69, and of those elements
only Eu (Z563, F(@r#.0.97) has spectral features
strong enough to be detected in many very metal-poor
stars.

B. Early r-process discoveries

Most stellar r-process surveys have concentrated on
Eu, and assessments of the r- and s-processes contribu-
tions to stellar compositions usually compare Eu abun-
dances to those of Ba (Z556), a nearby s-process ele-
ment (F(@s#.0.88) with strong spectral features. To
begin a brief history of r-process observations, Waller-
stein et al. (1963) detected a single Eu II feature in their
spectrum of HD 122563, which is by far the brightest
very metal-poor star ([Fe/H];–2.7) in the sky. Their
analysis, and Pagel’s (1965) reanalysis of the same data
set, did not find an easy match to r-process predictions,
for they noted that Eu was deficient with respect to Fe in
this star: [Eu/Fe];–0.4. However, the Ba abundance of
this star was found to be even lower: [Ba/Fe];–1.0, lead-
ing Pagel to note that the relative abundances of neu-
tron capture elements in HD 122563 were ‘‘an almost
exact mirror-image’’ of the abundance enhancements of
CH stars. Therefore, since the neutron-capture element
enhancements of CH stars are due to the s process
(much greater overabundances of Ba, La, and Ce than
Eu), this statement then constitutes the first solid evi-
dence for r-process contributions to the material of very
old, very metal-poor stars.

A pioneering survey of neutron-capture elements in
many metal-poor stars by Spite and Spite (1978) showed
a steep decline in relative Ba abundances with decreas-
ing metallicity (that is, [Ba/Fe]}[Fe/H]) for stars in the
metallicity range –1.3 < [Fe/H]<–2.6, while finding little
change in the relative Eu abundances ([Eu/Fe];0 at all
metallicities). Consideration of these abundance ratios,
along with those of lighter neutron-capture elements Sr,
Y, and Zr led Truran (1981) to claim that ‘‘the heavy
element abundance patterns characteristic of the most
iron-deficient stars . . . are therefore entirely compat-
ible with their having an r-process origin.’’

Sneden and Parthasarathy (1983) investigated the HD
122563 spectrum over greater spectral range and with
higher signal-to-noise data, producing first detections of
several r-process elements (Gd, Dy, Er) in a very metal-
poor star. The relative underabundance of all neutron-
capture elements in this star was confirmed, but the
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element-to-element abundance pattern could only be
matched by a dominant r-process contribution to the
element distribution.

Soon it became apparent that some very metal-poor
stars possess neutron-capture element overabundances,
most notably HD 115444 (Griffin et al., 1982), and HD
110184 (Sneden and Pilachowski, 1985). The large over-
abundances of Eu in both of these stars signaled a strong
r-process contribution. Finally, a 20-star survey by Gil-
roy et al. (1988) demonstrated the pervasiveness of
r-process nucleosynthesis products in metal-poor stars,
and argued strongly for significant star-to-star scatter in
the overall levels of the neutron-capture element abun-
dances relative to Fe for stars with [Fe/H]<–2. Gilroy
et al. suggested that significant contributions by
s-process nucleosynthesis to the neutron-capture ele-
ments are only apparent in stars more metal-rich than
[Fe/H];–2. Results from other investigations of
neutron-capture elements from this era may be found in
reviews such as Wheeler et al. (1989).

C. Recent r-process surveys

Emphasis in recent years has turned to large surveys
of stars over a wide range of metallicity. These surveys
try to elucidate abundance ratio trends that might be
apparent even though the ratios for individual stars may
still have substantial uncertainties. Major boosts to these
studies have come from new catalogs of low metallicity
stars. To cite two examples, Laird et al. (1988) have pro-
duced a large set of [Fe/H] values for nearby (mostly
low luminosity dwarf and subgiant) high proper motion
stars, and Beers et al. (1985, 1992) have an ongoing pro-
gram to discover extremely low metallicity, high lumi-
nosity giant stars at large distances into the galactic halo.

These metallicity surveys are proving especially useful
in finding stars with [Fe/H]<–2; such stars surely were
the recipients of the first wave of galactic nucleosynthe-
sis, and abundance ratios of many element groups with
respect to Fe show major departures from solar ratios in
such stars. In Fig. 21 we show average abundance ratios
of three neutron-capture element groups from some re-
cent studies of low metallicity stars. Since the purpose of
this figure is only to show rough abundance ratio trends,
several stipulations accompany this figure. First, the data
chosen for inclusion here are representative (emphasiz-
ing large-sample abundance ratio surveys), and are not
meant to include all studies of low metallicity stars. Sec-
ond, no attempt has been made to renormalize the data
sets of different studies to a common scale (see the in-
dividual cited papers for discussions of this point).
Third, some bright ‘‘standard’’ stars (e.g., HD 122563)
appear in more than one survey, but we have chosen to
plot all the points from each survey. Fourth, we have
made these three-element averages in an attempt to
minimize analysis uncertainties; in most studies often
only one or two lines of a given element have been ana-
lyzed, and there are difficulties in deriving accurate
abundances from the very strong spectral features of Sr
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II (e.g., Gratton and Sneden, 1994) and Ba II (e.g., Ma-
gain, 1995, Sneden et al., 1996). In many stars only a Sr
or a Ba abundance has been determined, and those
abundances must of necessity stand for the three-
element averages in such cases. Finally, we have elimi-
nated some stars that are chemically evolved (e.g., CH
stars) and thus are unrepresentative of the chemical mix
from which they formed.

Even with all the preceding caveats, several abun-
dance trends are apparent in Fig. 21. If we arbitrarily
label stars with [Fe/H]<–2.5 as ‘‘ultra-metal-poor’’
(hereafter UMP) stars, at first glance the dominant
abundance signature for UMP stars is an extraordinarily
large star-to-star scatter in the overall level of neutron-
capture elements with respect to Fe. This abundance
scatter, which, in the case of the Ba-La-Ce group, is
more than a factor of 100 at a given [Fe/H] and is well

FIG. 21. Mean relative abundance ratios of ‘‘light’’ s-process
elements Sr, Y, and Zr (top panel), ‘‘heavy’’ s-process ele-
ments Ba, La, and Ce (middle panel), and r-process elements
Sm, Eu, and Dy (bottom panel), as functions of stellar metal-
licity [Fe/H]. The relative abundances are defined as
@A/B#[log10(NA /NB)star – log 10(NA /NB)( for elements A
and B . In each panel the dotted horizontal lines represent the
solar abundance ratios of these elements: filled circles, McWil-
liam et al. (1995); open circles, Gilroy et al. (1988); open
squares, Ryan et al. (1996); plus signs, Ryan et al. (1992); filled
circles, Gratton and Sneden (1994); filled triangles, Magain
(1989), Zhao and Magain (1990, 1991); crosses, Edvardsson
et al. (1993) in the top and middle panels, Woolf et al. (1995) in
the lower panel.
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beyond any possible observational and analytical uncer-
tainties. The reality of the star-to-star scatter can be
demonstrated with simple comparative plots of the stel-
lar spectra (e.g., Gilroy et al., 1988, McWilliam et al.,
1995). Clearly, knowledge of a UMP star’s Fe metallicity
gives one absolutely no insight to its neutron-capture
element abundance levels. More importantly, this very
large scatter means that the neutron-capture element
abundances in UMP stars are products of one or very
few prior nucleosynthesis event(s) that occurred in the
very early, poorly mixed galactic halo, an interpretation
favored by Truran (1981) from different observational
clues.

Beyond the obvious star-to-star scatter, the data dis-
played in the top panel of Fig. 21 show that the light
s-process elements on average are nearly as abundant
with respect to Fe in UMP stars as they are in the sun.
However, there is a pronounced decrease in the Ba-
La-Ce group level in most UMP stars (see the middle
panel of Fig. 21). Like the observed star-to-star abun-
dance scatter, the observed decline in the Ba-La-Ce
group with metallicity is far too large to blame on obser-
vational and analytical uncertainties. In contrast to the
heavy s-process element decline, the r-process Sm-
Eu-Dy element group remains quite abundant in UMP
stars (see the bottom panel of Fig. 21), at least to metal-
licities as low as [Fe/H];–3. In many UMP stars,
^@Ba,La,Ce#&/^@Sm,Eu,Dy#&; –0.6, while for higher
metallicity halo stars the average abundance ratio of
these two element groups is ;0. It is tempting to argue,
as did Gilroy et al. (1988), that the Ba-La-Ce deficiency
argues against significant s-process contributions to ga-
lactic nucleosynthesis until the halo ISM metallicity at-
tained [Fe/H];–2. Then, if one adopts the common as-
sumption that significant s-process nucleosynthesis
occurs mainly during the He-burning phases of interme-
diate to low mass stars (M,10M(), the time scale for
buildup of galactic halo metallicity to [Fe/H];–2 must
have been no less than 10 7 years (the rough time scale
for the evolution of a 10M( star).

How dominant is the r process in UMP star neutron-
capture elements? The bottom panel of Fig. 21 clearly
shows the presence of a vigorous synthesis of the stan-
dard r-process Sm-Eu-Dy element group early in the
history of the galaxy. But was it also responsible for the
low level of the element groups that are s-process prod-
ucts in solar system material? The nearly solar abun-
dance ratios of the light s-process groups, Sr-Y-Zr, ar-
gues for significant contributions by the s process in
many UMP stars. Moreover, attempts to match a scaled
set of r-process abundance fractions to the detailed
abundance ratios among these elements have not met
with much success (e.g., Gilroy et al., 1988, Cowan et al.,
1995).

Among the heavier s-process elements, Magain
(1995) has estimated isotopic ratios of Ba from analysis
of a Ba II line profile in one UMP dwarf star (HD
140283), concluding that no clear evidence exists for a
significantly nonsolar, enhanced r- to s-process ratio in
the total Ba abundance of this star. On the other hand,
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McWilliam et al. (1995) use the subsolar Ba/Eu ratios of
nearly all UMP stars of their sample to assert that early
galactic synthesis of Ba was carried out via the r process.
Moreover, serendipitous inclusion of the star CS 22892-
052 in the McWilliam et al. survey provides perhaps the
strongest case yet uncovered of r-process dominance in
early galactic nucleosynthesis.

CS 22892-052 is a UMP giant star with extra-
ordinary overabundances of all neutron capture ele-
ments. It has the largest r-process/Fe abundance con-
trast of any known star: In the bottom panel of Fig. 21,
this star appears at [Fe/H];–3.1, ^[Sm,Eu,Dy/Fe]&;+1.5.
Sneden et al. (1996) have presented a detailed neutron
capture element analysis of CS 22892-052 using new
high signal-to-noise spectra. In Fig. 22 we display their
derived abundances for elements in the range 56<Z<
90. Among the 17 elements detected in this star are sev-
eral (Tb, Ho, Tm, Hf) never before found in cool star
spectra. Additionally, the abundances of elements previ-
ously detected in other metal-poor stars are based on
larger numbers of transitions (18 features in the case of
Nd) in CS 22892-052, increasing confidence in the de-
rived abundances. Clearly CS 22892-052 is one of the
best stellar ‘‘laboratories’’ for investigation of early ga-
lactic neutron capture nucleosynthesis. In Fig. 22 we
compare the observed CS 22892-052 abundances to
scaled solar-system r process, s process, and total abun-

FIG. 22. Neutron capture element abundances in the UMP
star CS 22892-052 (filled circles with error bars), compared
with scaled solar system abundance distributions.
The abundances are ‘‘absolute,’’ defined as loge(A)
[log10(NA /NH)112.0 for any element A . Anders and
Grevesse (1989) and Grevesse et al. (1996) are the sources for
the solar system e values, and the r- and s-process curves are
generated by multiplying these values by the appropriate
F(@r# and F(@s# fractions discussed earlier in this section.
Each solar loge curve has been shifted by a single vertical
additive constant to match the CS 22892-052 data points. The
r-process curve has been shifted to make the best average
match to the abundances in the range 56<Z<72. The total
solar system curve has been normalized to agree with the ob-
served Eu abundance. The s-process solar system curve has
been shifted by an approximate amount, for it does not match
any set of observed abundance ratios.
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dance distributions [see Sneden et al. (1996) for details
of this procedure]. Neglecting for the moment the ele-
ment Th (Z590), the data match the r-process curve
exceedingly well, and fail substantially when compared
to the other curves (the scaled total solar system abun-
dance curve does indeed match the elements in the
range 62<Z<72, but that is because these are r-process
elements in the solar system). There is little reason to
postulate a significant s-process component to any of
these elements in this star. Since the r process appar-
ently cannot occur during quiescent stellar evolution,
these neutron-capture species must have been created in
a previous stellar generation, almost certainly during the
explosive death of a prior high mass star. Additionally,
the extreme overabundance of all these elements with
respect to Fe strongly suggests that they were created by
a single prior supernova that was ‘‘local’’ to the ISM
from which CS 22892-052 was created. Finally, it seems
remarkable that a scaled solar system r-process abun-
dance distribution should match that of an old, UMP
halo star so well (Truran, 1996). This seems to imply a
universality to r-process nucleosynthesis: the conditions
in supernovae that lead to production of r-process ele-
ments that subsequently survive to seed the ISM appar-
ently are always quite similar. Perhaps there is only a
relatively narrow mass range of supernovae that contrib-
ute to bulk production of r-process elements in the gal-
axy.

D. Thorium and the age of the halo and disk

Thorium (Z590) is synthesized only in the r process
and it decays with a half-life of 14 Gyr, and so a substan-
tial fraction of any Th created at any galactic epoch
should still survive today. For this reason much effort
has been devoted to the derivation of Th abundances
(from the single available Th II spectral feature at 4019
Å) and their use in estimations of the age of the galaxy.
Butcher (1987) pioneered stellar Th cosmochronology,
estimating the age of the galactic disk by comparing Th
abundances to those of the stable neutron capture ele-
ment Nd. His work has been further refined by Morell
et al. (1992). Unfortunately, interpretation of Th/Nd ra-
tios for cosmochronology is clouded by the necessity to
consider only that part of the Nd abundance in a star
that is due to the r process (a bare majority in the sun:
F(@r#50.53). Therefore, Pagel (1989) suggested using
Th/Eu ratios instead, since Eu is an almost pure
r-process element (F(@r#50.97). François et al. (1993)
carried out an extensive study of Th/Eu in low metallic-
ity halo stars. They found approximately solar abun-
dance ratios of these elements at all metallicities, but
they did not derive galactic ages from their data because
they felt that the production ratios for these two ele-
ments were insufficiently understood to make meaning-
ful age estimates. Frustratingly, in stellar Th cosmochro-
nology one cannot perform the classical parent/daughter
test to discover the original content of the parent (which
of course must be known to determine a radioactive age
for the star).
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CS 22892-052 and other UMP stars that are very rich
in r-process elements strengthen the use of Th in cosmo-
chronometry (Wallerstein, 1994). The key is the deter-
mination of many stable r-process abundances (more
than just Eu), particularly those with atomic numbers as
close to Th as possible. Notice in Fig. 22 what little flex-
ibility in the scaled solar system r-process distribution is
permitted from the 16 stable elements observed in CS
22892-052. This makes plausible the assumption used by
Sneden et al. (1996) that the implied, scaled Th abun-
dance (corrected back to the start of the solar system)
from the scaled r-process curve may be a good represen-
tation to the original Th in CS 22892-052. Sneden et al.
used the mismatch between predicted and observed Th
abundances in this star to suggest that the progenitor
supernova to this star exploded 15.263.7 Gyr ago.
Cowan et al. (1997) have considered uncertainties in all
aspects of Th observations, nuclear reaction rates, and
galactic chemical evolution to suggest that the ‘‘age’’ of
the r-process elements in CS 22892-052 might be as old
as 17 Gyr, but ages much younger than about 12 Gyr are
unlikely.

E. Filling out the picture

r-process observations have progressed from nonex-
istent at the writing of B 2FH to the rich data sets that
are available today. However, many years of effort re-
main to complete our knowledge of these elements and
how they relate to galactic nucleosynthesis. Here we
highlight a few areas of special interest.

Light neutron capture element synthesis. The unsatis-
factory understanding of the Sr-Y-Zr element abun-
dances has been mentioned above. The large abun-
dances of these elements even in stars with very
deficient heavier s-process elements (the Ba-La-Ce
group) may mean that the s process did produce the
lightest neutron capture elements during the quiescent
evolutionary stages of the high mass stars that eventu-
ally manufactured the r-process elements at the super-
nova stage. Alternatively, the r process may have at
least two components, perhaps produced in supernovae
of different mass. A ‘‘second’’ r process that would pro-
duce just the lighter neutron capture elements has been
suggested by Wasserburg et al. (1995), but definitive ob-
servational tests will be difficult. One possibility might
be to search for spectroscopic features of elements in the
atomic number range 41<Z<55, none of which have
been studied extensively in stars other than the sun.
Most elements in this range cannot be detected spectro-
scopically. One possibility is to search for Ag (Z547),
which has two strong lines in the near-UV solar spec-
trum. Even this one element filling in a very large neu-
tron capture element gap would allow us to eliminate
some of the possible scenarios to explain the lighter neu-
tron capture elements. At present we lack a definitive
observational signature to understand the abundances of
lighter neutron capture elements in UMP stars.

Detection of the heaviest stable neutron capture ele-
ments. If we cannot observe radioactive Th decay prod-
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ucts, then at least we must derive abundances of several
of the heaviest stable elements in UMP stars. This is
necessary so that we may predict with more confidence
the original Th abundances ejected by supernovae and
now residing in diminished numbers in stars with de-
tected Th features. In practice, the elements Os, Ir, Pt,
Au, and Pb are candidates for observation, but all strong
transitions of these elements occur in the UV below the
atmospheric cutoff. Therefore the high resolution spec-
trographs of the Hubble Space Telescope must be em-
ployed for this work, and Cowan et al. (1996) report de-
tections of Os, Pt, and Pb in the moderately metal-poor
HD 126587 ([Fe/H];–1.7). The derived abundances for
these elements are consistent with a scaled, mixed r- and
s-process solar abundance distribution of elements from
Z556 to Z582. In new HST observations, this same
group has detected Pt and Os in HD 115444, a UMP star
with r-process overabundances. Preliminary analysis
suggests that abundances of these elements also agree
with those that would have been predicted from the con-
tents of the neutron capture elements near Z560.

XIV. THE p PROCESS

A. The p process

One process for which B 2FH anticipated much of the
modern description is the p process. It creates the
proton-rich nuclides heavier than iron that are blocked
from formation by either the r or s processes by stable
nuclides. This definition immediately suggests the major
task of any p-process description: how to find ways other
than b decay to process the usually more abundant r-
and s-process nuclides into the usually less abundant p
nuclides. B 2FH described two possible mechanisms by
which p nuclides could be formed: proton radiative cap-
tures in a hot (T9;2–3) proton-rich environment, or
photon-induced n , p , and a-particle removal reactions,
also in a hot environment. B 2FH also noted some of the
modern p-process problem nuclei. Finally, they antici-
pated Type I and Type II supernovae as possible sites
for the p process, both of which remain fashionable to-
day, although for rather different reasons than those
suggested by B 2FH.

Following their qualitative description of the p pro-
cess, B 2FH developed some numerical estimates for nu-
clei in the A;100 region that suggested that (p ,g) re-
actions dominated over photonuclear processes for
p-nuclide synthesis in this mass region. They also noted
that the p process could proceed by successive proton
capture until equilibrium between (p ,g) and
(g ,p)1(g ,n) reactions was achieved, which they esti-
mated, from assuming a generalized b decay life-time
formula, to lie 2–3 nucleons to the proton-rich side of
stability. Finally they noted that proton capture rates did
not appear to be a limitation to the p process; captures
would proceed at a sufficiently rapid rate to drive the p
process. However, those b-decay rates could limit the
number of protons that could be added during the
p-process event.
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The p process is now thought to take place at some
level in a high temperature proton-rich environment,
both by proton captures on light seed nuclides and by
photonuclear processes on the heaviest abundant stable
nuclides. However, development of the a-rich freeze-
out model in Type II supernovae, discussed elsewhere in
this review, has suggested a new site for synthesis of
some p nuclides. This would occur along with the r pro-
cess in the neutrino wind resulting from supernova col-
lapse. And other p nuclides are now thought to be syn-
thesized by neutrino-induced nucleon removal from
nearby nuclides in the ‘‘n process.’’ Although the idea of
concurrent r , n , and p processes is relatively new, some
features thereof are very appealing. They are discussed
in greater detail below.

However, it would be premature to declare the p pro-
cess to be understood, partly because production of all
the p nuclides in the periodic table seems to require
several processes (although this may not be surprising),
and partly because there seem to be several explana-
tions for production of some of those nuclides. A few of
the p-process nuclides are so difficult to make by global
mechanisms that their synthesis seems to necessitate
very specific processes. In other cases, processes that
seem inevitable in supernovae overproduce p nuclides
that are also thought to be produced in other sites, cre-
ating an apparent abundance excess. Also, the predic-
tions of the heavy nuclide production via photodissocia-
tion are based on cross sections no one of which has
been measured. Finally, it has been sufficiently difficult
to identify a site in which the conditions that p-process
models require that any p-process scenario must be
greeted with caution.

The separate mechanisms that are suggested as con-
tributing to p-process nucleosynthesis, as well as their
strengths and weaknesses, are discussed below. Addi-
tional detail about the p process can be found in the
review article by Lambert (1992). In particular, he de-
scribes many of the details associated with determining
the isotopic abundances essential to pinpointing the na-
ture of the p processes of nucleosynthesis. Specifically,
studies of meteoritic samples have provided most of
these details, since astronomical observation of isotopes
in even the lightest p-process nuclides is usually not pos-
sible.

The generally accepted list of p nuclides is given in
Table VI. Their most general characteristic is their rar-
ity, with a few notable exceptions, with respect to the
other isotopes of each element. Note that some of them
can also be made by r or s processes, but those processes
are not thought to contribute a large fraction of any
particular p nuclide’s total abundance.

B. Early p-process models

The basic features of p-process nucleosynthesis, and
therefore some framework for the conditions required
to synthesize the p nuclides, were first set forth by Ito
(1961). He assumed a very high-temperature hydrogen-
rich environment, T9;2.5–3, and (p ,g) and (g ,n) reac-
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tions to produce significant abundances of all the p nu-
clides. Truran and Cameron (1972) studied the
properties of a potential site for p-process nucleoysnthe-
sis, a shock heated hydrogen-rich environment, and
found that the lighter p nuclides could be produced by
proton capture reactions, while the photodissociative re-
actions were required for synthesis of the heavier nu-
clides, in basic agreement with B 2FH. They concluded
that temperatures of around T9;2.5 or more were re-
quired to synthesize the p nuclides throughout the peri-
odic table.

Audouze and Truran (1975) included (p ,g), (n ,g),
(a ,g), (p ,n), (a ,p), and (a ,n) reactions and their in-
verses in their network to study the successes and fail-
ures of the early p-process description. They assumed a
density of 10 4 g cm 23 and temperatures of T9;2 that
decreased exponentially with an e-folding time of either
0.446 s, the adiabatic expansion time, or 1 s. Their re-
sults identified some deficiencies, e.g., underproduction
of the mass 92–98 p nuclides. They also noted that the
site for the requisite temperature and density might not
exist. Arnould (1976) considered hydrostatic burning
conditions that would produce simultaneous r and p
processes, but found that very long times, greater than
104 s, were required for appreciable p-nuclide produc-
tion. These concerns were amplified by Woosley and
Howard (1978), who noted that the energy required to
heat an appropriately thick hydrogen-rich shell to T9;2
for 10 s exceeds the entire mechanical energy output of
the supernova. Woosley and Howard also found that the
seed nuclei in the Audouze-Truran model would have to
be enhanced in abundance by a factor of 100 for super-
novae to produce the required p-nuclide overproduction
factors. Thus, the early p-process description could have
been correct only if a site that produces its requisite
conditions can be found, and that site is not readily iden-
tifiable with either supernovae or novae.

C. The g process

The g process appears to be capable of producing
nearly all the heavy (A.100) p nuclei. As noted above,
it was first studied by Ito (1961) and advanced by Au-
douze and Truran (1975). The current description was
formulated two decades ago by Woosley and Howard
(1978) who showed that, with a few notable exceptions,
the predicted ratios of the abundances of all the heavy p
nuclides corresponded reasonably well with those ob-
served. One of the exceptions, 146Sm, was subsequently
explained (Woosley and Howard, 1990) by a more care-
ful handling of the nuclear physics details. The other
two, 180Ta and 138La, are discussed below. Both solar
and s process enhanced seeds were tried. The latter, of
course, enhanced the p-nuclide abundances, but did
little redistribution thereof. The Woosley-Howard work
was updated in 1990 (Woosley and Howard, 1990).

The g process operates essentially as the B2FH p pro-
cess, i.e., photons from a high-temperature (T9;2–3)
bath containing previously synthesized heavy nuclides
initiate successive (g ,p), (g ,n), and (g ,a) reactions on
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TABLE VI. The p-process nuclides.

Element Z A NA
a (NA /SNA)3100 Comments

Se 34 74 0.55 0.88
Kr 36 78 0.15 0.34
Sr 38 84 0.13 0.56
Nb 41 92 0.0 0.0 b decays to 92Mo; (T1/2)b53.53107 y
Mo 42 92 0.38 14.84

94 0.24 9.25 Also produced by s process
Ru 44 96 0.10 5.52

98 0.035 1.88
Pd 46 102 0.014 1.02
Cd 48 106 0.020 1.25

108 0.014 0.89
In 49 113 7.931023 4.3 Also produced by r and s processes
Sn 50 112 0.037 0.97

114 0.025 0.66 Also produced by s process
Te 52 120 4.331023 0.09
Xe 54 124 5.731023 0.12

126 5.131023 0.11
Ba 56 130 4.831023 0.11

132 4.531023 0.10
La 57 138 4.131023 0.09 b decays to 138Ce; (T1/2)b51.531011 y
Ce 58 136 2.231023 0.19

138 2.831023 0.25
Sm 62 144 8.031023 3.10

146 0.0 0.0 a decays to 142Nd; (T1/2)b51.033108 y
Dy 66 156 2.231024 0.06

158 3.831024 0.10
Er 68 162 3.531024 0.14
Yb 70 168 3.231024 0.13
Hf 72 174 2.531024 0.16
Ta 73 180 2.531026 0.01 Actually 180Ta m; (T1/2)b51.231015 y

b2 decays to 180W or e2 captures to 180Hf
Also produced by s process

W 74 180 1.731024 0.13 Also possibly produced by s process
Os 76 184 1.231024 0.02
Pt 78 190 1.731024 0.01
Hg 80 196 5.231024 0.15
aAnders and Grevesse (1989).
bTuli (1995).
those nuclides to synthesize the heavy p nuclides. Typi-
cal processing times must be less than a second, as
longer times would, at these high temperatures, destroy
all the heavy nuclides by photonuclear processes. Block-
ing of the b2 decays from the abundant nuclides on the
neutron-rich side of stability to the p nuclides, the stan-
dard inhibition to p-nuclide production, is circumvented
by the photon-induced reactions that populate the p nu-
clides directly. For example, any sequence of photo-
nuclear reactions in which 14 neutrons and 4 protons are
removed from 208Pb would produce the p nuclide 190Pt.
Initially the (g ,n) reactions would dominate, but (g ,p)
and (g ,a) reactions would become more probable as
the photodisintegrations proceeded. In some cases
proton-rich unstable nuclides are formed which b1 de-
cay back to the stable p nuclides after the g-process
., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
conditions have subsided. Of course, the Q values and,
for charged particles, Coulomb barriers will determine
the probability of each reaction from any intermediate
nucleus. In addition to photonuclear production, the
light p nuclides might also be formed by rapid proton
captures on lighter (and more abundant) seed nuclides,
in which the seed nuclei are driven to the proton drip
line. They decay back to stability after the high tempera-
ture environment has cooled.

A major issue for the g process appears to be whether
or not a site could be found for it that would yield ap-
propriate overproduction factors for the p nuclides.
Rayet et al. (1990) extended the original Woosley-
Howard work to an oxygen burning shell of a super-
nova. Their calculations involved (n ,g), (p ,g), (a ,g),
(n ,p), (n ,a), and (p,a) reactions and their inverses, as
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well as reactions between several heavy nuclei. The peak
temperatures ranged from T 9=2.2–3.2, and fell off expo-
nentially with an e-folding time of either 0.446 s or 1 s,
and densities were 10 6 g cm 21. Despite the differences
between the studies of Rayet et al. (1990) and of Woos-
ley and Howard (1978), their results did not differ from
each other in most cases by more than a factor of 2.

Prantzos et al. (1990) extended the study of Rayet
et al. (1990) by using their reaction network in a model
of the thermodynamic conditions of a Type II super-
nova. The model used had been found (Nomoto and
Hashimoto, 1988) to give a good representation of SN
1987A. The temperatures involved ranged from T 9 of 2
to 3.2 which was found to be the range relevant to the p
process, as very little processing occurred at lower tem-
peratures, and the seeds were destroyed at higher tem-
peratures. It was assumed that the seed nuclei were
those resulting from the s process. Finally Rayet et al.
(1995) considered p-nuclide production from Type II su-
pernovae spanning a mass range from 13 to 25 M( . The
results of these three studies were significant p-nuclide
overproduction factors, but a wide variation in their
relative abundances. Most notably, the Mo and Ru p
nuclides were badly underproduced, as were a number
of others. However, it should be noted that the overpro-
duction factors of the p nuclides lighter than Mo were
roughly the same as those for the more massive nuclides
excepting the usual p-nuclide problems. It is noteworthy
that the model of Prantzos et al. (1990) produced
roughly the correct overproduction factor of 180Ta, a nu-
clide that is a problem for all other g-process models.

A recent extension of the Woosley-Howard work by
Howard et al. (1991) has identified a plausible site for
the g process. They find the requisite thermodynamic
and seed conditions to occur when a carbon-oxygen
white dwarf explodes, either as Type Ia or a subclass of
a Type II supernova. The resulting high temperatures,
T9;2–3, produce the high-energy photons necessary to
photodissociate the heavy nuclear seeds to yield the
heavy p nuclides, and the carbon-burning reactions of
the white dwarf produce enough protons to fuel the
(p ,g) reactions necessary to synthesize the lighter p nu-
clides. Virtually all of the p nuclei heavier than 92Mo
have overproduction factors within a factor of 9 of each
other (excepting 180Ta, 146Sm, and 138La), and absolute
overproduction factors of order 104, a number large
enough to suggest that the site should be taken seri-
ously. The overproduction factors (ratios of averaged
stellar to solar system mass fractions) of order of the p
nuclides from this model are shown in Fig. 23.

The exploding carbon-oxygen white dwarf model does
have some deficiencies, even aside from 180Ta and 138La.
Specifically, 152Gd is badly underproduced, and the light
p nuclides are overproduced relative to their more mas-
sive counterparts. In addition, the 74Se, 78Kr, and 84Sr
overproduction factors fall as much as a factor of 2
above those of the heavier nuclides. While this alone
might not constitute a fatal flaw, other processes also
produce those lighter p nuclides. The resulting total
overproduction would thus present a serious conflict
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with the observed abundances. Finally, as usual, the Mo
and Ru p nuclides are underproduced.

Essential inputs to any g-process description are the
properties of the very proton-rich lighter nuclides that
are produced primarily by rapid proton captures. In par-
ticular, the masses are crucial, as the high temperature
environment that characterizes the g process will cer-
tainly produce (g ,p) and (g ,a) reactions to compete
with the (p ,g) reactions, and the probabilities of the
photonuclear processes depend critically on the reaction
Q values. Those nuclides with long half-lives will tend to
inhibit the flow of the g process and will build up in
abundance. Finally, the decay modes may be important
as, e.g., b1 decay and b1-p decay will produce different
final nuclides from the g process. Thus significant effort
has gone into observing these properties of the very
proton-rich nuclides (Boyd, 1994; Winger et al., 1993;
Blank et al., 1995).

D. The rp process

Some nucleosynthesis of the lighter p nuclides is pro-
vided by the rp process. The modern formulation of the
rp process, proposed by Wallace and Woosley (1981)
and described also in Sec. IV.H, describes the explosive
nucleosynthesis that would occur in a fairly high-
temperature hydrogen-rich environment. Wallace and
Woosley considered temperatures as high as T9;2, and
found that even at temperatures appreciably less than a
T 9 of 1 they could produce appreciable abundances of
74Se and 78Kr. Possible sites for such environments
could result from accretion from the periphery of a red
giant onto a companion white dwarf or neutron star.
The seed nuclei contained in the rp process environ-
ment are driven to the proton-drip line, from which they
decay after the high temperatures have subsided. Note

FIG. 23. Overproduction factors for p nuclides, relative to the
average overproduction factor, as a function of atomic mass.
The values shown are an average of equally weighted contri-
butions from temperatures in the range T9=2.4 to 3.2 in steps
of 0.1. From Howard et al. (1991).
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that, at high temperatures, the rp and g processes are
qualitatively similar; high-energy photons photodissoci-
ate the heavy nuclei and proton radiative captures boost
the masses of the lighter nuclei.

Beyond iron, the rp process begins to populate some
of the nuclides that are the progenitors of the p nuclides.
The details of the burning were worked out by van
Wormer et al. (1994), who assumed (constant) tempera-
tures ranging from T 9 of 0.15–1.5, densities around 10 4 g
cm 23, and processing times of up to 1000 s for the low-
est temperatures. At the upper end of their temperature
range significant abundances of 74Se and 78Kr could be
produced. However, 69Br, which might be thought to be
formed by 68Se(p ,g)69Br, was subsequently found to be
proton unbound (Blank et al., 1995). Since the half-life
of 68Se is 35.5 s, appreciably longer than the highest
temperature conditions can persist, the rp process will
be slowed appreciably at mass 68. Of course, some leak-
age past 68Se will occur from the decays that do occur,
and this could be a fairly large fraction of those that end
up at 68Se if the high-temperature conditions last a sig-
nificant fraction of the 68Se half-life.

The yields were reexamined by Herndl et al. (1995)
with reaction rates determined from the nuclear struc-
ture results of shell model calculations. The possibility
that two-proton captures could influence the results
were also studied (Schatz et al., 1997). It was found that
the usual rp-process termination points could be circum-
vented, but only at rather extreme conditions
(T95151.8, density=106 g cm 23). In such environ-
ments, the first capture might also circumvent the termi-
nation points (Schatz et al., 1997) in particularly hot
dense environments, as the first might result in a suffi-
ciently long-lived state that a second can occur before
the initial proton is reemitted. Finally, Thielemann et al.
(1994) studied the general features of the rp-process
path, most notably, that it tends to involve cycles super-
imposed on its general flow. Indeed the general features
of the rp process were found to be considerably more
complex than those of, e.g., the r process, due to the
interplay of proton captures, b decays, possible photo-
disintegrations, and a particle induced reactions
throughout the rp-process path.

Radioactive beam studies have made the present de-
scription of the rp-process possible. It had been thought
that 64Ge would be the end of the rp process, as mass
formulae suggested that 65As, the nucleus formed by
64Ge(p ,g)65As, would be unstable to proton decay.
This, however, was found (Winger et al., 1993) not to be
the case, allowing the rp process to proceed up to 68Se.

The 68Se roadblock would also be circumvented if the
rp process occurred in a Thorne-Żytkow object (Biehle,
1991), a hypothetical star in its red giant phase that has a
neutron star at its center. Such a composite star would
be sufficiently convective that material might undergo
multiple processing episodes at the high temperature re-
gion near the surface of the neutron star. Thus the pro-
ton rich nuclides synthesized in each processing interval
would undergo b1 decay to provide seeds for the next
processing sequence. Such objects might be expected to
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make copious amounts of the light p-process nuclides
(Cannon, 1993), although, as shown by van Wormer
et al. (1994), T9 must be less than about 2 or (g , a)
reactions will terminate the nucleosynthesis at about
mass 56. In addition, recent studies (Chevalier, 1996;
Fryer et al., 1996) have cast some doubt on the stability
of a dense gas just above the surface of a neutron star.
Most troublesome, though, is the absence of a definitive
discovery of a Thorne-Żytkow object.

E. The n process

In 1990, the n process was proposed by Woosley et al.
(1990), after having first been suggested by Domogatskii
et al. (1977), and was shown to be capable of producing
some of the lowest abundance p nuclides. The process is
thought to occur in the neutrino wind generated by su-
pernova collapse. The nuclides synthesized clearly de-
pend on the shell in which the n process occurs. For
example, 11B would be expected to be made in a shell in
which the dominant constituent was 12C, and 19F would
be made in a shell with 20Ne, both by processes in which
a neutrino would excite the target nucleus via the
neutral-current interaction (which therefore allows in-
teractions with all neutrino flavors) to an excited state
from which the nucleus could emit either a proton or a
neutron.

However, the n process could make two of the rarest
stable nuclides in the periodic table: 138La and 180Ta.
180Ta would be made by the 181Ta(n ,n8n)180Ta (neutral
current) reaction, which appears to produce an abun-
dance consistent with that observed. Similarly, the
139La(n ,n8n)138La reaction produces 138La. However, it
appears that a comparable amount of 138La would also
be produced by the 138Ba(n ,e2) 138La (charged current)
reaction; these two reactions appear capable of synthe-
sizing roughly the observed 138La abundance.

Note that the requirement of heavy seeds for produc-
tion of 138La and 180Ta is not in conflict with the photo-
dissociation to a particles and neutrons that occurs dur-
ing a-rich freeze out, discussed in Sec. XII and briefly
below. The n process occurs outside the bubble in which
the a-rich freeze out occurs, so it can operate on its
requisite previously synthesized nuclei. Indeed, the n
process seems to provide a natural mechanism for syn-
thesis of 138La and 180Ta, whose synthesis has evaded
description for several decades.

While the n process appears very promising for syn-
thesizing some of the more difficult to explain p-process
nuclides, its results are somewhat in question due to un-
certainties about the neutrino spectrum resulting from a
Type II supernova (Myra and Burrows, 1990) and about
the neutrino cross sections. Thus its full acceptance re-
quires that the details of its nucleosynthesis be worked
into a realistic supernova model.

F. Recent developments

In the past several years the p process, along with the
r and n processes, has undergone a revolution that might
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solve some of the most troublesome problems of nucleo-
synthesis. The process that has emerged is a-rich freeze
out in neutrino-driven winds occuring after core bounce
in a supernova (Woosley and Hoffman, 1992); this
shows promise of providing a site for both the r and n
processes in addition to a site for synthesis of some of
the most challenging p nuclides. This process occurs
about 1 s after a supernova collapse undergoes core
bounce in the high-entropy high-temperature (initially
T9;10) bubble near the core.

In this process, the photons in the high temperature
environment dissociate all the preexisting nuclei down
to essentially a particles and neutrons. A critical param-
eter in characterizing the environment is the electron
fraction Ye5p/(n1p), where n and p are the neutron
and proton densities. As the environment cools, nuclear
statistical equilibrium dictates the abundances created
until the nuclear reactions initiated with charged par-
ticles freeze out. Then the remaining neutrons synthe-
size all the r-process nuclides, provided that Ye is appro-
priately chosen. This environment has also been shown
to create the light p nuclides through 92Mo (Hoffman
et al., 1996), both in the correct relative abundances and
in absolute magnitude, again if Ye is chosen appropri-
ately. Some of these are actually synthesized from
nearby r-process products through charged current in-
teractions with the electron neutrinos. For example
(Fuller and Meyer, 1995), neutrino capture will domi-
nate over antineutrino capture, so that processes such as
92Zr(n ,e2)92Nb and 92Nb(n ,e2)92Mo become possible,
and could make a great deal of 92Mo. Since such pro-
cesses can proceed through stable nuclei, they do allow
production of p nuclides from r- and s-process seeds.
However, the extent to which such processing can occur
is limited, as too many neutrino-initiated interactions
would smear out and shift the well-established r-process
abundance peaks resulting from the neutron closed
shells.

The a-rich freeze-out model does have some deficien-
cies that have persisted since its inception. Those asso-
ciated with the r process are discussed in Sec. XII. From
the perspective of the p process; however, although this
process does make 92Mo with enough abundance to pro-
vide all that observed in nature, it is unable to produce
abundances even close to those of the next several p
nuclides. In addition, the results of the model calcula-
tions exhibit an uncomfortable sensitivity to Ye . Only
future work will tell if these problems can be solved, and
the a-rich freeze-out model can provide the description
of the nucleosynthesis of at least part of the p nuclides.

G. Summary

Although the various subprocesses by which the syn-
thesis of the p nuclides is explained seem promising,
some of them are not yet fully developed. Furthermore,
the overview study of these processes that is required to
demonstrate that together they produce the correct
overproduction factors of the p nuclides has certainly
not been done. Most notably, the promising a-rich
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freeze-out model produces appropriate abundances of
the p nuclides up through 92Mo. But the exploding
white dwarf model also produces those same nuclides,
excepting 92Mo, at such abundances, as to possibly cre-
ate an excess of those nuclides. And no model has yet
shown how to produce 94Mo, 96Ru, and 98Ru in ad-
equate quantities. Thus, although the present p-process
descriptions have advanced greatly beyond that of
B2FH, serious questions remain as to the viability of our
present descriptions of that process.

XV. THE e PROCESS AND THE IRON-GROUP NUCLEI

A. Energetics and equilibria

In even a cursory glance at the abundance distribution
of nuclides in the solar system, the iron peak leaps out at
the eye. It stretches from nuclear mass number A'40 to
A'60, comprising isotopes from Ca to Zn. The peak is
at 56Fe, which is the 10th most abundant species in the
solar system. 56Fe makes up ;0.1% of the solar system’s
mass. This is even more impressive when one realizes
that 56Fe is ;6% of the solar system’s mass in species
other than H and He and ;20% of the mass in every-
thing other than H, He, C, N, and O! The other iron-
group isotopes are less abundant than 56Fe, but their
contribution to the mass of the solar system is still sig-
nificant: ;5% of the contribution of 56Fe. Clearly some-
thing special about 56Fe and its iron-group neighbors
makes them so abundant.

That something special is their strong nuclear binding
energy: the iron-group nuclides are the most tightly
bound isotopes in nature. The binding energy B(Z ,N)
of a nucleus with Z protons and N neutrons is

B~Z ,N !5Zmpc21Nmnc22M~Z ,N !c2, (28)

where mp and mn are the masses of the proton and neu-
tron, respectively, and M(Z ,N) is the mass of the
nucleus (Z ,N). Figure 24 illustrates the strong binding
of the iron-group isotopes. Among isotopes with equal
numbers of neutrons and protons, the iron-group nu-
clide 56Ni has the greatest binding energy per nucleon.
As defined in Eq. (28), the larger the binding energy, the
smaller the nuclear mass relative to the total mass of the
constituent nucleons, and the more tightly bound the
nucleus. The binding even increases for somewhat more
neutron-rich isotopes. For isotopes with 0.86<Z/
N<0.88, Fig. 24 shows that the dominant iron-group nu-
clide 56Fe is the most tightly bound isotope. And among
all nuclei, the iron-group isotope 62Ni has the largest
binding energy per nucleon (8.794 MeV) according to
the mass compilation of Tuli (1995).

The strong binding energy per nucleon of iron-group
nuclei means that these isotopes will tend to dominate
the nuclear abundances if the system reaches nuclear
equilibrium. Hoyle (1946) recognized this fact, and
B2FH elaborated on it. In the intervening years, the
progress in understanding the synthesis of iron-group
nuclei has been in a broadening of the picture of pos-
sible statistical equilibria and how nature realizes these
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equilibria. Summarizing this progress is the dominant
theme of this review. Before proceeding to this, how-
ever, a few further comments on the nuclear physics of
the iron-group nuclei are in order.

Figure 25 shows the binding energy per nucleon for
the A=28, 32, 36,40, 44, and 56 isobars (isobars are nu-
clides with the same mass number A). What is clear is
that for A.32, the Z5N nuclide is not the most tightly
bound isobar. This is understandable in terms of the
liquid-drop model of the nucleus (von Weizsäcker, 1935;
for a modern descendant of this model, see Möller et al.,
1995). In this model, the nuclear mass is the sum of (1)
the masses of the constituent neutrons and protons, (2) a
volume term, (3) a surface term, (4) a symmetry term,
and (5) a Coulomb term. Refinements account for the
single-particle effects of nuclear pairing and the nuclear
shells. It is decisive that the symmetry term falls off with
A as @(A/2)2Z#2/A while the Coulomb term grows

FIG. 24. The binding energy per nucleon in MeV for nuclides
with Z5N (top panel) and with 0.86<Z/N<0.88 (bottom
panel). 56Ni has the strongest binding energy per nucleon for
Z5N nuclei while 56Fe has the strongest binding for nuclei
with Z/N'0.87. 60Ni is also tightly bound, but not as much as
56Fe. No isotope of vanadium (Z523) or chromium (Z524)
has 0.86<Z/N<0.88. 56Fe could be made as itself in equilib-
rium if the ratio of neutrons to protons in the nucleosynthetic
environment were around 0.87. This is B2FH’s e process. In
fact, nature seems to have chosen to assemble most of the solar
system’s iron-group nuclei in matter that had equal numbers of
neutrons and protons. In this case, 56Ni was made and later
decayed to 56Fe. The masses needed for this figure are from
Tuli (1995).
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with Z as Z2/A1/3. For nuclei with A&32, the symmetry
term is sufficiently important relative to the Coulomb
energy that Z5N nuclides can be the most bound iso-
bar. Nuclear pairing favors even-Z–even-N nuclei over
odd-Z–odd-N nuclei, which explains why 30P, a Z5N
nuclide, is less bound than 30Si. By contrast, the Cou-
lomb term begins to dominate for nuclei with Z.16,
and the Z5N nuclide is no longer the most bound iso-
bar. Nevertheless, for A536 and A540 the Z5N nu-
clide is still stable. In the case of A536, although 36Cl is
more tightly bound than 36Ar, the total mass of the
nucleons in 36Cl is greater than that in 36Ar. As a con-
sequence, the mass of 36Ar is in fact less than that of
36Cl. This means that the decay 36Ar → 36Cl does not
occur. For A540, 40Ca is more bound than 40K. Above
A540, however, the Coulomb energy is so strong that it
dominates the single-particle effects that allowed lower
mass Z5N nuclides to be stable. The consequence is
that there is no stable Z5N nuclide having A.40, and
the iron-group elements are the first not to have stable
Z5N isotopes. Because nature has chosen to synthesize
the bulk of the iron-group isotopes in matter with equal
numbers of neutrons and protons, these isotopes gener-
ally had radioactive progenitors. This has enormous im-
plications for astronomy, but it was not known to B 2FH!

B. Statistical equilibrium

The idea of statistical equilibrium has played a special
role in the history of stellar nucleosynthesis theory.
Hoyle recognized in 1946 that the dramatic peak in the
abundances of the iron-group nuclei called for synthesis
under conditions of temperature and density such that
statistical equilibrium was attained between nuclei and
free neutrons and protons, and he showed that evolved
stars reached appropriate thermal conditions (Hoyle,
1946). This achievement launched the paradigm of ele-
ment formation in stars and led eleven years later to the
still-celebrated review by B 2FH. The name that B 2FH
bestowed on this mode of element synthesis was the ‘‘e
process’’ (for ‘‘equilibrium’’). B 2FH had a rather spe-
cific definition in mind for the e process, one using the
nuclear properties of iron; but modern usage of the term
often is looser than the original in simply focusing on
statistical equilibrium. This review will distinguish be-
tween B 2FH’s e process, which ultimately was not the
correct explanation for the origin of the bulk of the solar
system’s iron isotopic abundances, and the more general
notion of nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE). That dis-
tinction facilitates better understanding of modern ideas
of iron-group elements synthesis and of the historical
development of those ideas.

The essential statistical notions have not changed
from those contained in Hoyle (1946) and B 2FH. The
years since 1957 have, however, seen a broadening of
these ideas. It is now becoming clear that a hierarchy of
possible statistical equilibria exist and that differing
natural systems can achieve these equilibria to high ac-
curacy. This perspective may not be familiar to most
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FIG. 25. The binding energy per nucleon of the isobars with A=24, 32, 36, 40, 44, and 56. Only for A&32 is the Z5N nuclide the
most bound isobar. For A.32 the Z5N nuclide is not the most bound isobar. This is due to the fact that the Coulomb energy in
these nuclei is sufficiently strong that it favors fewer protons and more neutrons. Nevertheless, the Z5N isobars of A536 and
A540 are still stable. For nuclei with A.40, however, the Coulomb energy is so strong that the Z5N nuclide is no longer stable.
Nature has chosen to assemble most of the iron-group nuclei present in the solar system in matter with equal numbers of neutrons
and protons. As a consequence of that choice, most of these nuclei were originally synthesized as radioactive Z5N progenitors.
The masses needed for this figure are from Tuli (1995).
readers of this review, and it may require some effort to
develop. Nevertheless, the insight garnered is well worth
the intellectual investment.

The entropy of a system provides the most natural
framework for understanding statistical equilibrium.
The entropy S is properly a function of the energy E ,
the volume V , and the numbers $Ni% of each species i in
the system. S is defined as

S~E ,V ,$Ni%!5klnG , (29)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and G is the number of
available allowed macroscopic states of the system. A
macroscopic state is a particular arrangement of the
various species i , and an allowed macroscopic state is
one that has energy E . For nucleosynthetic systems, for
example, a macroscopic state would be a particular set
of abundances of nuclear species, but arranged in such a
way that the total energy is E .

The value of the concept of the entropy is that it gives
a clear notion of the evolution of a system. If the system
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
is thermally isolated, and the volume is left constant, the
natural evolution is towards maximum entropy. If any
macroscopic states with energy E were not available to
the system at time t1, the system evolves in such a way as
to make those states available at a later time t2. The
system will continue to evolve until all allowed macro-
scopic states are available. Once this condition is at-
tained, the entropy is a maximum, and there is no fur-
ther evolution. The system has reached complete
statistical equilibrium.

Systems rarely reach complete statistical equilibrium.
The problem is that some key interaction time scale or
time scales may exceed the duration of the natural
event. This means that a subset of allowed macroscopic
states will be closed off to the system. Nevertheless, if all
other interaction time scales are sufficiently short, all
allowed macroscopic states excluding those in the closed
off subset will be available. That system maximizes the
entropy as best it can, but its search is ‘‘constrained’’ to
the available subset of states. This leads to a hierarchy of
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possible statistical equilibria in which systems have
maximum entropy subject to different numbers of con-
straints.

Stellar nucleosynthesis systems present an example of
such a constrained system. Conditions in stars are rarely,
if ever, sufficiently extreme to allow nucleons to convert
into other types of subatomic particles such as hyperons
or free quarks. The time scale for the nucleons to come
into equilibrium with these other particles is too long.
This means that some macroscopic states with energy E ,
but with hyperons present in equilibrium with the nucle-
ons, are not available to the system. The system is thus
constrained to a smaller number of macroscopic states
than the number in the full ensemble. This constraint
may be incorporated by writing

(
i

AiYi51, (30)

where Ai is the mass number of species i , Yi the abun-
dance per nucleon of species i , and the sum runs only
over nuclear species.

Statistical equilibrium is an entropy extremum, so it is
found by considering changes in the entropy. In the
thermally isolated system, infinitesimal, quasistatic
changes in the entropy per nucleon s are given by

Tds52(
i

m idYi , (31)

where T is the temperature, m i and Yi are the chemical
potential and the abundance per nucleon of species i ,
respectively, and the sum runs over all species present.
Because photons always and neutrinos generally have
zero chemical potentials in nucleosynthetic environ-
ments, Eq. (31) becomes

Tds52 (
i

nuclear

m idYi2medYe , (32)

where now the sum runs only over nuclear species and
where me and Ye respectively refer to the chemical po-
tential of electrons and the abundance per nucleon of
net electrons (i.e., electrons in excess of positrons). By
charge neutrality,

Ye5(
i

ZiYi , (33)

where Zi is the nuclear charge of species i .
The maximum of the entropy per nucleon s (the con-

dition ds50) subject to the constraint in Eq. (29) is the
most general statistical equilibrium for a nucleosynthetic
system. If no constraint is imposed on Ye , this statistical
equilibrium includes weak equilibrium between neu-
trons and protons. To find the entropy maximum subject
to the constraint in Eq. (29), it is convenient to define a
function f such that
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f512 (
i

nuclear

AiYi (34)

and to introduce a Lagrange multiplier l . The problem
of finding the entropy maximum subject to conservation
of the number of nucleons thus becomes that of finding
the abundances Yi such that d(s2lf)50. From Eqs.
(31), (32), and (33), one finds that l5mn /kT ,
mn5mp1me , and m i5Zimp1(Ai2Zi)mn , where mn
and mp are the chemical potentials of neutrons and pro-
tons, respectively. With the appropriate ideal gas expres-
sions, the following equations result:

Y~Zi ,Ai!5G~Zi ,Ai!@z~3 !Ai21p~12Ai!/22 ~3Ai25 !/2#

3Ai
3/2~kT/mNc2!3~Ai21 !/2f12Ai

3Yp
ZiYn

Ai2Ziexp@B~Zi ,Ai!/kT# (35)

and

Yp /Yn5
rNAYe

2 S 2p\2

mekT D 3/2

exp~Q0 /kT !. (36)

In these equations G(Z ,A) is the nuclear partition func-
tion, z(3) is the Riemann zeta function of argument
3@z(3).1.202], mN is the nucleon mass, f is the photon
to nucleon ratio, NA is Avagadro’s number, me is the
mass of the electron, r is the density, and
Q05mpc21mec22mnc2. The photon to nucleon ratio is
given by

f5
1

p2

2

~\c !3

z~3 !~kT !3

rNA
. (37)

With Eqs. (36), (35), (34), and (29), it is possible to de-
termine the abundances given T and r .

It may seem paradoxical that definite expressions exist
for the abundances of the nuclear species in statistical
equilibrium. Statistical equilibrium is the condition of
maximum entropy and thus of maximum randomness:
all allowed macroscopic states, that is, all sets of abun-
dances yielding total energy E and satisfying Eq. (31),
are available to the system, and all are equally likely.
How then are definite abundances [Eq. (34)] possible?
The answer is that the statistical equilibrium abundances
in Eqs. (34) and (35) actually represent an average over
the ensemble of allowed macroscopic states. The vast
majority of the allowed macroscopic states have abun-
dances $Yi% very similar to those in Eqs. (34) and (35).
Because of the huge number of allowed macroscopic
states in the ensemble, the deviation of the abundances
of any macroscopic state from the average is unlikely to
be large, and Eq. (34) accurately gives the abundance in
equilibrium at any instant in time. This point is not
merely pedantic—it is crucial for understanding how or-
der develops during nucleosynthesis.

As Hoyle (1946) and B 2FH recognized, the time
scales present in nucleosynthetic environments may not
be sufficiently long to allow weak equilibrium. In this
case Ye is slowly varying and may be taken to be instan-
taneously constant; thus, a new constraint is imposed on
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allowed macroscopic states. This constraint vastly re-
duces the number of allowed macroscopic states in the
ensemble from the number when that constraint is ab-
sent. The statistical equilibrium in which Ye is fixed is
therefore much more ordered than that for which weak
equilibrium holds.

When the entropy is maximized subject to the con-
straints in Eqs. (29) and (32) the abundances again are
given by Eq. (34). Now, however, Eq. (35) is replaced by
the requirement that the abundances also satisfy Eq.
(32). The abundances for specified T , r , and Ye may
now be found from Eqs. (34), (32), and (28). This par-
ticular statistical equilibrium at constant Ye is what most
researchers mean when they refer to ‘‘nuclear statistical
equilibrium,’’ or NSE.

An even more ordered equilibrium in the hierarchy of
statistical equilibria is quasiequilibrium (QSE). There
exists a whole sequence of possible QSE’s, but the least
restricted arises from the additional possible constraint
that Yh , the number of heavy nuclei (those nuclei with
A>12), is instantaneously fixed. This equilibrium is in
fact realized in nature because the reactions assembling
heavy nuclei can be much slower than the other reac-
tions occurring in the system (except those changing
Ye). Yh is calculated as

Yh5 (
i ,Ai>12

nuclear

Yi . (38)

This QSE is even more ordered than NSE because of
the further reduction in the number of allowed macro-
scopic states in the ensemble. Meyer, Krishnan, and
Clayton (1997) have found the abundances in this QSE
by maximizing the entropy subject to the constraints of
constant nucleon number, Ye , and Yh , that is, Eqs. (29),
(32), and (37). The result is that the abundance of each
heavy nucleus (A>12) is given by

Y~Z ,A !5emh /kTRp
ZRn

A2ZYNSE~Z ,A !, (39)

where Rp5Yp /Yp
NSE and Rn5Yn /Yn

NSE measure the
overabundances of free neutrons and protons in the
QSE relative to NSE and where YNSE(Z ,A) is the NSE
abundance of nucleus (Z ,A). Meyer et al. (1997) were
able to interpret mh as the chemical potential of heavy
nuclei in the system. The abundances in QSE for speci-
fied T , r , Ye , and Yh may now be found from Eqs. (38),
(37), (32), and (29). It is also necessary in solving for
QSE to solve for the NSE abundances via Eq. (34).

More restricted QSE’s arise from the possibility that
the total number of nuclei in different ranges of atomic
number or mass number might be slowly varying. For
example, it may be that not only are the total number of
heavy nuclei only slowly changing with time, but also the
number Yh1 of nuclei with 10<Z<20 and the number
Yh2 with 21<Z<30 might separately be nearly constant
in time. In this case, there arises an additional constraint
on the equilibrium, and the system is even further or-
dered. The abundances are given by equations similar to
Eq. (28), but now with chemical potentials m1 and m2
appropriate for the separate equilibrium clusters.
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Figure 26 summarizes the hierarchy of statistical equi-
libria possible in nucleosynthesis. At the very top, the
only constraint is that the energy of the system is E .
There is no constraint on the number of nucleons in the
system. As argued above, such an equilibrium is impos-
sible in any nucleosynthetic environment; therefore,
only statistical equilibria lying below the dotted line in
Fig. 26 are possibly relevant to nucleosynthesis. The
highest relevant statistical equilibrium is NSE with weak
equilibrium. Adding constraints leads to a descent of the
hierarchy and an increase in order in the system. On the
other hand, temporal evolution may be such as to as-
cend the hierarchy by removing constraints.

A system in a dynamical environment is unlikely to
precisely achieve any of the statistical equilibria shown
in Fig. 26. This depends on the interplay of many
nuclear reactions, all occurring on different time scales.
Nevertheless, many systems do nearly manage to maxi-
mize the entropy subject to one or a few key time scales.
This means that the concept of a hierarchy of statistical
equilibria will be helpful in understanding these systems.
Such is the case with the iron-group nuclides.

C. A brief history of the ideas of iron-group element
synthesis

For a valuable chronicle of this major intellectual step,
the reader is referred to Clayton (1996).

B 2FH ascribed synthesis of the iron-group isotopes to
the e process, by which they meant the ‘‘equilibrium’’
process. They envisioned NSE occurring near
Ye526/5650.464 in order that 56Fe be made as itself in
correct proportion to other Fe isotopes. In fact, they
fixed the temperature and the ratio Yp /Yn of free pro-
tons to neutrons in their calculations. Their argument
for fixed Yp /Yn was that once the system falls out of

FIG. 26. The hierarchy of possible statistical equilibria in nu-
cleosynthetic systems. The statistical equilibria are conditions
of maximum entropy subject to certain constraints. The
smaller the number of constraints present, the more disor-
dered the system is and the higher up the hierarchy the equi-
librium sits. All possible statistical equilibria in nucleosynthetic
systems have the constraint of constant nucleon number and
thus lie below the dotted line. Since one or a few key time
scales control the evolution of the system in many cases, na-
ture is able to approximate these equilibria to high accuracy.
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weak equilibrium, the weak reactions will be slow and
will change Yp /Yn very slowly throughout the rest of
the expansion and cooling of the material. This is actu-
ally a bit of a shaky assumption. It is true that the slow-
ness of the weak reactions will keep Ye nearly constant,
but there is no guarantee, for example, that free neu-
trons would not capture onto nuclei more quickly than
free protons. This would certainly alter Yp /Yn . B 2FH
recognized this difficult point and called for detailed as-
trophysical calculations to get Yp /Yn correct throughout
a stellar explosion. Much of the progress since 1957 has
come in precisely this quest.

B 2FH obtained their best fit to the solar abundances
of iron-group nuclei in the mass range 50<A<62 for a
temperature T953.78 and a ratio Yp /Yn'300. With the
assumption of weak equilibrium Eq. (36), this implies a
density of r'1.53105 g/cm 3. Their results included
some estimates for freeze-out corrections.

It is interesting to note that the conditions B 2FH
found best fit the solar system’s abundances of Fe-group
nuclei, corresponding at T953.78 to an entropy per
baryon s/k'50, which is fairly large. By comparison,
modern supernova calculations show that Fe-group nu-
clei are produced in Type Ia supernovae at entropies
s/k&1 and in Type II supernovae at entropies s/k'10.

A fundamental obstacle to the synthesis of 56Fe in
stellar evolution was that, in a sequence of burning
phases, the synthesis of 28Si would precede the e pro-
cess. Direct conversion of 28Si nuclei into 56Fe is difficult
because (1) the Coulomb barriers for interactions of 28Si
with each other are too large and (2) Ye would have to
drop from ;0.5 for 28Si to ;0.464 for 56Fe. The correct
answer would turn out to be what we now call silicon
burning.

First, network calculations showed that 28Si burned
into 56Ni (Truran, Arnett, and Cameron, 1967). This is
because Ye changes little during the burning of silicon
and 56Ni is the most bound nucleus with Ye near 0.5 (see
Fig. 24). The 56Ni subsequently decays into 56Fe since
the latter is a more tightly bound nucleus, and a pro-
foundly important question became whether that decay
occurred during presupernova evolution or after ejec-
tion of the matter. A second crucial point is the way
silicon burning actually proceeds. Because the reaction
28Si128Si→56Ni does not occur directly, some 28Si must
break down into alpha particles which then capture onto
the remaining 28Si. The effect is to decrease the number
of heavy nuclei in accordance with the dictates of NSE.
The crucial point recognized by Bodansky et al. (1968) is
that, as the 28Si nuclei are stripped down by (g ,a), ad-
ditional reactions such as 20Ne(g ,a)16O increase the
abundance of alphas. This leads to an increase in the
rate of (a ,g) reactions which impede the 28Si disintegra-
tion flow and slow the decrease in the number of heavy
nuclei. At the same time, reverse reactions between
A528 and A558 come into a steady-state balance.
Thus, while most reactions occur quickly and drive the
system toward equilibrium, the equilibrium achieved is
not NSE because the abundance of heavy nuclei is not
that demanded by NSE. The equilibrium achieved is
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rather QSE, the third of the possible nucleosynthesis
statistical equilibria in the hierarchy in Fig. 26. Only for
long times can Yh reach its NSE value and allow the
system to ascend the hierarchy further. The agreement
between the solar system Fe-group abundances and re-
sults of QSE and network calculations showed that QSE
silicon burning was important in the synthesis of the
bulk of the solar system’s 56Fe. It also offered the hope
of testing this theory through observation of gamma rays
emitted by specific nuclei (Clayton et al., 1969). The pos-
sibility of confirming nucleosynthesis in this way was not
foreseen by B 2FH.

Woosley et al. (1973) provided further refinements in
ideas about equilibrium synthesis of Fe-group nuclei.
Most importantly, they considered higher entropies in
silicon (and oxygen) burning, such as those that might
be established by dissipation of a supernova shock wave
in the Si shell. The interesting result was that, unlike in
calculations of lower-entropy expansions of material
from high temperature and density, the final asymptotic
mass fraction of free alphas was not negligibly small.
Woosley et al. (1973) termed this the ‘‘alpha-rich freeze
out.’’ The astronomical relevance is that synthesis of
56Ni in Type II supernovae appears to occur via this
process. Also of significance is the fact that an alpha-rich
freeze out naturally produces the radioactive species
44Ti in sufficiently high abundance to account for natu-
ral 44Ca.

The second interesting point was that Woosley et al.
(1973) studied in detail the approach both to QSE and
to NSE. The initial state of the system in these alpha-
rich freeze-out scenarios, the 28Si-rich shell of a massive
star, is a highly ordered state because nearly all nucleons
are locked into 28Si nuclei. As a shock wave passes
through this zone during the supernova explosion, the
material is heated. Normal silicon burning occurs as
some 28Si nuclei are stripped down into alphas which
then are captured by other Si nuclei. Eventually small
clusters of neighboring isotopes come into equilibrium
under exchange of n’s, p’s, and a’s. This type of statis-
tical equilibrium is low in the hierarchy of statistical
equilibria, but it is more disordered than the original
state. In the subsequent evolution, the different equilib-
rium clusters begin to merge, first to the A528 to A542
region, later up to the A558. This reduction in time in
the number of constraints on the system enable the equi-
libria to climb up the hierarchy of statistical equilibria,
with the system becoming more disordered. Given suffi-
cient time, the clusters merge into a single large equilib-
rium cluster containing almost all of the heavy isotopes,
but the abundance of heavy nuclei still differs from that
desired by NSE. In many cases in Type II supernova
explosions, this is the farthest up the statistical equilib-
rium hierarchy (and the most disordered) the system
gets during explosive silicon burning because of the
short hydrodynamical timescales. As the system expands
and cools, the evolution reverses in the sense that larger
clusters break up into smaller ones, the system descends
the hierarchy of statistical equilibria, and order reap-
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pears. For a recent discussion of the evolution of QSE
clusters in silicon burning, see Hix and Thielemann
(1996).

Natural systems do reach the higher ranks of the sta-
tistical equilibrium hierarchy. The cores of massive stars
can evolve nearly all the way to the top (NSE with weak
equilibrium) because of the relatively long time scales
and high densities in presupernova evolution. Interest-
ingly, 56Fe can there dominate the abundance, just as
B2FH envisioned. Were this material (and only this ma-
terial) simply ejected, 56Fe would indeed be made by the
e process! In fact, calculations show that little of this
matter actually gets ejected during the explosion. Most
of it remains in the compact remnant. That little which is
ejected is heated to high temperatures and undergoes an
alpha-rich freeze out (Thielemann et al., 1990; Woosley
and Hoffman, 1991, Woosley and Hoffman, 1992). Sili-
con burning in the Si and O shells makes the bulk of the
56Fe, via 56Ni, ejected by the massive star.

The nucleosynthesis in Type Ia supernovae (that is,
deflagration or detonation of carbon-oxygen white
dwarf stars) also can ascend to near the top of the sta-
tistical equilibrium hierarchy. The bulk of the matter in
the explosion can certainly achieve an NSE (e.g., Thiele-
mann et al., 1986; Woosley and Weaver, 1994) having
Ye50.5. Thus there is copious production of 56Ni. In the
cores, the density may even get high enough that the
material approaches weak equilibrium. In such a case,
electron captures occur and Ye drops so that more
neutron-rich species (including 56Fe!) may be produced
directly. It is here that nature may produce and even
eject 56Fe by B 2FH’s e process! In certain rare Type
Ia’s, the central density may even be high enough that
the approach to weak equilibrium drives Ye low enough
to produce rare iron-group isotopes like 48Ca, 50Ti, and
54Cr (Woosley et al., 1995; Meyer et al., 1996; Woosley,
1996).

While B 2FH correctly surmised that the bulk of the
Fe-group isotopes in the solar system were made in
equilibrium processes, they also found that the s process
had to be responsible for the synthesis of some of the
iron-group nuclides. Work since 1957 has confirmed this
to be the case (e.g., Peters et al., 1972; Lamb et al., 1977;
Baraffe et al., 1992). In this process, seed iron-group nu-
clei from previous generations of stars are exposed to a
flux of neutrons. This shifts the abundances over to the
more neutron-rich of the iron-group isotopes. The weak
s process most likely occurs in the helium burning cores
of massive stars where (a ,n) reactions on 13C and 22Ne
can generate a sufficient supply of neutrons. For more
details, the reader should turn to Secs. IX and X of this
review.

D. Significance for astrophysics

With the key ideas of iron-group nucleosynthesis
more or less clear since the early 1970’s, the recent work
has centered on obtaining improved yield estimates for
these nuclei and on exploring their significance for astro-
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physics. This subsection provides a very brief discussion
of these aspects of synthesis of the iron-group elements.

Advances in computer technology have fostered great
increases in the sophistication of astrophysical iron-
group yield estimates. The yields are now computed in
postprocessing calculations using detailed nuclear net-
works and hydrodynamics from realistic stellar models.
This is true for both Type Ia (e.g., Thielemann et al.,
1986; Woosley and Weaver, 1994) and Type II (e.g.,
Thielemann et al., 1996; Woosley and Weaver, 1995) su-
pernova models (see also Arnett, 1996). Further ad-
vances will come as the remaining uncertainties in the
models are dealt with realistically. In Type Ia models,
key uncertainties affecting the Fe-group yields include
the correct treatment of the nuclear flame speed and
acceleration (e.g., Woosley and Weaver, 1994; Niemeyer
and Woosley, 1997; also Arnett, 1996) and the rates for
electron capture on the Fe-group isotopes (e.g., Fuller
et al., 1980, 1982a, 1982b, 1985; Aufderheide et al.,
1994). Stellar spectroscopists hope to clarify the Ia
mechanism through observations of time-dependent
atomic lines. In Type II models, key uncertainties in-
clude the location of the mass cut that separates matter
ejected from that that stays in the remnant (e.g., Weaver
and Woosley, 1993), the role of convection near the na-
scent neutron star (e.g., Herant et al., 1992), and the cor-
rect treatment of the explosion shock (e.g., Aufderheide
et al., 1991).

Astronomical observations will play a crucial role in
determining the improvements needed in theoretical
yield estimates. Both gamma line astronomy and light
curves rely on the key fact that so many of the iron-
group species had radioactive progenitors. Observations
of supernova light curves, powered in large measure by
the decay of the radioactive iron-group species 56Ni and
56Co, 57Co, and 44Ti, provide important estimates of the
yields of these isotopes (e.g., Woosley et al., 1989; Suntz-
eff et al., 1992), replacing the 254Cf hypothesis of B 2FH.
Long standing theoretical expectations were confirmed,
with surprises, by observations of g rays from the decay
of these radioactive species in the debris of individual
supernovae: 56Co (e.g., Leising and Share, 1990) and
57Co (Kurfess et al., 1992) from SN 1987A; 44Ti (Dupraz
et al., 1996; The et al., 1996) from Cas A. While the ob-
servations of the Ni isotopes are in fairly good agree-
ment with theoretical predictions (agreement within
;50%), the differences present valuable challenges that
will ultimately lead to improved supernova models. Of
further astronomical interest, 56Co and 44Sc also eject
positrons which may be the dominant source of the 511
keV g ray line and positronium continuum flux from the
Galactic plane (e.g., Lingenfelter and Ramaty, 1989).

Astronomical observations of iron-group isotopes
may also provide information on the Galaxy’s history.
For example, stellar observations of iron and oxygen in
stars of varying age (e.g., Peterson et al., 1990, Gratton
and Sneden, 1991) provide valuable constraints on the
growth of elemental abundances during the Galaxy’s
history. Detailed models of Galactic chemical evolution
(e.g., Timmes et al., 1995) must confront these con-
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straints. Among the pieces of information such a con-
frontation will yield is the relative contribution of Type I
and Type II supernovae to the solar system’s budget of
56Fe. The current models seem to suggest they contrib-
uted roughly equally (e.g., Timmes et al., 1995). Other
valuable information on the Galaxy’s history comes
from gamma ray astronomy. Gamma ray observations of
the relatively long-lived iron-group radioactivity 60Fe
provide useful information on the Galactic supernova
rate over the last million years (Leising and Share 1994).

Another area of astronomy on which the iron-group
isotopes may have a great impact is in solar system stud-
ies. Strong evidence exists that the iron-group radioac-
tivities 53Mn and 60Fe were alive in small part at the
time of formation of solar system solid bodies (Harper
and Wiesmann, 1992; Shukolyukov and Lugmair, 1993).
This information constrains the last nucleosynthesis
events contributing to the solar system’s supply of iso-
topes (e.g., Harper, 1996) and the time scales of solid-
body formation in the early solar system (e.g., Shukoly-
ukov and Lugmair, 1993). Correlated anomalies of the
neutron-rich iron-group species 48Ca, 50Ti, and 54Cr in
calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions in meteorites (e.g.,
Loss and Lugmair, 1990; Volkening and Papanastassiou,
1990) strongly suggest these isotopes retain some
memory of their site of nucleosynthetic origin, while en-
demic anomalies in 50Ti in all classes of carbonaceous
meteorites (Niemeyer, 1988) hint at an inhomogeneous
distribution of this isotope in the interstellar dust that
comprised the original building material of the solar sys-
tem. Especially noteworthy are the huge 44Ca excesses
found in graphite and silicon carbide X grains in primi-
tive meteorites (e.g., Hoppe et al., 1996). The excesses
undoubtedly come from in situ decay of 44Ti (half life of
47 years) and provide proof that these grains condensed
in outflowing supernova debris. In 1957, B 2FH could
only have dreamed of having such tangible evidence of
element formation in stars!

XVI. CARBON STARS: WHERE THEORY MEETS
OBSERVATIONS

A. Prologue

To this observer the most remarkable aspect of the
classic tale ‘‘Synthesis of the Elements in Stars’’ told by
Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, and Hoyle (1957, here
B2FH—of course) is, perhaps, their confidence in theo-
retical ideas as revealed by the almost complete lack of
appeal to observations of the compositions of the stars
to whom element synthesis was attributed. In large part,
the omission of observational data on the compositions
of stellar atmospheres reflected, however, the simple
fact that in 1957 the available quantitative data were
sparse in the extreme. Fortunately, key clues to the
nuclear astrophysics of various kinds of carbon stars
were obtainable from qualitative inspection of stellar
spectra: for example, the presence of 13C-containing
molecules suggested exposure of material to a hydrogen-
burning region; furthermore, the presence of technetium
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in some cool carbon stars implied, as in the S-type
oxygen-rich stars, recent or even continuing operation of
the s process. Curiously, B 2FH were extremely cautious
in their sifting of spectroscopic clues for evidence of he-
lium burning. In contrast to several lines of evidence
cited in support of hydrogen burning in carbon and
other stars, B 2FH described the evidence for helium
burning as ‘‘less direct’’ and among a few snippets of
such evidence did not cite carbon stars.

In 1957, origins of carbon stars were shrouded in mys-
tery. Bidelman (1956) opened the review ‘‘The Carbon
Stars—An Astrophysical Enigma’’ with the declaration
that the stars have ‘‘posed a vexing astrophysical prob-
lem’’ since Father Secchi’s identification of the cool car-
bon stars in the previous century. Forty years on, prob-
lems remain but for some classes of carbon stars
observation and theory have converged on an evolution-
ary scenario in which nuclear astrophysics occurring in a
stellar interior and spectroscopy of an atmosphere are
related by a complete model of a stellar interior, enve-
lope, and atmosphere. In this brief review, I sketch the
convergence of theory and observation, as well as the
lack of convergence that remains for some classes of
carbon stars. I do not discuss at all the contributions of
the carbon stars to the chemical evolution of the Galaxy,
as Gustafsson and Ryde (1997) give a comprehensive
review of that topic.

B. Carbon stars—An observer’s view

1. What is a carbon-rich star?

An observer’s working definition is that ‘‘carbon star’’
is certainly an appropriate label when the ratio of car-
bon to oxygen by number of atoms exceeds unity, here
C/O>1.

Thanks to the preeminent role of the CO molecule in
controlling the partial pressures of carbon and oxygen at
low temperatures, spectra of oxygen (C/O<1) and car-
bon (C/O>1) rich cool stars are readily distinguishable at
even low spectral resolution: optical spectra of oxygen
stars are dominated by metal oxide (e.g., TiO, YO, ZrO)
bands, and spectra of carbon stars by bands of carbon
containing molecules, principally C 2 and CN. (For C/O
<1, the presence of oxides other than TiO—i.e., YO and
ZrO—implies a C/O ratio close to unity. Such molecular
features are a defining mark of the S-type stars.)

At higher temperatures when the influence of the CO
molecule is weak or unimportant, mildly carbon-rich
stars may go unnoticed by mere inspection of low reso-
lution spectra. I have in mind here the case of the clas-
sical barium giants discovered by Bidelman and Keenan
(1951). These G- and K-type giants with enhanced CH
and C 2 bands are presumably carbon enriched relative
to normal giants of the same type. CO still has an influ-
ence on the partial pressures of carbon and oxygen but a
detailed analysis is needed to show if C/O exceeds unity.
Such analyses show that Ba II stars of roughly solar me-
tallicity have C/O<1 but C/O is higher than in normal
giants (Tomkin and Lambert, 1979; Smith, 1984; Barbuy
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et al., 1992). For the CH stars discovered by Keenan
(1942) which are metal-poor halo counterparts of the Ba
II stars, Vanture (1992a, 1992b) found C/O to run from
just in excess of 1 to 8. Clearly, the CH stars deserve the
appellation ‘‘carbon star’’ but, in a strict sense, the Ba II
stars do not. Since it is now evident that the two groups
have a common evolutionary origin, I consider Ba II
stars here with stars that do satisfy the criterion C/O>1.

For the several classes of carbon stars alluded to in
the preceding paragraphs, it appears that they possess a
roughly normal hydrogen abundance, which implies a
normal helium abundance. Certainly, hydrogen is seen
in the spectra either as the Balmer lines in absorption or
emission or as lines of a H-containing molecule such as
CH. Bidelman (1956) included several categories of very
hydrogen-poor stars with strong spectral features of car-
bon among the carbon stars. B 2FH also refer to these
stars: ‘‘Some rare specimens among the carbon stars
have weak or absent CH bands and hydrogen lines.’’ For
these stars, there is the possiblity that carbon is enriched
in the sense that the carbon mass fraction is many times
the low value it has in normal stars and even in the
carbon stars of normal hydrogen abundance. A few of
the hydrogen deficient stars are cool enough to be sure
that C/O>1 but others are too warm for the C/O ratio to
be inferred except by a rather detailed analysis. For lack
of space I do not consider hydrogen deficient stars such
as the R Coronae Borealis variables, the hydrogen defi-
cient cool carbon stars, and the extreme helium hot
stars.

2. What makes a carbon-rich star?

At the present time, the interstellar medium is oxygen
rich. Models of galactic chemical evolution (e.g.,
Timmes et al., 1995) predict that the interstellar medium
has always been oxygen rich thanks to a greater produc-
tion of oxygen relative to carbon. Oxygen (here, 16O) is
synthesized by massive stars. Carbon (here, 12C) is syn-
thesized not only by massive stars but also by lower
mass stars. Prantzos et al. (1996) summarize theoretical
evidence on the stellar sites for the synthesis of all stable
isotopes of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. On the as-
sumption that the surface abundances of carbon and
heavier elements for an unevolved or main sequence
star are identical to the abundances in the parental in-
terstellar cloud, all stars began life with oxygen-rich at-
mospheres. For the sun and stars of approximately solar
metallicity, the C/O ratio is about 0.6. Analyses of main
sequence stars show that the C/O ratio in metal-poor
([Fe/H]<21) stars is about 60% lower than the solar
value (Tomkin et al., 1995). Models of galactic chemical
evolution can account for this drop in the C/O ratio. In
short, carbon stars are not born but are transformed
oxygen-rich stars.

The galactic experience as revealed by local disk and
halo stars is possibly not universal as to location and age
of a stellar system. Since considerable production of car-
bon but not of oxygen is provided by low mass stars, the
C/O ratio depends on the history of star formation and,
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in particular, on the relative numbers of high and low
mass stars. If formation of high (M.10M() mass stars
is consistently suppressed relative to low mass stars in a
particular environment, the C/O ratio will evolve to
higher values than the present value and may well ex-
ceed unity. No such regions have been identified, as yet.

Certainly, oxygen-rich main sequence stars are consid-
ered the norm. Then, the question ‘‘What makes a
carbon-rich star?’’ becomes ‘‘How is an oxygen-rich star
transformed to a carbon-rich star?’’ Existence of carbon-
rich stars might be accounted for in three broad ways: (i)
the stars formed from an interstellar cloud locally en-
riched in carbon (relative to oxygen); (ii) nucleosynthe-
sis followed by internal processes (diffusion, mixing,
mass loss) transformed the star from oxygen-rich to
carbon-rich; and (iii) carbon was transferred to the star
after its birth to increase the surface C/O ratio.

Possibility (i) seems unlikely but data on the compo-
sition of dark clouds, the sites of ongoing or prospective
star formation, are too sparse for its exclusion on obser-
vational grounds. Limited data on the carbon abundance
of H II regions in conjunction with ample measurements
of their oxygen abundance suggests that the C/O ratio is
close to the solar value and never exceeds unity. Since
low mass stars eject lots of carbon at low speeds into the
interstellar medium, it may be possible for pockets
within clouds to be made carbon rich and to have eluded
observers.

Possibility (ii) provides opportunities for transforming
evolved stars with C/O<1 to stars with C/O>1 but oppor-
tunities for transforming main sequence stars seem lim-
ited. Among the chemically peculiar A and B-type main
sequence stars is one class—the SrCrEu stars—with
members that are carbon-rich by the measure C/O>1
(Roby and Lambert, 1990). These stars for which el-
emental segregation driven by the combination of gravi-
tational settling and radiation pressure is a likely expla-
nation will not be discussed here, as they are not
generally considered under the rubric of ‘‘carbon stars.’’
Surface abundances of carbon and oxygen will be af-
fected by internal mixing only if it extends into regions
that are experiencing or have experienced nuclear reac-
tions. Since hydrogen-burning reactions at the interior
temperatures of main sequence stars reduce the C/O ra-
tio, mixing cannot result in a carbon-rich star. Mixing
occurs in massive main sequence stars where it is prob-
ably driven by rapid rotation and revealed by the pres-
ence of carbon-poor but nitrogen-rich stars (Lyubimkov,
1993; Gies and Lambert, 1992). Hydrogen burning is fol-
lowed by helium burning with a product that has C/O>1.
Wolf-Rayet stars of the WC types are carbon stars by
the definition C/O>1 but are not considered here. In the
case of the WC stars, severe mass loss exposes the
carbon-rich layers that were at a prior time deep in the
star and exposed to helium burning.

For evolved stars, possibility (ii) offers a richer variety
of possibilities. In particular, low (M,10M() mass stars
evolved beyond helium-core burning experience helium-
shell flashes (thermal pulses) which, in some calcula-
tions, are predicted to be followed by extension of the
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giant’s deep convective envelope into the top of the
(now quiescent) helium shell. This extension or third
dredge-up occurs repeatedly and brings carbon and
s-process products into the photosphere. (I. Iben, Jr.,
discusses this phase of AGB evolution in Sec. III.) There
is no doubt that the third dredge up in AGB stars is a
primary process for converting oxygen-rich to carbon-
rich giants. Questions remain about, for example, the
efficacy of the third dredge up in low mass stars, but it
may be claimed that theory and observation have con-
verged for carbon-rich AGB stars (N-type stars—see be-
low), as well as for the carbon-rich stars produced by
mass transfer across a binary system (see below). There
remain speculative possibilities for internal mixing lead-
ing to a carbon-rich star. Invocation of the helium core
flash in low mass stars is one such possibility. Severe
mass loss is another possibility. Such speculations are
aired in connection with carbon-rich stars for which
theory and observation have yet to converge, as in the
case of the R stars (see below).

Mass transfer [possibility (iii)] is the accepted mecha-
nism for the formation of several classes of main un-
evolved and evolved carbon stars (barium dwarfs, CH
subgiants, barium and CH giants). In this case, a star
evolves to become a cool carbon star (N-type AGB star,
see below) and transfers mass to its less evolved com-
panion, which is converted to a carbon-rich star. The
companion remains as a white dwarf orbiting the new
carbon star. Mass transfer from an AGB star to a com-
panion occurs only in a binary of wide separation. Bina-
ries of closer separation experience mass transfer before
the more massive star has become a large AGB star.
Perhaps, in certain cases, the two stars develop a com-
mon envelope, coalesce, and the single star that results
has experienced such extensive mixing that carbon from
the core of the previously more evolved star appears at
the surface.

3. The principal types of carbon-rich stars

In the following sections, I highlight some of the prop-
erties of several classes of galactic carbon stars. In gen-
eral, the highlights are restricted to observations that are
particularly pertinent to establishing the evolutionary
state of the stars, i.e., luminosity, and aspects of the
chemical compositions.

a. R-type carbon stars

The Harvard system of spectral classification intro-
duced types R and N for cool stars with strong bands of
CN and C 2. This separation remains useful. The R stars,
which are systematically warmer than the N stars, are, as
judged by temperature and luminosity, K giants with en-
hanced bands of CN and C 2. The N stars are cooler and
more luminous. A further broad division is helpful: the
N stars may be divided into those that do and do not
show strong spectral features attributable to the isotope
13C: bands of 13CN and 12C 13C or even 13C 2 are often
distinguishable at low to moderate spectral resolution
from their parent bands of the more abundant 12C iso-
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tope. Stars with strong 13C bands are termed J-type. A
small fraction of N-type stars are of the J-type. All or
almost all of the R-type stars qualify for the designation
of J-type. Thus observers challenge theorists to provide
an evolutionary scenario for three types of cool carbon
giant stars: N, N(J), and R. In broad terms, observations
and theory have met and reached agreement about the
N stars: asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars in which
the third dredge up (Iben, this review) has converted an
oxygen-rich to a carbon-rich envelope. By contrast, the
R stars are unexplained by theory despite more exten-
sive data on their chemical compositions than are avail-
able for the N stars.

A sample of 11 early R stars was analyzed by Dominy
(1984) from high-resolution optical and infrared spectra.
His abundance analysis provided the following results
that an evolutionary scenario must explain:

(1) Metallicity. The stars are of approximately solar
metallicity: [Fe/H] ranges from +0.2 to 20.6.

(2) Lithium. Lithium was not detected. It appears that
R and normal K giants are not distinguishable by their
lithium abundances.

(3) C, N, and O. The R stars are carbon stars in the
sense that C/O .1: Dominy gave C/O ratios in the range
1–3. The oxygen abundance is normal. Nitrogen was
markedly enhanced: [N/Fe]=0.7 where [N/Fe]=0.3 is
characteristic of normal K giants. The 12C/ 13C ratios of
the R stars are in the range 4–15 for a mean value of
763.

(4) s process. The s-process elements are not signifi-
cantly enhanced: @s/Fe]=0.2560.18. Certainly, the
s-process abundances are not at the level that is charac-
teristic of Ba II stars.

These results imply that carbon from a helium-
burning region has been added to the envelope after
substantial exposure to hot protons that convert some of
the 12C to 13C and 14N. The stars are too low in lumi-
nosity for the addition to have occurred as part of a third
dredge-up in the R star itself. Dominy speculated that
the helium core flash led to extensive mixing. Since all
low (M,2.3M() mass stars experience a helium core
flash but R stars are rare among the K giants (i.e., no R
stars in the Bright Star Catalogue, which contains more
than a thousand K giants), a special condition must be
sought that ensures that, in just a few cases, the helium
core burning giant is a R rather than a normal K giant.
Dominy suggested a rapidly rotating core might induce
mixing and create a R star. That the helium core flash is
the agent creating R stars has yet to be demonstrated
theoretically. Theorists appear to consider the flash to
be benign (i.e., mixing does not result). Perhaps recent
startling advances in numerical hydrodynamics may be
applied to this problem.

In light of the success of the mass transfer hypothesis
at explaining the Ba II and CH stars, suspicions have
surely lingered that the R stars might also be binaries in
which the nucleosynthesis occurred in a luminous highly
evolved companion star (now extinct) and transferred to
the less evolved R star. This idea has now been put ef-
fectively to rest by the radial velocity survey of R stars
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of McClure (1997). The remarkable result of his long-
term survey is that, in a sample of 22 R stars, ‘‘no evi-
dence for binary motion has been detected in any of
them’’ while 20% of normal K giants are spectroscopic
binaries. McClure suggests that R stars may result from
coalescence of two stars with coalescence providing the
trigger for mixing at the helium core flash. One might
expect coalescence to result in a rapidly rotating R star
as orbital angular momentum is transferred to the coa-
lesced pair but, as McClure notes and Dominy’s spectra
clearly show, there is no evidence that the R stars are
more rapidly rotating than K giants.

b. N-type carbon stars

Molecular spectra so dominate the spectra of the N-
type stars that abundance analyses have been seriously
hampered. Even with the advent of spectrum synthesis
as an analytical tool, progress has been slow. In part, this
is due to the fact that the many molecular bands are
much more richly represented in the stellar spectra than
in laboratory sources; unidentified lines are commonly a
nuisance. The principal results can best be set out in the
format used above for the R stars.

(1) Metallicity. Kinematics of N stars suggests solar-
like metallicities. Spectroscopic estimates are few, un-
certain, and based on few lines. Lambert et al. (1986)
found [Fe/H]=0 to within about 60.3 dex from a handful
of infrared lines of Na, Ca, and Fe in a sample of 30
bright carbon stars.

(2) Lithium. Lithium abundances of the majority of N
stars appear to be at the same level as in normal M
giants (Denn et al., 1991; Abia et al., 1993) which implies
that transformation of M giants to N stars by operation
of the third dredge up has not substantially altered the
lithium abundance. This result seems compatible with
calculations of the third dredge up. A few stars are so
remarkably enriched in lithium that production of
lithium must have occurred. These stars are the J-type
stars having a low 12C/ 13C ratio and little or no enhance-
ment of s-process elements (Dominy, 1985). Abia and
Isern (1996) suggest that lithium increases with decreas-
ing 12C/ 13C ratio but this may not reflect a physical re-
lation as the N and N(J) stars appear so very different in
s-process abundances. One is tempted to identify the R
stars as progenitors of the N(J) stars. Then, the N(J)
stars must manufacture lithium or lithium-rich R stars
have gone undetected. Unusual constraints are placed
on lithium manufacture in this case: no prior or atten-
dant s production or reduction of the C/O ratio.

(3) C, N, and O. Elemental abundance were given by
Lambert et al. (1986) from infrared spectra that con-
tained CO, C 2, CN, and other molecular lines. Three
results deserve brief mention. First, the oxygen abun-
dances [O/H] were on average slightly subsolar ([O/H]
'20.2). The oxygen abundances were in good agree-
ment with those found for M giants (progenitors of N
stars?) and for planetary nebulae (descendants of N
stars?). Second, the C/O ratios show the carbon enrich-
ment to be relatively small: the most carbon-rich star
had C/O;1.6 and about half of the sample had C/O<1.1.
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These values do show that substantial amounts of car-
bon have been added to convert an M giant (C/O;0.3)
to a N star but there are planetary nebulae that are sig-
nificantly more C rich (Zuckerman and Aller, 1986).
Third, the nitrogen abundances of the N stars were less
than those derived for the M (and K) giants by about 0.6
dex. M giants presumably may evolve to N stars, but it is
difficult to imagine that nitrogen can be destroyed by an
AGB star. (Many M giants may lose their envelope as
O-rich AGB stars and not evolve to N stars.) The mean
nitrogen abundance of the N stars ([N/H]=20.360.2) is
less than that from C-rich planetary nebulae for which
[N/H]=0.1 60.3 from Zuckerman and Aller (1986).
Lambert et al. (1986) stress that their N abundance de-
terminations are particularly susceptible to systematic
errors.

Isotopic abundances of carbon were derived in three
ways using infrared lines of two molecules; CN and CO.
The three results were in good agreement. The range
30, 12C/13C<70 encompassed the larger part of the
sample. The N(J) stars had, of course, lower values close
to the equilibrium value for the CN cycle. Lambert et al.
(1986) argued that the 12C/ 13C ratios of N stars resulted
from the addition of 12C but not 13C to the atmosphere
of a M giant with its lower carbon abundance and lower
12C/ 13C ratio. Recently, Ohnaka and Tsuji (1996) have
measured 12C/ 13C ratios from near-infrared CN bands
obtaining lower ratios than those given by Lambert et al.
(1986). Although it does not seem critical to evolution-
ary interpretation of N stars, this discrepancy needs to
be examined.

A general point of great importance may be inserted
at this juncture. Two different observational approaches
now provide information on the isotopic carbon (and
other) ratios. First, observations of molecular millimeter
and radio line emission from circumstellar shells provide
independent data. Presently, the reliable data refer to
AGB stars whose photospheric spectra have not been
analyzed for the same ratios. Kahane et al. (1992) pro-
vide the 12C/ 13C ratio for shells of five carbon stars. The
results (>65, 3227

110 , >30, 4463, and 3125
16) might be

viewed as supporting the results given by Lambert et al.
(1986). Second, the isolation of SiC grains from carbon-
aceous chondrites also provides new data on carbon
stars, which are the most likely source of these surviving
circumstellar grains. The distribution of 12C/ 13C ratios
for SiC grains mimics well the stellar distribution found
by Lambert et al. (1986) ( see also Anders and Zinner,
1993).

Oxygen isotopic abundances in carbon stars were es-
timated by Harris and Lambert (1987) following earlier
determinations of the abundances for oxygen-rich stars
on and off the AGB (Harris and Lambert, 1984, 1987;
Harris et al., 1985, 1988). Kahane et al. (1992) provide
the ratio 16O/ 18O and 16O/ 17O for circumstellar shells of
five carbon stars. Analyses of oxide grains from primi-
tive meteorites (Nittler et al., 1994) has also provided
these ratios which pertain presumably to circumstellar
shells of oxygen-rich (now deceased) AGB stars. Theo-
retical work on interpreting the measured oxygen isoto-
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pic ratios has been quite extensive. Forestini and Char-
bonnel (1997) indicate that their models of intermediate
mass AGB stars can explain the ratios except where the
16O/ 17O ratio is high; for example, they remark that the
measured isotopic carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen ratios
for nearby dust-shrouded carbon star IRC+10216 (CW
Leo) are consistent with their predictions for an AGB
star of mass 4 to 5 M( and solar metallicity except that
the observed 16O/ 17O ratio is not well explained. Wass-
erburg et al. (1995) invoke deep mixing in red (H-shell
burning) giants to explain the oxygen isotopic abun-
dance in giants (before and on the the AGB) and in the
meteoritic oxide grains.

(4) s process. The N stars are s-process enriched but
the N(J) are not. Quantitative assessments of the
s-process abundances in N stars come from a pioneering
study by Utsumi (1967, 1970, 1985) based on photo-
graphic spectra in ‘‘windows’’ at 4750–4900 Å and 4400–
4500 Å between C 2 bands. Busso et al. compare the
abundances of the s elements with those of Ba II and
other s-process enriched stars and with predictions for
AGB stars experiencing the third dredge up. In short,
the observations for the carbon stars are consistent with
predictions as to neutron exposure and mixing fraction
(see V. V. Smith, Sec. XI, for further discussion). More-
over, the observations of N stars are consistent with the
hypothesis that Ba II and other stars result from transfer
of mass to the present star from an AGB s-process en-
riched star; the s-process enrichment of Ba II stars is less
than that of the carbon stars (i.e., diluted following mass
transfer) but of a similar pattern as regards light to
heavy s elements. The large enhancement of s-process
species in the CH stars is discussed in Sec. XI.

A clear signature of active or recent s processing is
the presence of technetium, as noted by B 2FH for car-
bon stars (Merrill, 1956). Little-Marenin’s (1989) review
of technetium in stars reports observations of 15 N stars
of which 12 showed this unstable element. One N(J) star
did not show technetium. The absence of technetium
from the N(J) is expected as these stars are not s-process
enhanced. The absence of the technetium from 3 N stars
does not necessarily imply the stars are not active AGB
stars. Detection of the Tc I lines in spectra of cool car-
bon stars is difficult. There is also the possibility that
continuous decay of technetium may reduce the abun-
dance below detectable limits.

No review of carbon stars, especially one discussing
the convergence of observation and theory, could be
considered complete without mention of the carbon
stars in the Magellanic Clouds. Since the Clouds are at a
known distance, stars may be assigned absolute lumi-
nosities. In contrast, distances to carbon stars in our Gal-
axy and, therefore, luminosities are quite uncertain. The
luminosity distribution function for carbon stars in the
Clouds showed an absence of the predicted very lumi-
nous carbon stars and peaked at a luminosity too low to
correspond to the intermediate-mass AGB stars for
which the third dredge up had been predicted to oper-
ate. A seminal discussion of the luminosity function is
that by Iben (1981). Two points should be stressed. First,
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the marked absence of luminous carbon AGB stars is
now attributed primarily to two effects: (i) severe mass
loss that may terminate AGB evolution before high lu-
minosities are attained, and (ii) the onset of hot bottom
burning that reconverts the carbon-rich to an oxygen-
rich AGB star. Second, as emphasised by Iben (1981),
the ‘‘low’’ mean luminosity of carbon stars implies that
low mass AGB stars also experience the third dredge
up, an observation not predicted by then extant calcula-
tions. Iben wrote ‘‘a significant fraction of the carbon
that is freshly synthesised in an AGB star during ther-
mal pulses is brought to the surface of every AGB star in
the Clouds, whatever the mass of the underlying carbon-
oxygen core.’’ Understanding mass loss and the third
dredge up in low mass AGB stars remain the key theo-
retical problems in AGB evolution.

Luminous AGB stars do exist in the Clouds, as em-
phasised by Wood et al. (1983). These are S stars (i.e.,
enriched in s elements) and all are lithium rich (Smith
and Lambert, 1989, 1990; Plez et al., 1993; Smith et al.,
1995). The luminosities of the lithium-rich stars and the
lithium abundances are consistent with the predictions
for hot bottom burning (Sackmann and Boothroyd,
1992). In this phase, a very luminous AGB star supports
hydrogen burning at the base of the convective envelope
where previously the hydrogen burning shell was below
the base of the convective envelope. Hot bottom burn-
ing converts carbon to nitrogen and reduces the C/O
ratio below unity. Lithium is produced by the chain
3He(4He,g)7Be(e ,n) 7Li (Cameron and Fowler, 1971)
where the 3He was produced in the main sequence star.
This cannot account for all the lithium-rich stars in the
Clouds as some have lower luminosities than predicted
for hot bottom burning. One is reminded of the lithium-
rich galactic carbon stars.

c. Barium and related stars

To B 2FH the Ba II stars were a laboratory in which to
test predicted abundance patterns for the s process. Cer-
tainly, then and now, the spectra of Ba II K giants are
more tractable than the spectra of the N stars with simi-
lar s-process enrichments. Early attempts to account for
the Ba II and CH giants, which are metal-poor C-rich
stars, focused on the helium core flash that occurs in low
(M,2.3M() mass stars when helium is ignited in the
electron degenerate core. This explosive event was seen
by some observers as the driver for the nucleosynthesis
and mixing needed to transform a star to a barium star.
An early call on the helium core flash as the deus ex
machina was made by Warner (1965) with, perhaps, the
last call by Tomkin and Lambert (1983). The luminosi-
ties of the barium stars seemed compatible with the idea
too; the mean luminosity appeared to be that of a clump
or horizontal branch (i.e., a post-flash helium core burn-
ing star).

Discovery of the CH subgiants by Bond (1974)
showed that stars with compositions of the Ba II giants
existed at luminosities too faint for helium core burning
giants. The Ba II phenomenon appeared to extend to
the main sequence. A speculation was advanced that the
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helium core flash led to such extensive mixing that, with
hydrogen replenished in the core, the postflash star as-
sumed again the structure (and luminosity) of a main
sequence star (see also Luck and Bond, 1982).

All attachments to the helium core flash by observers
were shattered with the delightful discovery that all Ba
II and CH stars are long period spectroscopic binaries.
This result was first reported by McClure et al. (1980)—
reviews by McClure (1985, 1989) should be read! This
discovery was a reminder that binary stars must be con-
sidered to obtain a complete picture of stellar evolution
and a full understanding of peculiar stars. The discovery
led to the idea that mass transfer between components
of a binary star may create a low luminosity star with a
composition similar to that of an AGB star. The helium
core flash was cast aside by observers.

A prediction of the mass transfer hypothesis is that
main sequence barium stars should exist. Happily, ex-
amples have been found by Tomkin et al. (1989), Ed-
vardsson et al. (1993), and North et al. (1994).

For a discussion of the compositions of barium stars of
all kinds, the reader is referred to Lambert (1985, 1988),
Barbuy et al. (1992), Vanture (1992a, 1992b), with V. V.
Smith, Sec. XI of this review, providing remarks on the s
process. A comparison of the compositions of barium
stars with those of active AGB stars including the N-
type carbon stars shows the great similarities required
under the mass transfer hypothesis. Mass transfer is
most probably effected by accretion of gas and dust
from the AGB star’s wind (Boffin and Jorissen, 1988).

The main sequence barium stars just mentioned are
all stars with spectral types of F and G. Cooler stars will
show strong molecular bands and may look at low spec-
tral resolution like N-type (giant) stars. The first such
case was G77-61 with a classical carbon star spectrum
but a high proper motion suggesting a main sequence
luminosity. It is a spectroscopic binary and mass transfer
is a likely explanation for it (Dearborn et al., 1986). Ad-
ditional examples have now been found (Green et al.,
1991; Green et al., 1992; Warren et al., 1993). An abun-
dance analysis of G77-61 (Gass et al., 1988) indicates
that the dwarf carbon stars may not be simply cool close
relatives of the barium F and G main sequence stars.

Gass et al. (1988) conclude that G77-61 has low me-
tallicity: [Fe/H]'25.6 but a normal hydrogen to helium
ratio. Relative to iron, carbon is substantially enriched
([C/H]'21). No s-process element was measured. Gass
et al. suppose the star was initially a very metal-poor star
with a composition reflecting contamination of primor-
dial gas by debris from a very massive star. Perhaps,
there is a simpler alternative to consider: gas but not
dust was accreted as part of the mass transfer process
that led to the dwarf carbon star. Gas in circumstellar
winds off AGB stars is highly depleted in those elements
that form or adhere to grains. Iron and other elements
will be underabundant in the gas. If gas and not dust is
accreted by the companion in large amounts, the result-
ing star could be metal poor. Until other dwarf carbon
stars are analyzed, scepticism might be maintained
about their origin and their link to other main sequence
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barium stars. This is an important area for future spec-
troscopic work because de Kool and Green (1995) sug-
gest that ‘‘dwarf C stars may be the numerically domi-
nant type of carbon star in the Galaxy.’’

C. Epilogue

In 1957, B 2FH’s bold discussions of nuclear astro-
physics and element synthesis were many years ahead of
an understanding of stellar evolution, which has come in
two main areas. First, enormous progress has been made
in observational abundance studies and theoretical mod-
eling of single AGB stars. In broad terms, observed
AGB stars and the theoretical models of these stars
have converged. It may be said that the N-type carbon
stars are understood. Models also show how hot bottom
burning converts the carbon star back to an S star. Sec-
ond, the appreciation that Ba II and related stars are
binaries introduced the idea that mass transfer from an
AGB star suffices to account for these stars. Addition of
an innocent companion in a wide orbit provides the op-
portunity to transform that companion to a barium star.
Classical Ba II stars, CH giants, and chemically similar
stars of lower and higher luminosity surely result from
accretion of mass shed by an oxygen or carbon rich
AGB star. These expressions of convergence between
observation and theory should not hide vital topics re-
quiring additional scrutiny. On the theoretical side,
present treatments of the third dredge up and of mass
loss by a wind need to be replaced by accurate ab initio
theories. On the observational side, quantitative spec-
troscopy of the cool carbon stars needs to be refined,
and the advent of large telescopes in the south should be
exploited through high-resolution spectroscopy of AGB
stars in the Magellanic Clouds.

Classes of stars for which observation and theory have
yet to converge particularly deserve further examina-
tion. In this review, we have mentioned just some of
these recalcitrant classes. We recall the R [and N(J)]
stars: do they result from an aberrant heliuim core flash
or coalescence of stars in a binary system? The dwarf C
stars deserve a mention, particularly if G77-61 with
[Fe/H]'25.6 is seen to be typical. Observers should
take note of this tip of the dwarf carbon star iceberg.
Other classes of carbon stars were not mentioned; for
example, the R CrB and related hydrogen deficient
stars, stars that may be examples of ‘‘born again’’ super-
giants experiencing a final helium shell flash (FG Sge?),
and carbon stars with circumstellar shells of silicate
grains. Perhaps, at the next major anniversary of the
classic tale ‘‘Synthesis of the Elements in Stars,’’ the
convergence of observation and theory will have been
extended to all carbon stars. Perhaps!

XVII. CONCLUSIONS

Forty years after the publication of B 2FH, we find
that new discoveries and developments in nucleosynthe-
sis and stellar evolution (astronomical observations,
laboratory measurements, and model calculations) have
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in large measure borne out and expanded the insights of
the original authors. For example, the development of
mass spectroscopy techniques have made possible the
isotopic analysis of individual meteorite grains, while the
expansion of the observational spectrum to include
gamma rays and neutrinos have made possible the study
of such diverse processes as the distribution of 26Al in
our galaxy, neutrinos from the center of our sun, and the
neutrinos and 56Fe gamma rays from the collapse and
subsequent decay of SN-1987a in the Large Magellenic
Cloud, some 55 kiloparsecs away. At the same time a
number of important open questions still remain, relat-
ing to areas ranging from the resolution of the solar neu-
trino problem to the determination of the important
14N(p ,g) and 12C(a ,g) nuclear reaction rates both of
which are still uncertain to approximately a factor of 2
due to questions associated with the role of subthreshold
resonances in the low-energy extrapolation of labora-
tory measurements.

The remaining uncertainties on the astronomy side
are substantial and, in some cases, difficult to overcome.
While the opacity calculations for stellar structure calcu-
lations have been greatly improved by the inclusion of
bound-bound transitions of iron and some other species
(Rogers and Iglesias, 1992) the problems of convection
theory remain. In the deep interior of stars more mas-
sive than about 1.5M( the core in which the CNO cycle
and later helium burning is taking place is convective. A
problem arises with the extent to which convection pen-
etrates beyond the nuclear reaction region thereby
bringing in fresh fuel and extending the lifetime of the
star in that particular state. In stars cooler than about
6000 K at their surfaces an outer convection zone devel-
ops that homogenizes the layers in which it is active. The
depth to which this convection zone penetrates is uncer-
tain and the temperature gradient in the superadiabatic
region is difficult to calculate.

The analysis of the chemical composition of stars has
improved vastly during the past 40 years due to the re-
placement of photographic plates by digital detectors
and the construction of new large telescopes such as
Keck I and II. Very soon we should see high resolution
spectra of stars in nearby systems at distances of 100
kiloparsecs. The analyses of stellar spectra have been
greatly improved by the routine use of model stellar at-
mospheres, but the models have their limitations. The
most important of these is the difficult problem of the
boundary temperature for a star of given effective tem-
perature, since the strengths of an absorption line is very
sensitive to the temperature gradient, not just the stellar
effective temperature. Two stars of the same effective
temperature may have different degrees of chromo-
spheric heating and hence different backwarming of the
outer layers of the atmosphere (Kurucz, 1996).

Finally, we must mention the ever-improving but
never good enough atomic data, especially the transition
probabilities, that are vital to the analysis of atomic ab-
sorption lines. The need is especially great for the rare
earth and heavier species produced by the s , r , and p
processes. Similarly, for both oxide and carbon mol-
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 4, October 1997
ecules, we need transition probabilities accurate to bet-
ter than 0.1 dex and dissociation potentials that are ac-
curate to better than 0.1 eV to derive abundances of
various elements in cool stars.

Finally, we call attention to the complexity of the
events during a supernova explosion which is respon-
sible for the production of almost all the species from Si
to Zn as well as the r-process elements. Both the great
progress and remaining uncertainties are fully discussed
in the monograph of Arnett (1996).
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